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Headache, as a main neurological problem in everyday life, still takes place as a 
contributor on top of the list of many partially solved neurological conditions. Not only 

primary headaches but secondary headaches are still clinical concerns of diagnosis, 
differential diagnosis, and therapy. This book is quite different from classical headache 

books. First of all, it does not contain the classical schema of a classical headache 
textbook. Most of the chapters composing this book contain many answers for many 
unanswered questions about headache in general, for example, “Is headache a genetic 
condition?”, “What do smartphones do to our brains? Do they cause headaches?”, and 
“Does botulinum toxin really improve chronic migraine?”. We hope this book will be 

an interesting read and perhaps a guide in some new aspects of headache and help 
understand “some interesting headache issues” while stressing some of the less known 
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Preface

When I first accepted to edit this book you will read, I did not quite imagine that the content
would be about so many less-known and “still containing question marks" subjects about head‐
ache. As time passed and more submitted chapters came along, I realized that most of the chap‐
ters composing this book contained many answers to many unanswered questions about
headache in general.

Headache, as a main neurological problem in everyday life, still takes place as a contributor on
top of the list of many partially solved neurological conditions. Not only primary headaches but
secondary headaches are still clinical concerns of diagnosis, differential diagnosis, and therapy.

As a neurologist who has been seeing headache patients for 25 years, I made a simple list of ques‐
tions about headache that are often asked by my students, residents, patients, and colleagues so
far and tried to find some interesting ones among them. The objective results about my “self-
questionnaire" did indeed surprise me! The content in the book did not answer all but answered
most of them, for example, “Is headache a genetic condition?", “What do smartphones do to our
brains? Do they cause headaches?", and “Does botulinum toxin really improve chronic mi‐
graine?". The examples may be increased of course.

This book is quite different from classical headache books. First of all, it does not contain the clas‐
sical schema of a classical headache textbook. The most important answer for the reason is that
the need for non–textbook-type medical books is increasing as the needs of medical doctors in the
field are changing from day to day.

In the first section of this book, you will recognize interesting chapters about pathophysiology,
diagnosis, and differential diagnosis about some headache types. In the second section, mostly
nonpharmacological therapeutic aspects of headache are discussed in the chapters, and some
chapters are written by nonneurologist specialists. This should not, however, raise frowns among
neurologists. We neurologists believe that headache patients should be seen by neurologists first,
especially for the first diagnosis, but other specialists may contribute when necessary. General
practitioners and family doctors see headache patients, and the number of patients they see may
surprise so many people.

I hope and believe this book will be an interesting read and perhaps a guide in some new aspects
of headache and help understand “some interesting headache issues" while stressing the less
known mentioned above.

I thank all the authors of the book without whom this book would not be published. I will also thank
my colleague and mentor who inspired me, Prof. Dr. Taner Özbenli, an important name in headache.

Finally, I dedicate this book to my headache patients, my students, residents, and all my mentors
from whom I have learned so much.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Hande Turker, MD, MS
Neurologist and Clinical Neurophysiologist

Ondokuz Mayıs University, Department of Neurology, School of Medicine
Samsun, Turkey
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Genetic Aspect of Headache

Tuba Gökdoğan Edgünlü and Sevim Karakas 
Çelik

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

Abstract

Headache is a multifactorial disease and the genetic basis is not clear yet. We review 
recent findings about molecular basis of subtypes of headache. The fundamentals of 
molecular genetics and the recent advances in this area are important for clinicians to 
understand the pathogenesis of the disorder. Recent studies provide a foundation for 
critical appraisal of the literature, unprecedented insights and reveal promising treat‐
ment targets for future drug development. This chapter provides an overview of molecu‐
lar genetics, epigenetic and genome‐wide association studies on headache. In summary, 
we try to explain the state‐of‐the‐art molecular basis of headache and the possible future 
direction in this field of research studies. According to recent studies the main types 
of are evaluative, exploratory about molecular basis of headache. In recent years, new 
studies have been designed to provide an update and understanding of the modern day 
genetics, the advances in genetic research and methods and a basis for understanding 
the strategy by which advances in molecular genetics can be applied for understanding 
complex polygenetic diseases such as migraine.

Keywords: headache, genetic, epigenetic, cluster type headache, tension type headache, 
migraine

1. Molecular basis of headache subtypes

Recently, researchers have identified the gene variations that increase the susceptibility to 
develop headaches. To analyze the cause, clinical history of headaches is very important. 
While headaches can be caused by medical conditions, injuries, or infections, sometimes they 
are not due to any specific disease or other identified medical conditions. The three most 
common of those types of primary headaches are tension, cluster and migraine headaches 
(Figure 1). Tension‐type headache (TTH) brought on by stress or depression, so everyone has 

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



experienced TTH. TTH can be brief, episodic or continuous. According to some researchers, 
TTH could be secondary to the vasoconstriction, rather than dilatation [1–3].

The neurobiological mechanisms of tension‐type headache are concerning. Central sensitiza‐
tion plays a major role in chronic TTH. Whether peripheral mechanisms or central mechanisms 
are primarily responsible for TTH is an important issue to differentiate it pathophysiologi‐
cally from migraine. The literature suggests that migraine and tension‐type headache may 
have the similar pathophysiology. Moreover, exact mechanism for both the disorders is still 
to be elucidated [4–6].

The prevalence of migraine has been shown to be increasing. The researchers have suggested 
that the central nervous system (CNS) susceptible to headache has been linked to an impor‐
tant survival or reproductive advantage. Some possible reasons are determined; one of these 
says that migraine is a defense mechanism; the other one consider it as a result of novel envi‐
ronmental factors; the next one regards migraine as a compromise between genetic harms and 
benefits. Genetic epidemiological studies are necessary to prove the involvement of genetic 
factors. Twin studies have been used to assess the respective roles of genetic and environmen‐
tal factors in migraine [7, 8].

We briefly mention here the headache types and characteristics. The first title is TTH. 
Biological mechanisms of TTH are yet to be explained. This disease usually is associated with 
depression and anxiety. In addition, the genetic factors are most important for TTH patho‐
genesis. The neurological mechanisms of TTH are not known clearly. Genetic and neurobio‐
logical research studies have increased our understanding of the complex mechanisms that 
may lead to TTH. There is strong evidence for a genetic predisposition for TTH. Moreover 
pain pathways in the central nervous system are positively associated with TTH. Research 
has enhanced our current understanding regarding the means through which psychological 
factors lead to TTH, suggesting sympathetic hyperactivity as a possible mechanism [9, 10].

The etiology of cluster‐type headache (CH) is still unknown. Until recently, researchers 
thought that CH was not an inherited disorder; however, several new studies have suggested 

Figure 1. Diagram of primary headaches subtypes.
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that genetic factors play an important role in the CH. Some studies show that CH phenotype 
is inherited such as in autosomal dominant disease [11, 12]

To identify genetic factors that confer susceptibility to migraine, many studies have been con‐
ducted on the genetic basis of migraine types. First approach on this is classical linkage analysis. 
This approach aims to identify affected segments of chromosomes in individuals using a family‐
based approach. For monogenic migraine types, this approach has been particularly successful. 
A second commonly used strategy to identify gene variants involves candidate‐gene association 
studies. These studies are determinate with alleles and genotype frequencies in control and case 
groups. Recently, DNA variants have advanced spectacularly, allowing the cost‐effective analy‐
sis of DNA variants in patients in so‐called genome‐wide association studies (GWAS). Also, 
GWAS included hundreds of genes for many complex diseases. To determine the size of rarer 
gene variants is too expensive and takes more time. Instead, methods such as next‐generation 
sequencing of exons (exome sequencing) and whole‐genome sequencing can be used [13].

2. Genetic aspects of tension‐type headache

While tension‐type headaches (TTH) are the most common primary headache disorder it has 
not been as thoroughly investigated as migraine headaches. A lifetime prevalence of TTH 
has been seen in the general population ranging between 30 and 78% in different studies 
[13]. Nevertheless, 24–37% had TTH several times a month, 10% had it weekly and 2–3% 
of the population had chronic TTH, usually lasting for the greater part of their lifetime [14] 
According to the second edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders, 
TTH is classified into three subtypes according to headache frequency: infrequent episodic 
TTH, frequent episodic TTH and chronic TTH [13]. The female‐to‐male ratio of TTH is 5:4 
indicating that, unlike migraine, women are affected only slightly more than men [15]. The 
average age of onset of TTH is higher than in migraine, namely 25 to 30 years in cross‐sec‐
tional epidemiologic studies [16].

Many studies probably provide a valid measure of the major etiologic role that genetic or envi‐
ronmental factors play in TTH. Table 1 shows the genetic association studies in TTH. In a study 
of twins from the New Danish Twin Registry, it was found that the concordance rates were 
significantly higher in MZ than same‐gender DZ twin pairs with no or frequent episodic TTH, 
while the difference was not significant in chronic TTH due to small number of twin pairs. In 
monozygotic (MZ) and same‐gender DZ twin pairs, the concordance rates of infrequent epi‐
sodic tension‐type headache was significantly different in women but not in men, although the 
difference was small in both genders. It was suggested that genetic factors play a role in no and 
frequent episodic tension‐type headache, while infrequent episodic TTH is caused primarily by 
environmental factors [17]. However, differently Ulrich et al. suggested that an environmental 
influence was of major importance for episodic TTH and a genetic factor had minor contribu‐
tion [18] but in chronic tension‐type headache, the genetic factor may be more important.

When the population‐relative risk in first‐ degree relatives compared with normal controls 
has been calculated in a Danish study, it was shown that first‐degree relatives of 122 pro‐
bands with chronic tension headache had more than three times the risk of chronic tension 
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headache than the general population. An increased family risk can be caused by genetic 
or environmental factors because probands and spouses share their environment, the risk 
of chronic tension headache in spouses is used to elucidate the relative role of genetic and 
environmental factors. As first‐degree relatives had a significantly increased risk of chronic 
tension headache and spouses had no increased risk, this result supports the importance of 
genetic factors in chronic tension headache. [19]. For investigation of the mode of inheritance 
of chronic tension‐type headache complex segregation analysis was performed in 122 Danish 
families. The complex segregation analysis indicates that chronic tension‐type headache has 
multifactorial inheritance [20].

Because TTH treatment features medication with inhibitors for selective reuptake of serotonin 
and monoamine oxidase inhibitors, The polymorphic patterns of MAOA and MAOB, both in 
TTH patients and the healthy population were addressed in our previous study. MAO gene 
polymorphisms were examined in a group of 120 TTH patients and in another 168 unrelated 
healthy volunteers (control group). MAOA promoter and MAOB intron 13 polymorphisms 
were genotyped using PCR‐based methods. But an overall comparison between genotype 
and allele frequencies of the patients and the control group did not reveal any statistically 
significant difference between the patients and the control group [21].

Gene Genetic variants Results Reference

Monoamine oxidase (MAO) rs1799836 G/A promoter 
polymorphism of a variable  
number of tandem repeats  
(VNTR)

No association [21]

Catechol‐O‐methyltransferase 
(COMT)

Val158Met may be involved in the 
phenotypic expression

[25]

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) TNFA 308G > A and TNFB 252G > A No association [40]

Estrogen receptor (ESR1)
progesterone receptor (PROGINS)

ESR1 PvuII (rs2234693), ESR1 325 
C→G (rs1801132)] and [(rs1042838)

No association [119]

Apolipoprotein E (APOE) Association [28]

Serotonin (5‐hydroxytryptamine, 
5HT) transporter gene

the variable number of tandem 
repeats (VNTR) and 5'‐flanking 
promoter region (5‐HTTLPR)

Association [33]

Serotonin transporter gene 5‐HTTLPR) Association [34]

Serotonin transporter gene 5‐HTTLPR Association [35]

Serotonin transporter gene 5HTR2c‐Cys23Ser No association [36]

Glutathione S‐transferase (GST) 
M1, T1, P1

GST M1 and T1 null polymorphism
GSTP1 Ile105Val

No Association [42]

Methylenetetrahydrofolate 
reductase gene (MTHFR)

C677T and A1298C Association [38]

Methylenetetrahydrofolate 
reductase gene (MTHFR)

C677T No association [39]

Table 1. The genetic association studies in TTH.
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The catechol‐O‐methyltransferase (COMT) is an enzyme involved in the metabolic degra‐
dation of dopamine, norepinephrin and epinephrine [22]. It is accepted that COMT gene is 
one of the several potential headache genetic determinants. Several studies indicate that the 
genetic polymorphism due to a G→A substitution at codon 158 of the COMT gene, which 
leads to the formation of a heat‐stable, high‐activity COMT variant (Val/Val) and heat‐labile, 
low‐activity variants (Val/Met or Met/Met) [23]. Zubieta et al. demonstrated that a measure of 
pain sensitivity paralleled the COMT activity of the genotypes and individuals with Val/Val 
genotype have reduced pain sensitivity compared with those with the Met/Met genotype [24]. 
And also, Fernández‐de‐las‐Peñas C et al. investigate the relationship between Val158Met 
polymorphisms, headache and pressure hypersensitivity in children with chronic tension‐
type headache (CTTH). But it was reported that the Val158Met COMT polymorphism does 
not appear to be involved in predisposition to suffer from CTTH in children; nevertheless, this 
genetic factor may be involved in the phenotypic expression, as pressure hypersensitivity was 
greater in those CTTH children with the Met/Met genotype [25]. Nitric oxide has an impor‐
tant role in the pathophysiology of tension‐type headache. It is suggested nitric oxide synthe‐
tase inhibitors are helpful in the management of chronic tension‐type headache by reducing 
the central sensitization [26]. Besides nitric oxide synthetase, nitric oxide production is also 
dependent on apolipoprotein E (APOE) polymorphism and this production is gene specific 
[27]. And it was investigated that APOE polymorphism may be associated with migraine as 
well as tension‐type headache. And the results of the study showed that APOE epsilon2 gene 
increases the risk of migraine, while APOE epsilon4 gene is protective against migraine and 
tension‐type headache [28].

As other neurotransmitters, serotonin have a role in pain mechanisms, selective serotonin 
re‐uptake inhibitors (SSRIs) reduce the symptomatic/analgesic medication use for acute head‐
ache attacks of tension‐type headache [29]. Serotonin is taken up from the synaptic space 
regularly with a 5‐hydroxytryptamine transporter (5‐HTT) [30, 31]. Two polymorphic sites 
in 5‐HTT gene was studied in various studies: different numbers of variable‐number‐tandem‐
repeat (VNTR) region of 16‐17 base‐pair (bp) in the second intron of 5‐HTT gene leads several 
alleles such as STin 2.7, STin 2.9, STin 2.10, STin 2.11, STin 2.12 and a 44‐base pair inser‐
tion/deletion in the 5'‐‐flanking promoter region (5‐HTT gene‐linked polymorphic region‐5‐
HTTLPR) creating a short (S) and a long (L) allele [32]. The possible role of 5‐HTTLPR and 
VNTR polymorphisms was evaluated individually and in combination in risk of CTTH. 
Moreover, the relationship between the clinical response of the drugs or analgesic overuse 
and the serotonin transporter (5‐HTT) gene polymorphisms was investigated [33, 34]. Park et 
al. reported that S/S genotype frequency was significantly higher in patients with CTH (76%) 
than in those with controls (59%; P =.02). The authors suggested that 5‐HTTLPR might be one 
of the genetically contributing factors [35].

But differently in another study any statistically significant results based on the 5‐HTTLPR 
gene alleles and CTTH risk were not found. Only, when it was investigated the combined 
effect of the two polymorphic loci of the 5‐HTT gene, genotypes S/S‐12/10 and L/S‐12/10 dis‐
played statistically significant frequency in the CTTH group than in the control group. Aylin 
et al. reported that the presence of homozygous L and STin12 alleles may play a protective 
role against CTTH [33]. Also in a different study showed that the S/S genotype frequency 
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was significantly higher in CTTH patients with analgesic overuse. And it was suggested that 
serotonergic activity may be involved in the development of analgesic overuse in CTTH and 
that 5‐HTTLPR might be one of the genetically contributing factors [34]. But no significant 
differences were noticed between the 5‐HTTLPR and VNTR haplotype groups and success in 
treatment. 5HT2c‐receptor (5HTR2c) is another subtypes of 5HT2 families. The relationship 
between 5HTR2c Cys23Ser polymorphism and TTH was also investigated. However, there 
were no differences found among TTH and control groups [36].

Increased homocysteine levels are associated with various pathological conditions in humans, 
including stroke and cardiovascular disorders. So vasodilation of cerebral blood vessels may 
result in headache, or high levels of homocysteine may cause temporary thrombosis of cere‐
bral blood vessels, allowing less oxygen into the brain thus possibly causing headache. Frosst 
et al. reported an association between the homozygous C677T mutation in the 5,10‐methy‐
lenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) gene and serum homocysteine levels [37]. In a case‐
control study, the prevalence of two common MTHFR polymorphisms, C677T and A1298C, 
in tension‐type headache patients and healthy controls was compared. And it was suggested 
that patients with C1298C and C677C/C1298C genotypes may predispose to tension‐type 
headache [38]. On the contrary, the study of Kowa et al. could not reach the same results. It 
was reported that MTHFR gene polymorphisms was not a genetic risk factor for TTH in their 
study [39].

Also it was investigated the relationship between TTH and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) 
gene polymorphisms (TNFA 308G > A and TNFB 252G > A) [40] and also estrogen receptor 
[ESR1 PvuII (rs2234693), ESR1 325 C→G (rs1801132)] and progesterone receptor [PROGINS 
(rs1042838)] polymorphisms [41]. But no risk was observed when TTH patients were com‐
pared with HC. Similarly, in a study that evaluates the relationship between GSTM1, T1 and 
P1 gene polymorphism and TTH, no difference was found between two groups in the geno‐
type and allele distribution [42].

3. Genetic aspects of cluster‐type headache

Cluster headache (CH), the most severe primary headache, is characterized by recurrent, uni‐
lateral attacks of headache of great intensity and brief duration, accompanied by local signs 
and symptoms of autonomic dysfunction. In about 80% of the patients, the attacks occur in 
series lasting weeks or months, so‐called cluster periods [3]. The disease has an estimated 
prevalence of 1/500 and displays marked sex bias (female:male ratio 1:2.5 to 1:3.5) [43, 44].

Twin studies represent one of the simplest ways to unravel the relative importance of genetic 
and environmental effects. Much of the available literature on CH is reported in numerous 
concordant monozygotic twin pairs [45–48]. However, other studies demonstrated discordant 
twin pairs showed the importance of both genetic and individual specific factors and environ‐
mental factors in CH [49]. Beside this, epidemiological surveys indicate that compared with 
the general population, the first‐degree relatives of CH patients had a 14 fold increase in the 
disease risk in affected Danish probands and 39 fold increase in affected Italian probands. 
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Also second‐degree relatives have two times higher risk in Danish probands and eight times 
higher risk in Italian probands [50–52]. The different results can be partly explained by meth‐
odological differences or selection bias. The increased familial risk of CH strongly suggests 
a genetic cause for the disease. However, the pattern of inheritance does not appear to be 
uniform. The familial clustering supports a model of autosomal dominant inheritance with 
reduced penetrance in some families but autosomal recessive model in others [53, 54] Also a 
study by Sjöstrand demonstrated a significantly lower mean age of onset in the second/third 
generation of families with CH than in the first generation. This can be explained by anticipa‐
tion or selection bias, since individuals with late age at onset from the second/third generation 
may not yet have symptoms [55, 56].

To date, no clear molecular genetic evidence has been shown for CH. A point mutation was 
reported in mitochondrial transfer RNAleu(UUR) gene at nucleotide pair 3243 in a Japanese 
man with sporadic CH [56]. However, this mutation was not detected in Italian and German 
patients with CH [57, 58] and the involvement of mitochondrial genes in CH remains unproven.

Neuroimaging studies have identified the posterolateral hypothalamic grey matter as the key 
area for the basic defect in CH [59]. Hypocretin‐1 and ‐2 (also called orexin‐A and ‐B) are 
newly discovered neuropeptides [60, 61]. Hypocretin‐containing cells are located exclusively 
in the posterolateral hypothalamus, with widespread projections to the entire neuroaxis. 
Hypocretin‐1 and ‐2 bind to 2 G protein‐coupled receptors, termed HCRTR1 and HCRTR2. 
The peptides of the hypocretin/orexin system influence a wide range of physiologic and 
behavioral processes in mammals [62, 63]. Some of these, such as sleep, neuroendocrine, loco‐
motor, autonomic regulation, feeding behavior and energy homeostasis, may be of relevance 
for the pathogenesis of CH. Also a striking feature of CH is its diurnal and seasonal period‐
icity, suggesting that circadian and infradian rhythms regulate CH attacks. The hypocretin 
system plays a pivotal role in generating such rhythms and hypocretin‐containing neurons 
originate almost exclusively from the posterolateral hypothalamus [60, 61, 64]. Recent studies 
suggest a contribution of hypocretin to the pathogenesis of CH. A study among 109 Italian 
CH patients showed a strong association between the hypocretin type 2 receptor (HCRTR2) 
G1246A polymorphism and CH [65]. This association was confirmed in a major study from 
Germany, showing that homozygous carriers of the G‐allele had a twofold increase in disease 
risk [66]. Also in another study among Italian patients five additional intronic polymorphisms 
was genotyped, covering more than 75% of the entire 108.35 kb sequence of the HCRTR2 
gene. And the carriage of the GTAAGG haplotype was shown to be associated with the dis‐
ease and resulted in a 3.7‐fold increased risk for CH [67]. On the contrary, the association 
was not replicated in a dataset of CH patients of Danish, Swedish and British origin [68]. In 
addition there are two published meta‐analysis studies investigating the association between 
polymorphisms of the HCRTR2 gene and CH. However, there are conflicting results between 
two studies, Rainero et al. suggested that the G1246A polymorphism of the HCRTR2 gene 
may modulate the genetic risk for CH [69] but Weller et al. did not find evidence for associa‐
tion of G1246A polymorphism (rs2653349) [70].

Besides this, the association between CH and a variable number tandem repeat (VNTR) 
polymorphism of the PER3 clock gene that has been associated to preferred daily rhythm  
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(chronotype) in several studies was investigated. The hypothalamic biological clock may thus 
be involved in the pathophysiology and 149 patients were genotyped, but no difference in 
PER3 VNTR polymorphisms between patients and controls was found. And no association 
between CH, PER3 VNTR polymorphism and chronotype was found in the study [71].

Also some researchers performed a genetic association study to evaluate the relationship 
between CH and polymorphisms in the Clock gene, another highly conserved circadian gene, 
that influence the circadian phase in humans [72]. But they found that phenotype and allele 
frequencies were similarly distributed in CH patients and controls. Also it was determined 
that the clinical features of the disease were not significantly influenced by different geno‐
types. In conclusion, studies reported that the 3092 T‐‐>C polymorphism of the Clock gene is 
unlikely to play an important role in CH [73, 74].

Recent studies suggested that iron metabolism may be involved in the pathophysiology of 
primary headaches. The genetic association studies are shown in Table 2. In patients with 
migraine and chronic daily headache, Welch and colleagues [75] reported elevated iron con‐
centrations in the periaqueductal gray matter, one of the pain‐modulating centers of the 
brainstem. To evaluate whether mutations of the HFE gene would modify the occurrence 
and the clinical features of CH, an association study was performed in a cohort of Italian CH 
patients and healthy controls. They did not find C282Y mutation in both controls and cases. 
The prevalence of the H63D mutation was nearly similar in controls and cases so it was sug‐
gested that genetic variations within the HFE gene are associated with CH. But the HFE D63D 
genotype determined showed the onset of the disease at a significantly later age in compari‐
son with both H63H and H63D patients. So they recommended the HFE gene may influence 
the disease phenotype and may be regarded as a disease modifier gene [76].

Nitric oxide (NO) plays a critical role in the regulation of vasodilation, neurotransmission, 
inflammation and many other events throughout the body. NO also appears to be an impor‐
tant mediator of vascular headache pathophysiology [77, 78]. And an association analysis 
of five polymorphic microsatellite markers in the three different NO synthase (NOS) genes; 
nNOS (NOS1), iNOS (NOS2A) and eNOS (NOS3) was performed. However, it is unlikely that 
genetic variations within the NOS genes contribute greatly to CH susceptibility [79].

Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) is a key enzyme in the remethylation path‐
way converting homocysteine to methionine. The TT genotype of the common MTHFR 
677C>T polymorphism (rs1801133) has been shown to impair enzyme activity and increase 
homocysteine levels [37]. It was shown that this variant has been linked to migraine in recent 
meta‐analyses [80, 81] Homocysteine and oxidized metabolites like homocysteic acid exert 
excitatory effects on neurons and homocysteic acid has been shown to increase cell firing of 
trigeminal neurons [82]. Hence, a link between the MTHFR 677C>T polymorphism and CH 
is plausible. But in an investigation on the association between the MTHFR 677C>T polymor‐
phism and CH among German patients and controls do not indicate an association between 
genotypes of the MTHFR 677C>T polymorphism and CH overall [83].

Alcohol is a well‐known trigger factor for CH attacks during the active phases of the disease. 
The alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) pathway, which converts alcohol to the toxic substance 
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Gene Genetic variants Results Reference

Alcohol dehydrogenase  
4 (ADH4)

rs1800759 (‐136AC)
rs1126671 (Ile328Val)

No association [85]

Period (PER3) VNTR polymorphism No association [71]

Hypocretin receptor 2 
(HCRTR2)

G1246A (rs2653349) No association [70]

5‐HTTLPR rs4795541 (3‐bp insdel) rs25531 
(A > G)

No association

Alcohol dehydrogenase 
(ADH4)

rs1800759 (‐136AC)
rs1126671
(Ile328Val)

Association [84]

Methylenetetrahydrofolate 
reductase gene (MTHFR)

rs1801133 (677C>T) No association [83]

Hypocretin Receptor‐2 
(HCRTR2)

Haplotype of rs10498801, 
rs3122156, rs9357855, rs2653342,
rs3800539,
rs2653349

Association [67]

CLOCK Gene rs1801260 (T3092C) No association [73]

HCRTR2 G1246A (rs2653349) Association [69]

HCRTR2 G1246A (rs2653349) No association with drug 
responses in CH

G protein beta3 subunit rs5443
(C825T)

Association with triptan 
response

[87]

Hypocretin receptor 2 
(HCRTR2)

G1246A (rs2653349) Association

Clock gene rs1801260 (T3092C) No association [76]

Calcium channel gene 
(CACNA1A)

SSCP analysis of all 47 exons No association [89]

Calcium channel gene 
(CACNA1A)

No association [88]

HFE (hemochromatosis) C282Y and H63D No association [76]

Hypocretin (HCRT)
Hypocretin receptor 
(HCRTR1)
Hypocretin receptor 2 
(HCRTR2)

‐3250CT
rs8072081
(‐1717CT)
rs1056526
(T264C)
rs2271933
(C1375T)
rs2653349
(G1246A)
rs1027650
(IVS4 12.564AC)

Not polymorphic
Not polymorphic
No association
No association
Association
No association

[65]

Table 2. The genetic association studies in CH.
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acetaldehyde, is responsible for most of the alcohol breakdown in the liver. And Rainero and 
colleagues investigated the association of genetic variants within the ADH4 gene with CH 
susceptibility and phenotype. They suggested that CH was associated with the ADH4 gene or 
a linked locus. For rs1126671 polymorphism, the carriage of the AA genotype, in comparison 
with remaining genotypes, was associated with a significantly increased disease risk of 2.33 
times. [84] But the results were not confirmed in Swedish population. The data from this study 
did not support an association of the ADH4 SNPs rs1126671 and rs1800759 with CH [85].

Only about 70% of migraine and CH patients report significant treatment responses to triptans, 
which are agonists at 5‐HT1B/D receptors belonging to the family of G protein‐coupled recep‐
tors. A C825T polymorphism identified in the gene for the G protein β3 (Gβ3) subunit (GNB3) 
has been associated with an enhanced signal transduction via GPCR [86]. It was investigated 
whether a common polymorphism in the gene for the G protein β3 subunit (GNB3 C825T) modu‐
lates responder rates to triptans among a large cohort of Caucasian CH patients. It was suggested 
that pain relief by triptans is significantly modulated by a common genetic GNB3 variant [88].

Also mutations of the P/Q type calcium channel alpha 1 subunit (CACNA1A) gene on chro‐
mosome 19p13 have been shown to cause several neurological disorders with a wide clinical 
spectrum, mainly episodic diseases. Missense mutations of the gene cause familial hemiplegic 
migraine (FHM) and it is also likely to be involved in the more common forms of migraine. It 
was investigated whether the CACNA1A gene is also a candidate gene for CH. In this study 
an association analysis of an intragenic polymorphic (CA)n‐repeat with marker D19S1150 
and a (CAG)n‐repeat in the 3'UTR region was performed, in 75 patients with CH in Swedish 
population. But it was found that genotypes and allele frequencies were similarly distributed 
in patients and controls. Also linkage disequilibrium between the two markers was similar 
in patients and controls. And it was suggested that any significance of the CACNA1A gene 
in CH is unlikely [88]. Similarly Haan J et al. suggested that there is no involvement of the 
calcium channel gene (CACNA1A) mutations in a Dutch family with CH [89].

4. Genetic aspect of migraine

Migraine is an episodic and disabling neurological disorder affecting roughly 14% of the pop‐
ulation. The two most prevalent forms are migraine without aura (MO) and migraine with 
aura (MA). Migraine tends to run in families and has a strong genetic basis, with heritability 
estimates of 40–57%. In the rare monogenic subtype of migraine, familial hemiplegic migraine 
(FHM), three causative genes have been identified. There is, however, no significant asso‐
ciation between these genes and MO and/or MA. Many linkage studies and candidate gene 
studies have suggested causative genes in MO and MA, but few have been replicated. Recent 
attempts using genome‐wide association studies (GWAS) have yielded four single nucleo‐
tide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are significantly associated with migraine and recently, three 
additional SNPs have shown convincing association as well [90–93].

Recently, several studies have been used to identify genetic variants either causing migraine or 
conferring vulnerability to the disease. The array‐based technologies and second‐ generation 
DNA sequencing has provided novel analysis to genetic database. In general, rare variants 
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are sought by DNA sequencing in multigenerational families with many affected individuals. 
These studies were previously performed using a linkage approach, followed by refinement 
of the linkage region and targeted Sanger sequencing of candidate genes. On the other hand, 
genome‐wide association studies (GWAS) allowed the determination of the case‐control or 
family‐based association studies in large samples [93].

Many studies are conducted for understanding of molecular genetic basis of MA, MO and 
FHM well. Especially GWAS has given very important results for these diseases. The present 
work does not represent a systematic review but rather aims to provide thorough coverage of 
this area of investigation. Migraine can be part of known genetic disorders, displaying mul‐
tiple manifestations and often involving various organs.

Migraine is associated with some of genetic syndromes. These diseases are CADASIL cere‐
bral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy, 
COL4A1 retinal arteriolar tortuosity and leukoencephalopathy, CRV cerebroretinal vasculop‐
athy, CSD cortical spreading depression, FASPS familial anticipated sleep phase syndrome, 
HERNS hereditary endotheliopathy with retinopathy, nephropathy, stroke, HVR hereditary 
vascular retinopathy, MELAS mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis, stroke‐like 
episodes, RVCL retinal vasculopathy and cerebral leukodystrophy These disorders, though 
rare, may lead to a better comprehension of the mechanisms underlying more common forms 
of idiopathic migraine. Other forms of typical FHM due to mutations in novel FHM candi‐
date genes have been recently described. Mutations resulting in an FHM phenotype have 
been identified in the PRRT2 (proline‐rich transmembrane protein 2) gene, located on human 
chromosome 16p11 and encoding for an axonal protein associated with the exocytosis protein 
complex [94–99].

Studies shown that FHM is related to CACNA1A gene which encoded by 19p13, which pro‐
duces voltage‐dependent (P/Q) Cav 2.1 channel, α1A subunit Over 70 missense mutations 
with “gain of function” effect. ATP1A2 encoded by 1q21‐23 that produce to Na+‐K+ ATPase α2 
subunit responsible for FHM 2 disease. FHM3 is related to SCN1A gene. In conclusion, famil‐
ial forms of MA and in particular FHM, are due to rare inherited or sporadic genetic variants 
endowed with high penetrance. These mutations are affecting the transmembrane electro‐
chemical gradient by enhancing extracellular glutamate concentrations which are related with 
neuronal excitability [100, 101]. We can explain migraine‐associated genes in four groups and 
other effective mechanisms (Figure 2).

4.1. Candidate genes

(1) Neurological genes: This group candidate genes encode (a)ion channels (calcium chan‐
nel, voltage‐dependent, P/Q type, alpha 1A subunit [CACNA1A], voltage‐potassium inter‐
mediate/small conductance calcium‐activated channel and subfamily N, member 3 [KCCN3]) 
(b) Na+/K+‐ATPase subunits, (c) molecules involved in the synthesis, release and binding 
of neuropeptides (calcitonin gene‐related peptide) or neurotransmitters (glutamate, GABA, 
dopamine, serotonin) relevant to neuronal excitation and/or to nociception. Some case‐control 
association studies have yielded positive results, as known 5‐HT‐related genes, MAOA, dopa‐
mine‐related genes, although most studies have been negative especially for the former two 
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gene families. Nonetheless, a thorough screening of 150 brain‐expressed genes involved in 
ion homeostasis (channels, transporters, exchangers and accessory subunits) identified three 
genes encoding potassium channels associated with migraine, namely KCNK18, KCNG4 and 
KCNAB3 [100, 101].

(2) Vascular genes: These associated genes (ACE, MTHFR, NOTCH3, EDNRA) are involved 
in blood pressure regulation, endothelial cell function, vasoconstriction and vasodilation. 
Many vascular genes associated with migraine also confer risk for stroke and heart disease. 
These functional variants in some of vascular genes may cause migraine. Angiotensin con‐
verting enzyme (ACE) plays a key role in the maintenance of blood pressure and vessel wall 
tension. The D‐D (“deletion‐deletion”) common variant located in the ACE gene (human 
chr. 17q23) increases ACE enzymatic activity, as well as the frequency and duration of MA 
attacks. MTHFR is a key component of the remethylation of homocysteine to methionine, as it 
catalyzes the conversion of 5,10‐methylenetetrahydrofolate to 5‐methyltetrahydrofolate. Rare 
loss‐of‐function mutations in the MTHFR gene, located in human chromosome 1p36.22, can 
lead to hyperhomocysteinemia due to decreased enzyme activity [102–109].

NOTCH3 encodes for a transmembrane receptor regulating vascular development and dif‐
ferentiation during embryogenesis, as well as contributing to vascular integrity in adults. In 
addition to rare NOTCH3 mutations producing MA within the context of CADASIL, also 
common variants are significantly associated with migraine. Hence, NOTCH3 may play a 
broader role also in the pathogenesis of common migraine, well beyond rare forms associ‐
ated with CADASIL. Endothelial genes assessed for association with migraine encode for 

Figure 2. Genetic database of migraine disease.
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ferentiation during embryogenesis, as well as contributing to vascular integrity in adults. In 
addition to rare NOTCH3 mutations producing MA within the context of CADASIL, also 
common variants are significantly associated with migraine. Hence, NOTCH3 may play a 
broader role also in the pathogenesis of common migraine, well beyond rare forms associ‐
ated with CADASIL. Endothelial genes assessed for association with migraine encode for 

Figure 2. Genetic database of migraine disease.
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endothelin‐1 (EDN1), endothelin receptor type A and B (EDNRA and EDNRB), inducible NO 
synthase (NOS2), endothelial NO synthase (NOS3) and vascular endothelial growth factor 
(VEGF) [110–114].

(3) Hormonal genes: These group genes are related with estrogen and progesterone metabo‐
lism especially relating to menstrual migraine. However, results from studies of genetic asso‐
ciation between these genes and migraine were published in the later study, three estrogen 
receptor 1 (ESR1) haplotypes were significantly associated with the disorder (P < 0.05 or 0.01). 
In addition to ESR1, six other hormonal genes have been investigated, estrogen receptor 2 
(ESR2), progesterone receptor (PGR) androgen receptor (AR), follicle stimulating hormone 
receptor (FSHR), nuclear receptor interacting protein 1 (NRIP1) and cytochrome P450, family 
19, subfamily A, polypeptide 1 (CYP19A1) [115–119].

(4) Inflammatory genes: Recent studies shown that neurogenic inflammation, with activation 
of mast cells and macrophages accompanied by the release of proinflammatory cytokines 
may play an important role in the pathogenesis of migraine. Especially tumor necrosis factor 
alfa (TNF‐α) gene variants is positive associated with migraine [120, 121]

4.2. Family linkage studies and GWAS

Many GWAS and classical linkage studies have been performed for migraine either using a 
genome‐wide approach or targeting specific regions using microsatellite markers. Also, mito‐
chondrial dysfunction in migraine that increased influx of calcium increases oxidative stress, 
that muscle biopsy of patients with migraine may show mitochondrial abnormalities, that 
mtDNA polymorphisms may be increased in migraine patients and that riboflavin, coen‐
zyme‐Q, niacin and carnitine, all agents used in the treatment of MIDs, exhibit a beneficial 
effect for migraine [122].

Recent GWAS studies have shown four SNPs, located on chromosome 8q22.1, 2q37.1, 12q13.3 
and 1p36.32, which are associated with MA and/or MO. Although, some meta‐analysis con‐
firmed that the same results in independent populations. In another recent GWAS, three addi‐
tional SNPs located at 1q22 and 3p24. However, all of these associated studies shown that the 
moderate of change in risk for migraine. On the other hand, the pedigree‐based GWAS in an 
isolated population of Norfolk Island with a high prevalence of migraine and several novel 
variants in migraine susceptibility were identified [117–120].

4.3. Epigenetic

Epigenetics role of many complex diseases including migraine has aroused curiosity.

The effect of methylated DNA, methylated cytosines in the human D‐loop of mitochondrial 
DNA (mtDNA), acetylation have shown differences between healthy controls and neurode‐
generative and age‐related diseases. Given comorbidities with migraine and the suggestive 
link between mitochondrial dysfunction and the lowered threshold for triggering a migraine 
attack, mitochondrial methylation may be a new avenue to pursue. New epigenetic approach 
of to solve the complex background of neurological diseases are very important [121–124].
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The success of migraine genetic investigations will largely rely upon their capacity on one 
hand to apply the methodological approaches most apt to respond to each specific experimen‐
tal question on the other hand, on their capacity to integrate multiple levels of phenotypic, 
functional and genetic information, in accordance with the complexity of the disorder itself. 
Environmental factors, such as early and recent life events, hormones and inflammation, can 
indeed act upon a genetically vulnerable background to trigger the onset and determine the 
progression of the disease.
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Abstract

Background: Children and adolescents with frequent and chronic primary headaches
are, with a prevalence of 2–23% depending on diagnosis, age, sex and frequency, a global
health  concern.  Research  on  non‐pharmacological  treatment  outcomes  is  sparse.
Headache service faces a challenge because possible sensitisation of pain pathways can
affect outcomes leading to a delay in becoming symptom free or being cured.

Method: This chapter provides a narrative review of research containing suggestions
for relevant focus areas for professionals who work with children and their parents in
the process of self‐care.

Conclusions: Research supports that increased pericranial tenderness in children with
consistent primary tension‐type headache is a consequence of activated pain pathways
and relevant for clinical assessment. Tension patterns, posture, muscle balance and
strength in the neck/shoulder region are areas of importance for minimising the
triggering of input to the nociceptive system. Lifestyle factors such as sleep, nutrition,
stress and tension regulation, posture and ergonomics, physical activity (PA) and
exercise are a key part of non‐pharmacological team service. Empowering patient
education that provides children and adolescents with the knowledge and drive to
persistently pursue healthy lifestyle changes is the basis for potentially successful
outcomes in terms of ethical, cultural and educational issues.

Keywords: children, headache service, empowering patient education, stress and ten‐
sion regulation, aerobic power
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1. Introduction

Children and adolescents with frequent and chronic primary headaches are, with a prevalence
of 2–23% depending on diagnosis, age, sex and frequency, a global health concern [1–4]. The age
span is 3–18 years depending on the disorder. The main consequences of frequent headaches in
children and adolescents are more frequent school absences; disturbed health‐related quality
of life (HRQOL) [5] and a risk of medication overuse [6].

An interdisciplinary specialist team is a relevant health care platform for the professional
support to the families in the process of self‐care and recovery. A specialist team is suggested
to consist of neuro‐paediatricians, nurses, physiotherapists, psychologist and possibly a social
worker [7].

The diagnosis of the child’s headache as a neurological disorder is the first important step in
an interdisciplinary team service and is carried out based on the International Classification
of Headache Disorders (ICHD‐3‐beta) [8]. The most frequent diagnoses for children are
migraine with or without aura, tension‐type headache (TTH) or a combination of both, such
as mixed headaches. Girls present the highest prevalence for TTH [4], but there is conflicting
evidence as to whether boys or girls predominantly have mixed headache [1, 9].

There is a consensus that the aetiology and relevant factors are multi‐dimensional with
dynamic interaction between genetic, hormonal, neural and muscular mechanisms but also
psycho‐social and environmental factors. Researchers agree that migraine and TTH are two
different headache disorders [1], though some see it as a continuum [9]. They may, however,
interact, which is why efforts concerning TTH might be beneficial for the child with both
disorders. Frequent and chronic types of headache, which means they occur more than 10–15
days a month, present the greatest challenge.

Research on non‐pharmacological treatment outcomes is sparse. Headache service faces a
challenge because possible sensitisation of pain pathways can affect outcomes leading to a
delay in becoming symptom free or being cured. It is therefore important to empower children,
adolescents and their involved parents to persistently pursue healthy lifestyle strategies, which
could lead to a long‐lasting reduction of headache frequency and prevent disability.

A narrative review [10] approach is used in the following sections to describe and discuss
relevant areas of interest supported by research that might lead to headache reduction in
children suffering from primary TTH.

2. Research on hypersensitivity

Langemark and Olesen were the first to focus on pericranial tenderness in adults with TTH
[11]. Forty individuals with TTH and 40 controls were palpated by a blinded observer for
tenderness in 10 pericranial bilateral sites using a four‐point scale called the Total Tenderness
Score (TTS) (Table 1). Results indicated a significant difference in tenderness between the two
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groups. Bendtsen et al. [12] examined later the use of a palpometer, which allowed measure‐
ment of palpation pressure during palpation. The palpometer was a small instrument with an
arbitrary scale connected to a pressure‐sensitive plastic device attached to the finger used for
palpation. The use of the palpometer was recommended for research. Using the same observer
between palpations was recommended to keep the amount of pressure stable. The TTS system
was validated with the use of the palpometer [13].

0 No visible reaction and denial of tenderness

1 No visible reaction but verbal report of discomfort or mild pain

2 Verbal report of painful tenderness, facial expression of discomfort or no reaction

3 Marked grimacing or withdrawal, verbal report of marked painful tenderness and pain

Table 1. Langemark and Olesen’s four‐point total tenderness score [11].

Further research by Bendtsen et al. [14] focused on pericranial tenderness measured by a
palpometer and TTSs; and pressure pain thresholds and tolerance recorded by an electronic
pressure algometer at the non‐dominant second finger and at the temporalis muscle. Similar
to earlier studies the results showed significantly increased pericranial tenderness of all‐sites‐
pericranial myofascial tissue in adult patients with chronic TTH (CTTH) compared with
healthy controls. The results showed a decrease in pressure pain thresholds and tolerance, but
these results were considered debatable. Results also showed a shift to the left compared with
healthy controls when examining the functions for pressure pain thresholds and tolerance
versus pain on both sites. The results were interpreted as indicators of general hypersensitivity
in patients with CTTH.

At the time, there were also parallel studies focusing on children with headaches. For example,
Carlsson [15] examined 113 Swedish schoolchildren with frequent headaches compared with
109 headache‐free controls. The children were examined by manual palpation of seven bilateral
pericranial sites and TTS. Children with headache had significantly higher tenderness, and
children with chronic headaches had significantly higher tenderness for all sites, except the
frontalis muscles. The mean tenderness scores were significantly correlated with the frequency
of chronic tension‐type headache (CTTH).

Additional studies involving children were conducted. Tornoe et al. [16] examined pericranial
tenderness in 41 girls 9–18 years of age with frequent episodic TTH (FETTH) and CTTH
compared with 41 healthy controls by means of TTS. Results showed significantly higher
tenderness scores for girls with headache in all sites. Results showed a significant positive
correlation between headache frequency and tenderness.

Soee et al. examined 59 children 7–17 years of age with FETTH and CTTH compared with 57
healthy controls. Examinations were conducted by means of the TTS at seven pericranial
myofascial sites and the use of the original palpometer. Children with headache had signifi‐
cantly increased tenderness in all sites. The sites with the highest level of tenderness in children
with and without headache were the trapezius descendens and its occipital insertions. Further
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examinations were conducted by means of algometry of pressure pain thresholds at three
pericranial sites and suprapressure pain thresholds [17]. Sensitivity showed no significant
increase measured by pressure pain and suprapressure pain thresholds compared with
controls. Results from factor analyses indicated an association between pericranial tenderness
and the child’s general level of pain processing.

Adults Children

Pericranial sites/studies Langemark and

Olesen (1987)

Bendtsen et al.

(1994–1996)

Jensen et al.

(1992–1998)

Carlsson

(1996)

Soee et al.

(2013)

Tornoe et al.

(2011–2016)

M. Frontalis X X X X X X

M. Pterygoideus

Medialis

X

M. Pterygoideus

Lateralis

X X

Hamulus Pterygoideus X

M. Masseter X X X X X X

Processus Coronoideus

Mandibulae

X X X

M. Sternocleido‐Mastoideus X X X X X X

M. Trapezius X X X X X X

M. Temporalis X X X X X X

Processus Mastoideus X X X X X X

Occipital Muscle Insertions X X X X X X

M. Orbicularis Oculi X X

M. Corrugator Supercilii X

M. Rectus Capitis Posterior

Major

X

M. Splenius X

Table 2. Bilateral pericranial sites originally used in research for total tenderness score in TTH.

In another study, Soee et al. [18] conducted algometry and pain scoring for five increasing
pressure intensities at two pericranial sites, the trapezius descendens and temporalis, on the
non‐dominant side. Fifty‐eight children with FETTH and CTTH and 57 healthy controls
participated. The area under the curve for stimulus‐response functions was analysed. Similar
to the results for adults in Bendtsen’s [14] study, the stimulus‐response functions for pressure
versus pain showed a shift to the left, indicating hypersensitivity, especially for the group of
children with CTTH. Soee et al. concluded that the temporalis site was the most sensitive and
that quantitative and qualitative changes in pain perception occurred on a continuum, with
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FETTH representing an intermediate state between healthy individuals and CTTH. In
addition, Fernández‐de‐las‐Peñas et al. [19] found bilateral pressure hypersensitivity in a study
using the temporalis, trapezius descendens and tibialis anterior muscles in 25 children 5–11
years of age with FETTH compared with 50 healthy controls.

In a randomised controlled intervention trial with specific strength training versus interdisci‐
plinary counselling [20], headache frequency and duration declined significantly over the
space of 22 weeks, but pericranial tenderness did not change significantly in a positive
direction. These results indicate that generally increased pericranial tenderness and hyper‐
sensitivity might predict a delay in becoming symptom free or being cured.

In summary, in both adults and children with TTH research support the findings of altered
pain perceptions with hypersensitivity probably due to changes in both periphery and central
pain pathways. A continuum between the healthy children and the children with chronic
headaches is seen with the FETTHs as intermediates. The TTS as a palpation test seems an
applicable and non‐invasive examination for children in the clinic. To picture hypersensitivity
tenderness in all pericranial sites would be expected. There is a need for revalidation of the
TTS with the use of a calibrated palpometer in order to avoid large test‐retest variations as
found by Tornoe et al. [21] There is also a need for more research in order to establish a cut‐off
value between normal and pathological levels of tenderness in children. Table 2 presents the
bilateral pericranial sites originally used in research for TTS.

3. Tension patterns and self‐regulation

Other names for TTH were tension headache and muscle contraction headache. Throughout
the decades, various hypotheses and findings about the underlying mechanisms have served
as a guide to developing a solid, evidence‐based approach. In addition to research on pericra‐
nial myofascial tenderness and hypersensitivity, examining tension patterns in pericranial
muscles and how to regulate tension and stress have also been of interest. Surface electro‐
myographic biofeedback (SEMG) and progressive relaxation training have been examined
with success in children suffering from TTH, though large‐scale randomised controlled trials
are still needed.

Focusing on the frontalis muscles, Grazzi et al. [22] examined SEMG biofeedback in 10 children
12–15 years of age with TTH. The children participated twice a week for 12 sessions and were
also encouraged to use daily relaxation techniques at home. The results indicated a significant
decrease in EMG activity and headache intensity from the first to the last session. Bussone et
al. [23] did a subsequent larger controlled study with follow‐up to 12 months. Their results
showed a significant reduction in headache parameters but not in tension levels. The site was
frontalis, and the feedback was auditory. In a 3‐year follow‐up study [24], results likewise
showed long‐lasting improvements after EMG biofeedback relaxation training for children
with TTH, with further gains over the course of 3 years. Other researchers have examined
biofeedback and relaxation therapy in various forms and find SEMG frontalis biofeedback to
be superior. Results showed a long‐lasting, continuously increasing effect [25]. The continuous
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effect indicates that children learn how to use and integrate the relaxation techniques into their
daily lives.

Hermann and Blanchard [26] reviewed studies evaluating interventions with biofeedback and
relaxation for children and reached an overall positive conclusion. They discussed how to
distinguish between the input from biofeedback and the use of relaxation techniques, a
distinction Kröner‐Herwig et al. also make [25]. The question of whether the positive outcomes
relate to an alteration in mental stress, muscular activity or a combination of the two was
discussed and is still relevant.

Evidence on repetitive recruitment of motor units followed by pain, possibly altered muscle
activation patterns and muscular cellular dysfunctions in adults with computer work‐related
trapezius myalgia has also propelled headache research. Even though the trapezius descen‐
dens (the upper trapezius) has been shown to be the most tender myofascial pericranial site
in children with TTH, little research has been done on SEMG biofeedback from the trapezius
muscle. One study compared frontalis SEMG biofeedback with trapezius SEMG biofeedback
and progressive relaxation therapy alone in adults [27]. The results suggested that trapezius
SEMG biofeedback training might be more efficacious for CTTH with a significant effect
above 50%.

Children under the age of 13, who have not yet fully developed the ability to reason abstractly,
need age‐appropriate learning situations. Tornoe et al. [28] evaluated a study involving
computer‐animated SEMG biofeedback by placing sensors on the trapezius descendens and
by employing an age‐appropriate form of progressive relaxation techniques. The children, 7–
13 years of age, worked with visual and auditory computer‐animated feedback from screens
showing brief videos. Additionally, a bar graph gave the child a visible response each time a
certain tension threshold was exceeded. The sensor placement on the trapezius muscles
provided the children a feedback from posture, breathing, tension and heart rate. Furthermore,
SEMG data were also recorded. Comparing the pre‐and post‐treatment means of root mean
squares and median frequencies showed a minor non‐significant reduction for nine children
across a nine‐session programme. The SEMG results showed a significant within‐session
ability to up and down regulate tension. The study results showed a statistically significant
reduction in headache frequency.

Oral and written evaluations by the children indicate that they felt they were able to moderate
feelings of stress, multiple thoughts and emotions experienced as negative or stressing. The
children likewise managed to regulate the way these mental phenomena presented in the body
as increased heart rates, hyperventilation and/or muscle tension. Achieving a sufficient level
of self‐regulation experience and expertise appeared to require 9–10 sessions. Recent studies
examined the additional use of internet‐based self‐help programmes and supported the
applicability of the internet for cognitive‐behavioural interventions [29], although evidence on
headache reduction is conflicting [30]. Figure 1 presents learning aspects of self‐regulation.
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Figure 1. Using progressive relaxation techniques to learn self‐regulation. This image belongs to the author of the
chapter: PhD Birte Tornøe.

4. Lifestyle‐related physical factors and resources

The neck/shoulder muscles are involved in the underlying pathology of headache. One
hypothesis on adult patients with CTTH confirmed in findings was that higher tension levels
measured by EMG in the trapezius muscles increase input from myofascial tissue leading to
hypersensitivity [31]. Evidence of increased tension levels, however, shows conflicting results
in adults, and EMG studies in children are sparse. A summary by Bendtsen and Fernandez‐
de‐las‐Penas [32] points out that prolonged nociceptive stimuli from myofascial input could
be a result of continuous activation of local structures followed by microtrauma of selected
muscle fibre, thus leading to increased hypersensitivity. They consequently recommended that
specific attention be paid to the muscular factors underlying TTH [32]. From this perspective,
the involvement of the trapezius muscles in computer‐related workplace research is interest‐
ing. In a study involving adult females with trapezius myalgia, results from muscle biopsies
indicated that women with trapezius myalgia had a higher percentage of hypertrophied type‐
I fibres with poor capillarisation. The findings were associated with long‐term working
exposure [33]. Recent studies on surface and intramuscular EMG support the involvement of
subparts of the trapezius muscles related to both attention tasks and anticipatory motor
programming of precise finger typing and manipulation. The latter could be approached with
the use of elbow support, which would decrease the need for anticipatory shoulder stabilisa‐
tion. Maintaining work‐related local activity is believed to impair cellular mechanisms, leading
to increased input to free nociceptive nerve endings [34]. In conclusion, both headache research
and research in physiology and ergonomics support evidence on the involvement and
impairment of subparts of the trapezius muscles in continuous daily, and especially work‐
related activities, leading to prolonged nociceptive input and hypersensitivity.
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4.1. Posture, muscle activity and the use of electronic devices by children

Children and adolescents worldwide use iPads, computers and mobile phones for schoolwork
and leisure activities. Children with TTH have been associated with more frequent use of
computers than healthy controls [35]. Straker et al. [36] examined posture and muscle activity
in young children with a mean age 5.6 years who were using either a tablet, desktop or paper.
SEMG and 3‐D‐motion data were used to collect data. Desktop computers were associated
with a more upright position and less muscle activity than both tablets and paper. On the other
hand, desktop computers were associated with a more constrained and monotonous posture,
while tablet and paper allowed for greater variation. The use of a tablet was associated with a
more flexed posture, elevated shoulders and more muscular activity in the trapezius descen‐
dens muscles and cervical erector spinae. A study of children 10–12 years of age also indicated
the same implications for computer use by children as are reported for adults. The mid position
of the screen was shown to be the preferred position in terms of gaze, posture and muscle
activity in the trapezius descendens and cervical erector spinae [37]. As a result, ergonomic
advice and adjustments in the working environment for children with and without headache
is recommended, particularly with the widespread use of tablets in schools and the amount of
time spent using electronic devices. Straker et al. [38] reviewed the physical aspects of
children’s interaction with computers. The aim was to set up guidelines on how to use them
wisely as a result of concerns about how extensive use of electronic devices might pose a risk
to their development and health. A long list of recommendations emerged stressing that
parents, teachers and health professionals have a responsibility to act and also to teach children
how to use them prudently. Workplace adjustments, computer skills, body awareness (espe‐
cially of bodily signals due to overload), transporting equipment, and physical exercise and
activity are important to counter adverse consequences.

4.2. Muscle strength, aerobic power and health

In a historical review of research on physiology and ergonomics, Sjøgaard [39] shows that
research indicates that physical exercise and activity can counteract the negative effects of
muscular overload, producing a health‐enhancing effect. Strength training in particular three
times weekly for 10 weeks has a positive effect on muscular recovery. A study comprising girls
9–18 years of age with FETTH and CTTH found a significant association between headache
and reduced neck/shoulder muscle strength and aerobic power [16]. Specific strength training
of the trapezius descendens in particular was hypothesised to lead to significant headache
reduction, which was confirmed in a later study [20]. At baseline the girls reported a perceived
deficit in physical, emotional and school functioning domains and health measured by HRQOL
questionnaires. Exercising and interdisciplinary counselling showed long‐term improvements
in these areas. Results indicated that the girls, who were interactive in exercising, gained
greater physical results measured by strength and aerobic power than the girls who were
verbally counselled to be more physically active.

The awareness of the importance of aerobic power in relation to headache is relatively new.
The Norwegian HUNT3 study [40] also showed a significant inverse relationship between any
type of headache and measured peak oxygen uptake in a sample of 3899 adults 20–50 years of
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age. Physical activity (PA) showed a similar relationship. It currently remains unclear as to
what is cause and what is effect, but the truth is that perhaps they are both. Generally, muscular
fitness, aerobic power (cardiorespiratory/cardiovascular fitness) and speed/agility are consid‐
ered important markers for health in childhood [41], making this an important focus area for
future research and interventions for children and adolescents with headache.

4.3. Sleep, nutrition and stress

Interdisciplinary counselling along with physical education for children and adolescents with
TTH has a significant effect [20]. A recent study of 509 children 9–15 years of age with frequent
weekly headaches [42] found that dysfunctional coping strategies for stress are negatively
associated with the probability of headache remission. Other psychological variables were not
significant. Girls presented higher prevalence and lower probability of remission than boys.
Children, and especially girls, appear to need empowered learning on how to manage self‐
care in daily life by using active coping strategies. The perceived areas of deficit, such as
physical, emotional and school functions, are of interest. Impaired school functioning is the
least recognised area and needs further research. Examining and counselling on how to cope
with and reduce stress and optimising sleep quality and nutrition are important areas to
explore. An association has been confirmed between sleep difficulties and children with
headache, which is why the underlying causes should also be addressed [43].

Enhancing PA is one way to regulate stress and to achieve better quality of sleep. The effect of
PA on stress, anxiety, sleep quality and mental wellbeing may even be superior to mindfulness
meditation and heart rate variability biofeedback [44, 45]. A certain amount of PA is necessary
to maintain and improve aerobic power and health. Families should be empowered to follow
the guidelines and recommendations set by the World Health Organization (WHO) [46].
Figure 2 presents the possible interacting mechanisms underlying paediatric headache.

Figure 2. Possible interacting mechanisms underlying paediatric headache. This image belongs to the author of the
chapter: PhD Birte Tornøe.
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5. Empowering patient education

5.1. Empowerment

Over the years, health research has examined how to encourage the management of self‐care
in patients. Headache and other paediatric services face the challenge of how to empower the
knowledge and understanding the children and parents have of specific focus areas and how
to engage the child and parents in the process of changing health behaviour and incorporating
active coping strategies.

The concept of empowerment developed in policy and social research in the 1960s and 1970s.
From a medical perspective, Foucault stressed the need for patient knowledge, dialogue and
shared decision‐making [47]. Later, nursing research explored empowerment, with Leino‐
Kilpi defining the various dimensions of empowering patient education in a model to be used
as a tool for examining and evaluating patient education [48]. The knowledge and skills
acquired were the outcomes measured. Knowledge and knowledge expectations are key
topics. A large European survey of adult surgical orthopaedic patients undergoing patient
education concluded that knowledge and knowledge expectations differ between cultures and
people depending on their background. The highest expectations were with regard to the bio‐
physiological and functional knowledge dimensions [49].

Aujoulat et al. [50] discussed the lack of conclusive definitions of empowerment but revealed
a number of guiding principles. Empowerment is seen as both a process and an outcome [51,
52]. The empowerment process can be divided into two parts: (1) an intra‐personal dimension
where the individual transforms due to interactive learning and (2) an inter‐personal dimen‐
sion arising from the relationship between the patient and health provider [50, 51]. A key point
is that an educational partnership is required to support and empower the patient (1) to
collaborate, engage and be able to manage decision‐making; (2) to gain knowledge and skills
to cope with psycho‐social and functional issues; (3) to have the right to self‐determination;
(4) to mobilise resources to become responsible and efficient in self‐management; and (5) to
adhere to mutual plans [48, 50, 53]. Time and experience are stressed as important factors in
empowerment. Participation and interactive leaning are key topics [50, 51].

Child participation and decision‐making are a specialist area as children are vulnerable
participants in health care service. Decision‐making involving children is linked to the ethical
and legal rights of the child [54]. Children move through various stages of knowledge and
cognitive skills, and have the right to participate regardless of the demands their develop‐
mental stage puts on how parents and professionals act. Generally, children develop their
decision‐making skills as they get older, with 18 the legal age of consent for treatment. Until
then, professionals and parents act as proxies on behalf of the child and work in the child’s
best interest throughout childhood [55], even though children may not know their rights or
may not want to participate. As a result, involved parents and professionals should encourage
the child to participate and be interactive in learning and decision‐making, but they should
also respect the child’s wishes and opinions [55]. Research points out that shared participation,
decision‐making and shared learning experiences with parents promote positive outcomes
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[56], but in order to avoid an asymmetrical relationship, focusing on child‐centred care, where
the child is a key, active agent [57] guided by adults, is recommended.

As an advocate for adolescent‐friendly health services, the WHO established quality standards
in 2012 for this area [58], emphasising that services should be available, affordable and in an
attractive environment. Ideally, adolescents should be involved in designing the service, which
should provide up‐to‐date appropriate information and education that enables children and
adolescents to make informed choices. Adolescents should be involved in monitoring and
evaluating experiences. Interventions should be evidence‐based, and the health service should
encompass knowledge about general health needs. In addition, the health care staff should
possess the necessary skills and be given sufficient time to provide care. Finally, all procedures
should guarantee client confidentiality and value cultural and religious needs. In 2015, the
European Health Parliament established a similar framework on patient empowerment and
patient centredness [59].

5.2. How to facilitate health behaviour change

Various actors must be taken into consideration for health services, including the child, parents,
professionals and the organisation, each of which perhaps has its own gender‐specific culture
and motivation. Research results show that additional fields of action must be examined in
order to address these complex areas.

5.2.1. Child, parents and network

Engaging in PA decreases with age, though less so for boys than for girls [45, 60], indicating
that this area needs more attention. In order to guide children to further pursue a physically
active lifestyle, greater insight is needed into what key factors play a role. The Canadian
Assessment of Physical Literacy (CAPL) [60] is an instrument validated in healthy children
that offers assessment of PA, physical competence, motivation and confidence, knowledge and
understanding related to a physically active lifestyle for children 8–12 years of age [60] and
can provide insight into empowering elements. Further research will show whether CAPL can
be used to benefit children with headache by pushing efforts in the right direction.

Little is known, in fact, about what motivates children. Trollvik et al. [61] examined what
children experienced in a meaningful learning programme for children with asthma. The
learning approach was varied and included storytelling, conversations, dialogue (including
about bodily experiences) and interactive group activities. Qualitative evaluations based on
recordings and observations showed that the following had a positive impact: (1) a warm and
positive climate, (2) the opportunity to express and share feelings and reflections, (3) gaining
new knowledge about the disorder and themselves and (4) interacting with other children and
health care professionals. The study included a variety of communication methods to give the
children both mental and bodily experiences.

Research indicates that parental participation plays an important role when children need
empowering physical education [62]. Respecting the child/adolescent’s needs, nurses and
physical therapists can encourage and support families to make time to be physically active
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together, or to support the child, especially daughters, in other ways to promote a healthy
lifestyle. Fathers and mothers influence their children differently, which is why health care
staff should consider working with gender‐specific approaches [63]. Parental support can be
divided into actions that are instrumental, conditional, motivational and informational [63].
For example, parents can motivate their children and adolescents and give them information;
and they can pay any expenses, for equipment and for transportation (instrumental). Direct
parental involvement in PA (conditional), where the fathers’ active involvement appears to be
very important, is associated with increased levels of PA [45, 63]. Parental support has also
been shown to result in the enhanced psycho‐social wellbeing of the child [63]. Social support,
including knowledge, beliefs and attitudes, from peers/friends and family also seem to have
a clear positive effect on the PA level of adolescents [45, 63]. A positive climate, enjoyment and
social elements are also known to facilitate the participation of children and adolescents [45],
while a lack of time is perceived as a barrier [20, 45].

5.2.2. Professionals in the organisation

It is important to gain insight into the role, behaviour and thoughts of professional staff
working in paediatric health care departments. Elwell et al. [64] conducted 33 interviews with
clinical staff in inpatient and outpatient hospital services in order to identify the barriers and
facilitators they experienced when providing advice to children and their families about
healthy lifestyle behaviours. Barriers included a lack of time, a lack of feedback about whether
the advice had had a positive impact and the constraints of working in a hospital environment.
The facilitators included seeing health promotion as an important educational activity (not just
information) that leads to cost savings, decreased admissions and better child health. In order
to implement an educational activity that leads to positive outcomes, it is maintained that
health care professionals must be trained. This argument is supported by Kelo et al. [56], who
also examined how nurses perceive the utilisation of empowering education in school‐aged
children with diabetes and their parents. The study identified four phases or categories for
successfully managing this process: assessment of knowledge, skills and needs, planning,
implementation, including participation and interactivity, and finally evaluation and feedback
for the family. It was stressed that educating children must be based on developmental
psychology because of the various psychological and functional abilities that characterise the
different ages [56, 65]. The study describes the complexity of an empowering patient education
in detail, as well as the variety of approaches used. Nurses experienced management and
leadership challenges due to a lack of expertise, a lack of resources and uncertainty. Also the
situation of the child and parents, with their various attitudes and behaviours, was contained.
The nurses experienced that, despite the challenges, empowering patient education made
sense and contributed a positive learning effect for the participating children and their parents,
which is an outcome that should be studied further.

The multiple components in this study clearly show that empowering patient education is a
complex intervention that requires the organisation and professionals to adapt their work
practices to accommodate the complexity [53, 56]. Homogenisation and standardisation in
hospital organisations, however, may work to thwart the aim of empowering education and
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child centredness. Figure 3 presents aspects of empowering patient education for children and
adolescents with headache.

Figure 3. Aspects of empowering patient education for children and adolescents with headache. This image belongs to
the author of the chapter: PhD Birte Tornøe.

6. Implications for headache service for children and adolescents

Empowering patient education has long‐lasting positive outcomes for paediatric health care
services. It implies giving the child, adolescent and involved parents a platform for experi‐
mental and interactive learning, where the child’s right to autonomy and self‐determination
is respected and the child’s motivation considered. Setting aside a sufficient amount of time is
necessary for the various phases of a high‐quality empowering educational programme, which
include: examination, planning, education, implementation and, finally, evaluation and
feedback. This involves managing a variety of communication and interactive methods. A
child/adolescent‐friendly atmosphere with pleasant social activities is empowering. These
features combined mean that the staff who lead and manage the educational programmes must
be prepared and have the necessary training. The organisation should also be able to encom‐
pass the complexity of the programme in order to live up to WHO and EU Health Parliament
standards.

The educational content for children and adolescents with primary TTH is linked to general
and specific health knowledge and skills. The strategies needed work to reduce psycho‐
physiological overload. Muscle load is seen leading to prolonged nociceptive input to pain
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pathways with subsequent hypersensitivity and chronic pain. Sufficient amounts of aerobic
power achieved through training and outdoor play enhance health, and can also be used as
active stress‐coping strategies. Stress, sleep and nutrition hygiene also work to help accumulate
the resources needed to cope with the demands of daily life and to reduce a psycho‐physio‐
logical load.

Specific strength training, especially of the upper trapezius, might reverse negative muscular
consequences from repetitive work with electronic devices. It is also necessary to reach a
sufficient volume of training.

Relaxation training with SEMG and visual and auditory feedback is another interactive,
effective learning process for children, which also tends to reduce prolonged nociceptive input.
Awareness of and training on how to modulate workloads, posture, breathing and heart rate
provides the knowledge and skills to self‐regulate mind‐body interactions in daily life.

7. Short conclusions

• Girls have a higher prevalence of TTH and a lower probability of headache remission, which
is why children and adolescents may benefit from a headache service that focuses on the
possibly different knowledge and needs of girls and boys.

• TTS is an applicable, non‐invasive examination for children in the daily headache clinic. The
palpation test can be used for examining pericranial tenderness as a consequence of pain
hypersensitivity. Further research is needed to revalidate TTS with the use of a calibrated
palpometer and to examine levels of sensitivity and specificity with cut‐off values.

• Neck/shoulder muscles are involved in the underlying pathology of headache in children
and adults. Muscle load from repetitive work can result in dysfunctions in muscular cellular
mechanisms, thus leading to prolonged nociceptive input. Specific strength training, an
adequate level of physical fitness and ergonomic learning can help restore the negative
impact of repetitive work.

• Implementing relaxation techniques in paediatric educational programmes can also be
beneficial. Courses must comprise at least ten sessions to provide the child and adolescent
with enough time to experience how to work with and benefit from self‐regulation techni‐
ques and stress‐coping strategies, optionally combined with internet‐based programmes.
Computer‐animated EMG biofeedback provides children with quick, easy and understand‐
able visual and auditory feedback on the regulation of tension.

• Aerobic power is an important overall health marker for children and adolescents and is
also a way to regulate stress. Parental participation and supportive behaviour play an
important role in enhancing the PA of children, especially girls. A high level of PA also helps
balance the time spent on electronic devices, which in turn has a positive impact on the
child’s health and development.
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• Time and space to interact, practice and improve skills promotes successful outcomes for
children and adolescents with headache. Shaping a social environment that involves
interaction with friends and family is important to empower the child and adolescent to
learn. A perceived lack of time, on the other hand, is a barrier in the daily life of families.
More research is needed on how to approach this dilemma.

• The underlying mechanisms of headache are multi‐systemic and involve various mental
and physiological functions that need to be dealt with. Research indicates that the time span
leading to successful outcomes lies between 3 months and 3 years. Setting aside time to
develop and conduct high‐quality, complex empowering educational programmes appears
to raise the level of satisfaction and outcomes in children, adolescents, their involved parents
and headache professionals.
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Abstract

Headache  disorders,  described  as  early  as  3000  BC,  represent  both  a  treatment
challenge and a serious public  health concern,  with impact  on the individual  and
society. Existing research in primary headache syndromes (not being caused by any
underlying  problem)  focuses  mainly  on  pain  mechanisms.  However,  the  painful
symptomatology is the main encounter for the decreased quality of life and discomfort,
the vegetative manifestations that frequently accompany the cephalalgic syndromes
represent an important source of distress. Despite the advancement of the understand‐
ing  of  the  molecular  basis  of  headache  disorders  and  neurovascular  complex
interactions,  there  is  still  lack  of  a  cohesive  understanding of  the  neurovegetative
modulation  in  different  types  of  primary  cephalalgic  syndromes.  The  aim of  this
chapter is to present an overview of the neurochemical mechanisms and pathways,
which subtend dysautonomic manifestations in headache.

Keywords: headache, autonomic dysfunction, neurovascular system, heart rate varia‐
bility, sympathetic nervous system

1. Introduction

The foundation of our current understanding of the mechanisms of headache dates back to
seventeenth century, when Thomas Willis, one of the great figures in medicine, proposed that
the source of pain was not the brain itself, but nerve fibers being pulled by the distended
vessels. He therefore postulated the vascular theory of headache. It is known today that the
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autonomic manifestations of the vascular headaches are provoked by the tight connections
between the pain receptors located at the head level and the autonomic structures of the
central  nervous  system.  The  primary  cephalalgic  syndromes  with  vascular  implications
(migraine, cluster headache, SUNCT, and paroxysmal hemicrania) present intricate patho‐
genic mechanisms, involving autonomic centers of  the brain stem. Therefore,  headache's
complex manifestations must be understood based on anatomical and physiological correla‐
tions with pain sensitive structures of the cranium.

Primary headaches define “idiopathic” types of cephalgia, which are not the result of an
underlying disease or process. However, these conditions seem to be the result of a complex
interaction among genetic, developmental, and environmental risk factors. The World Health
Organisation (WHO) considers headache disorders as a major public‐health concern, given
the individual and social impact and financial costs to society [1]. Migraine—one of the most
common primary headaches—is now ranked by the WHO as number 19 among all diseases
worldwide causing disability.

During the last years, the classification of headaches has undergone a dynamic process of
restructuration, more detailed specifications to each entity being gradually added, due to the
advancement in the understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms. The International
Headache Society (IHS) classifies primary headaches into four main categories: migraine (with
its subtypes), tension‐type headache, cluster headache and other trigeminal autonomic
cephalgias, and other primary headaches [2].

Migraine is characterized by attacks of moderate to severe unilateral and pulsatile headache
lasting for 4–72 h, which is often associated with photophobia, phonophobia, nausea, and
vomiting. In migraine with aura, the headache may be preceded by transient focal neurological
symptoms. Trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias (TACs) are a group of primary headaches
characterized by lateralized headache and ipsilateral cranial autonomic features such as
conjunctive injection, lacrimation, and rhinorrhea. The main subtypes are represented by
cluster headache, paroxysmal hemicrania, short‐lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache
attacks with conjunctival injection and tearing (SUNCT)/short‐lasting unilateral neuralgiform
headache attacks with cranial autonomic features (SUNA), and hemicrania continua [2]. The
TACs are distinguished from each other by their attack length, duration, and frequency of
occurrence [2].

Preclinical studies in primary headaches highlighted the complex and intricate mechanisms
involving the anatomy and physiology of trigeminovascular and cranial autonomic systems
responsible for a variety of symptoms [3–5]. The nociceptive innervation of intracranial vessels
and the meninges is based on unmyelinated (C‐fibers) and thinly myelinated (Aδ fibers) axons
containing vasoactive neuropeptides such as substance P (SP) and calcitonin gene‐related
peptide (CGRP) [6]. Besides the trigeminal fibers originating in the ipsilateral trigeminal
ganglion, neurovegetative fibers formed mainly by sympathetic tracts arising mainly from the
superior cervical ganglion and a rather sparse innervation by parasympathetic fibers origi‐
nating in the sphenopalatine and otic ganglia have been described [7, 8]. The innervation of
intracerebral (pial) blood vessels has also an autonomic component, represented mainly by
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parasympathetic fibers coming principally from the internal carotid and sphenopalatine
ganglia [9].

However, despite an increasing body of data concerning the morphofunctional organization
of the pain system in headache, the episodic and rather unpredictable manifestations of most
primary headaches still represent a clinical and therapeutic challenge. There are numerous
hypotheses at different levels, from molecular signaling to brain networks, with more and more
data defining the “pain matrix” as a top‐down system, implying both central and peripheral
structures, from impairment in the functional connectivity during resting state (default mode
network) to neurogenic inflammation mediating vasodilatation and increased permeability of
blood vessels [10, 11].

2. Complex neurovascular interactions in primary headaches: migraine
as a pathophysiological model

Primary headaches share many similarities, primarily trigeminovascular activation. While
migraine is the most studied of all primary headaches, from both a clinical and a preclinical
perspective, there have been advances in our understanding of the pathophysiology of tension‐
type headache and the trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias, through a combination of clinical
studies and preclinical animal models.

Migraine is a complex primary brain disorder that involves a cascade of events that lead to
recurrent inappropriate activations of the trigeminocervical pain system. As any other pain, it
is perceived differently by each patient. Conceived as an alarm system of the body, the pain
may become, at some point, an aggressor factor of the own body by the reflex reactions that it
can trigger. It is well known that the pain perception is dependent not only on the intensity of
the stimulus, but also on a multitude of genetic, psychological associated factors (emotional
state and attention), on anterior experiences, memories, associations with facts of life, and
comorbidities. The stimulation of the nociceptors in teguments, vessels, and joints leads the
stimulus on known sensitive paths toward the parietal cortex, but a series of regulating neural
mechanisms intervene both at the cortical level and on the route of the stimulus, trying to adapt
the perception of the pain sensation to the individual body homeostasis. Which are those
structures and whether they can be influenced represent the concern of scientists for decades.

The meningeal vessels have a motor and sensitive innervation by the trigeminal terminations
(ophthalmic branches for the anterior and posterior compartment, the cervical C2, C3 nerve
roots, with sympathetic fibers from the paravertebral sympathetic chain‐contributing for the
posterior part), which, in the end, establish connections with the secondary trigeminal neurons
from the caudal trigeminal nucleus. Trigeminal nucleus is made up of the spinal portion in the
converging information about pain and temperature and the pontine region with tactile
information. The dendrites of the bipolar neurons from Gasser ganglia receive input from the
pain receptors of dura mater and craniofacial structures, but also from the vascular wall and
they direct it to trigeminal nucleus, thalamus, and contralateral parietal cortex (and in the same
time collateral projections also target mesencephalic nuclei), including the dorsal reticular
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nucleus (DRt), the rostral ventral medulla (RVM), and the midbrain periaqueductal gray
(PAG) [12–14].

The motor component of the cerebrovascular system implies an extrinsic innervation of the
meningeal vessels, from the cervical (sympathetical), otic, sphenopalatin, and trigeminal
ganglia (parasympathetical) and an intrinsic innervation for the small intraparenchimatous
vessels, derived from brain stem nuclei such as locus coeruleus [15].

Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is regulated by vasomotor, chemical, metabolic, and neurogenic
mechanisms, but under normal physiological conditions neurogenic control has little influence
on cerebral autoregulation as other methods of control are dominant [16].

There is considerable experimental literature to document that stimulation of trigeminal
afferents can result in cranial autonomic outflow, the trigeminal–autonomic reflex.

From the time of the stimulation of the nociceptive endings until the perception of the pain
sensation, the transmission of the signal is modified by a series of mechanisms with the final
aim of improving the painful sensation.

3. Nociceptive system modulation in primary headaches

Known in a great measure, the endogenous antinociceptive system is organized on three levels:
first, supraspinal descending inhibition; second, segmental spinal inhibition (inhibitor
complex of the pain in the posterior horn of the spine), and third, propriospinal, heteroseg‐
mental inhibition‐supraspinal descending inhibition system.

The experimental studies, using pharmacological techniques, inhibitors, electrical stimulators,
and functional neuroimaging techniques, revealed the existence of a complex system of pain
modulation, a real neuronal matrix that is highly activated at the arrival of a nociceptive
stimulus. This network is a dynamic and plastic connection between different neuronal relays
and it is also involved in other higher nervous activities: cognition, emotion, and motivation.
The pain network, with an anatomical basis still partially known, involves a series of neuro‐
modulators and receptors and may be influenced both pharmacologically (including opiates,
cannabinoids, NSAIDs, and serotonin/norepinephrine reuptake blockers) and mentally and
emotionally, ultimately determining the sensation of pain [17].

Anatomically, the parietal cortex 1 and 2, insular lobe, thalamus, hypothalamus, amygdala,
and the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) send messages to the periaqueductal gray
matter (PAG) from where the descending inhibitor stimulus is transmitted to the trunk (sensory
trigeminal core) and rostral bone marrow, with descending inhibitory projection on the
medullar posterior horn.

The periaqueductal gray matter is a real center for holistic integration of the painful
sensation because it has connections with the prefrontal cortex and amygdala, which, in
turn, have a recognized role in the integration of emotions, anxiety, and risk assessment
with avoidance [18].
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Fields et al. [19] have identified in the rostral cervical region the existence of two neuronal
populations with different functional roles: population “on” which increases its discharges
before initiating the nociceptive reflex, and the population “off” which reduces its discharges
when responding to the pain and whose activation produces analgesia. The population “on”
is represented by the μ‐opioid receptors whose activation inhibits the discharges of these
neurons. Opioids and cannabinoids inhibit pain by enhancing the baseline firing rate of “off”‐
cells and eliminating the “off”‐cells pause in response to nociceptive stimuli [20]. In these
interdependent connections, a series of neuromediators may have multiple actions, such as
serotonin and norepinephrine, but also other aminergic systems.

The PAG and RVM stimulation determine the release of serotonin, as the nucleus raphe
magnus located near the trigeminal nucleus, in the bilateral inferior arch, releases serotonin
with a possible role in the process of endogenous analgesia. The functional neuroimaging using
BOLD technique revealed the activation of the nucleus as answer to the trigeminal painful
stimulation suggesting its role [14, 21, 22].

Conversely, the implication of serotonin in stimulating the PAG and RVM neurons is not fully
understood, but it is obvious that other nonserotonergic systems are involved in modulating
the pain. Serotonin could be both inhibitory and facilitating the pain depending on the
subtype of receptors excited. That GABAergic and glycinergic projections from the RVM
mediate antinociception [23].

Norepinephrine released by the locus coeruleus and Kölliker‐Füse nuclei under the impulses
arrived from PAG and RVM seem to have a strong antinociceptive role by blocking the pre‐
and postsynaptic receptors of the spinal neurons involved in transmitting the pain or by
stimulating the alpha‐2‐adrenergic receptors and indirectly by stimulating the alpha‐1‐
receptors, which will cause the depolarization of inhibitory GABAergic neurons [23].

3.1. Segmental spinal inhibition

At the posterior horn of the spine, the endogenous antinociceptive system is represented by
interneurons and the supramedullary descending endings. The opioids act on μ receptors
located on the presynaptic endings of the related fibers where it blocks the calcium channels
and open the potassium channels producing a hyperpolarization by inhibiting the release of
neurotransmitter and thus analgesia. The endogenous analgesic system that is usually inactive
and whose center is PAG projects from it axons (enkephalin conductors) to the raphe magnus
nucleus, and from here to the interneurons from the posterior horn where they can secrete
serotonin facilitating the release of enkephalins from the spinal interneurons. The interneurons
receive external nociceptive fibers and the enkephalins from the two sources are blocking
presynaptically the nociceptive signal. The stimulation of the opioid receptors from the related
nociceptive fibers by enkephalin will determine the same blockage of the calcium channels
whose activation is also necessary for releasing the substance P [24]. Supraspinal descending
inhibition may not only depress mean discharge rates of nociceptive spinal dorsal horn
neurons, but also may modify harmonic oscillations and nonlinear dynamics (dimensionality)
of discharges [25].
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3.2. Propriospinal, heterosegmental inhibition

Besides the classical, local, segmental, and supraspinal descending systems, it seems that there
is a third endogenous antinociceptive system: propriospinal, intersegmental system inhibiting
the nociceptive neurons in the dorsal horn. It seems to modulate partially the descending
pathways and it is activated by conditioning (stimulating) the heterosegmental painful stimuli
causing a neuronal constrastimulation (counterirritation) [25].

This multistage organization of the endogenous antinociceptive system can be influenced with
beneficial results or it can be demodulated resulting in pain exacerbation.

The new functional neuroimaging techniques have showed the influence of the placebo‐type
psychogenic factor that cause the activation of the descending inhibitory network with the
stimulation of the μ‐opioids in rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC), the posterior cingulate
cortex(PCC), the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and the anterior insular cortex with the increase
of the blood flow in PAG also. Similarly, the reverse reaction of waiting, anticipation of a painful
sensation determines a tendency to inhibition similar to that of an intense stimulation (nocebo
effect) [26].

In patients with migraine, interictal, the functional MRI studies revealed an increase in the
nociceptive diffuse activity mediated in different ways [27]. Another way of modulating pain
is represented by “the nociceptive diffuse control of the pain.” The concept, issued by Le Bars
since the 8th decade of the last century refers to the wide dynamic range inhibition of neurons
from the dorsal horn responsive to a painful stimulation by a nociceptive stimulus applied
elsewhere in the body. The inhibition mechanism seems to be central and its loss is involved
in the chronic painful syndromes, but also in the becoming chronic and of medication‐overuse
headache [28, 29]. This system is integrated in the dorsal reticular nucleus which receives
nociceptive information from the marrow and communicates with PAG and RVM, amygdala,
thalamus, and finally inhibiting the marrow by descending projections. The neurons in dorsal
reticular nucleus (DRt) establish connections with the cortex and multiple central nervous
system areas involved in modulating the pain–the spino‐supraspinatus loop [30].

Perrotta et al. [31] found the existence of a process of central sensitizing of the pain pathways,
with the abnormal and facilitating processing of the stimuli in the trigeminal nucleus both in
crisis and interictally, suggesting a chronic hyperexcitability possibly conditioned genetically
with dysfunctional consequences on the antinociceptive modulating system [32].

It is possible that this demodulation of the nociceptive stimulus processing to be due to a defect
of the default mode network, claim supported by the neuroimaging morphofunctional studies
which revealed metabolic changes in the brain areas involved in processing the pain. The
default mode network consists of a series of relays (part of the medial temporal lobe, part of
the medial prefrontal cortex, and the posterior cingulate cortex, along with the adjacent ventral
precuneus and the medial, lateral, and inferior parietal cortex) whose anatomical bases are
intertwined with the pain processing pathways. The current data suggest that the network is
active when the individual is not focused on the outside world and the brain is at wakeful rest
and it is possible that it participates in the basic settings of the main brain functions [33].
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The hypothalamus, the vegetative brain, establish direct anatomical connections with the
trigeminal structures and it is involved in a variety of cerebral functions with vegetative
component including regulating the vasomotricity and processing of pain, maintaining the
homeostasis. The recent studies have found that there is a disorder of its functional connectivity
with the vegetative structures, in the sense of its increasing or decreasing, all being able to
disorder the processing of exteroceptive stimuli, especially those painful [34–37].

The hypothalamus is also connected with the sympathetic cerebral structures, such as the
parahippocampal gyrus and cerebellar peduncle. The accentuation of connectivity with these
centers, found in patients with migraine could prevail in the cortical answer to external
nociceptive stimuli. The finding was made by BOLD neuroimaging studies, by increasing the
activity in these structures both in sympathetic stimulation and at rest. Similarly, there have
been found hyperexcitable connections (enhanced functional connectivity) with parasympa‐
thetic structures (temporal pole, superior temporal gyrus, and cerebellar lobules V and VI)
ultimately determining a disorder of the processing of internal stimuli in patients with
migraine, explaining some features of reaction of the patient to external stimuli [38].

Locus coeruleus, the largest noradrenergic nucleus in the brain is connected by anatomical
structures with the hypothalamus, with which it establishes hyperfunctional connections.
Involved in modulating the neuronal discharges from thalamus and prefrontal cortex as
response to the nociceptive stimuli and in the inhibition of the nociceptive reflexes, it may have
an important role in processing the pain in patients with migraine [39]. The caudate nucleus
recently involved in processing the pain has also hyperfunctional connectivity with the
hypothalamus suggesting an involvement in the chronobiology of migraine [40].

On the other hand, a decrease in the functional connectivity with various cerebral structures
(cortical regions in the frontal and occipital regions) was found where hypofunctions were
found. No one can say for now that hypothalamus plays in migraine a role similar to
vascular face algies, but it certainly interferes with the processing of the pain and it is
responsible for a part of the vegetative manifestations in the migraine and their relationship
with the human psyche. The disorder could be due to the large amount of information
received from the neurons of the spinal trigeminal nucleus, repeated activation during the
attacks, and a phenomenon of central sensitizing of the hypothalamic and autonomic
connections [41].

In addition to the fast synaptic transmission mediated by classic neurotransmitters, the extra
synaptic transmission of chemical signals such as neuropeptides could act a key role for long‐
term effects following intense noxious stimulation. These extra synaptic peptides, among their
intrinsic vascular activity, also increase the excitability of neurons in the dorsal horn and
trigger the expression of the immediate‐early genes, thus changing the underlying chronicity
of the pain.

The transmission of the nerve signal to the trigeminal neurons also involves the presence of
some peptides with strong vasodilatory action of the cerebral vessels, the essential link in the
pathogenesis of the primary cephalalgias. These peptides (calcitonin gene‐related peptide—
CGRP, substance P (SP), and neurokinin A—NKA) are often secreted by the same neuron, in
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different quantities and combinations giving them a remarkable functional diversity. Calcito‐
nin gene‐related peptide is the most potent vasodilator transmitter identified in the cerebral
circulation, and its action is endothelium independent and associated with an increase in vessel
wall cyclic AMP [42–44].

Substance P is a nondecapeptide involved in nociceptive transmission. In many vascular beds,
including the cerebral bed, substance P is a potent vasodilator and it also dilates both arteries
and veins in situ [45]. Substance P can induce protein extravasation in the periphery and a
similar response is seen in the dura with protein extravasation and mast cell degranulation
[46]. Neurokinin A can relax cerebral vessels both in vitro and in vivo, although it is only one‐
tenth as potent as substance P [47]. Both substance P and NKA coexist in perivascular nerve
fibers in peripheral and cerebral vessels [48].

It is possible that the antinociceptive system to be activated not only by direct stimulation, but
also by disinhibition in PAG. By researching the expression of the protein c‐FOS in the activated
neurons, patterns different from the neuronal activity in the structures involved in controlling
analgesia were found. The existence of these patterns different from the neuronal discharge
especially in the spine and finding a background noise have suggested the existence of a tonic
activity of the most nociceptive neurons in the posterior horn of the marrow determined by
the supraspinal continuous discharges of the endogenous antinociceptive system defining the
hypothesis of “prophylactic antinociceptive system” [49].

4. Autonomic system dysfunction in primary headaches

The precise involvement of autonomous nervous system (ANS) in different types of primary
headaches is still a subject of debate, as there is still not a clear‐cut explanation of the differences
found across various studies, both in humans and in animals, concerning the modulation of
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system. The different results on dysautonomic
mechanisms in headache patients can be partially explained by the numerous methods used
to quantify the ANS activity, therefore generating specific results for different systems, such
as cardiac (e.g., heart rate variability), cardiovascular (e.g., hypotension), pupillary response,
and also by the different time‐related variations with impact on the vegetative system dynam‐
ics [50, 51].

Autonomic dysfunction of different primary headache types have been investigated in several
studies, most of them analyzing cardiovascular reflex mechanisms or biochemical changes [52–
54]. It is known today that different subtypes of primary headaches share common autonomic
mechanisms implying different endogenous molecules and dysfunctional interactions
between vegetative pathways and brain‐vessel system [55]. Findings indicate as central
mechanisms both sympathetic hyperfunction and parasympathetic hypofunction in autonom‐
ic manifestations of headache patients [56, 57].
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4.1. Sympathetic nervous system and headache

The sympathetic tracts involved in the vascular regulation in headache arise mainly from the
ipsilateral superior cervical ganglion, while some nerve fibers that supply the vertebral and
basilar arteries originate from the inferior cervical ganglion and the stellate ganglion [58, 59].

The vascular dynamics and regulation of the intracranial pressure are mediated by noradre‐
naline (NA) and neuropeptide Y (NPY) [60, 61]. Neuropeptide Y is widely distributed
throughout sympathetic nerve endings together with NA and it is considered a marker of
noradrenergic function. It has been shown that both mediators may be externally influenced,
for instance, by sympathectomize, which in turns, stimulates the expression of parasympa‐
thetic fibers [62]. NPY participates in the autonomic control of cerebral circulation and can be
involved in disorders characterized by neurogenically mediated changes in the cerebral blood
flow, such as migraine, cluster headache, and stroke. Decreased NPY concentrations during
symptoms‐free periods bring further evidence of the dysregulation of the sympathetic function
in the course of migraine. The levels of NPY increase during attacks in migraine patients [63].
Microscopic and functional studies have revealed that NPY expression becomes prominent
with the increase of sympathetic activity [64]. Furthermore, it has been proven that NA
modulates the response of the small pial vessels on the cortical surface and that sympathetic
fibers arise from central sources such as locus coeruleus (LC) or the hypothalamus [65–67].
Therefore, via direct influence, destruction of the LC induces a reduction in the number of
noradrenergic nerve fibers in intracerebral vessels [59], while on contrary that stimulation of
NA neurons in the hypothalamus is associated with an increase in hypothalamic blood flow
which is not influenced by superior cervical ganglionectomy or by the β‐adrenoceptor
antagonist propranolol [68]. These anatomic and physiological features showing central
control may represent possible therapeutic targets in primary headaches.

4.2. Parasympathetic nervous system

As it is well known, cerebral blood vessels display perivascular nerves presenting parasym‐
pathetic activity (mediated by acetylcholine and acetylcholinesterase activity [69, 70]. The vast
majority of parasympathetic nerve fibers to cerebral vessels implied sphenopalatine and otic
ganglia [71]. Interesting enough, it has been shown that parasympathetic nerves may interact
with sympathetic terminals in the close vicinity of the cerebrovascular smooth muscle effector
[71]. Activation of trigeminal nerves and subsequent nociceptive signaling mediates a para‐
sympathetic reflex leading to the release of vasoactive neuropeptides [9, 72, 73]. Vasodilatation
of the cranial vessels seems a common property of cranial neurovascular dynamics involving
sensory and parasympathetic mechanisms [44, 74].

Along with acetylcholine, there are other neuro messengers that mediate neurogenic vasodi‐
latation, such as vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), pituitary adenylate cyclase activating
polypeptide (PACAP), and nitric oxide (NO), as demonstrated both by experimental responses
of isolated cerebral arteries and by hemodynamic measurements in vivo [75–77]. VIP is one of
the parasympathetic signaling transmitters contributing to cranial parasympathetic outflow
mediated through the sphenopalatine ganglia. It has been shown that VIP coexists with Ach
in the perivascular nerve fibers around brain vessels [78]. Although, the VIP‐immunoreactive
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nerve supply is sparse in cerebral arteries or veins, it is considered that VIP concentrations are
a marker of parasympathetic activation in migraine [79–81].

4.3. Pathogenic autonomic mechanisms in headache

Large body of data suggests a central role for sensory and parasympathetic mechanisms in the
pathophysiology of primary headaches. Studies have provided support for a dysbalance
between parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous system, which trigger the pathogenic
mechanisms and contribute to the clinical presentation in primary headaches. The activation
of the parasympathetic cranial outflow during migraine and cluster headache (CH) attacks
seems to be due to the activation of the trigeminovascular system, which was described
previously. This implies the release of specific neuromediators, such as the neuropeptide
calcitonin gene‐related peptide (CGRP) [82].

Some studies used transcranial Doppler sonography to assess vascular oscillations corre‐
sponding to myogenic cerebrovascular regulation in migraine and tension‐headache patients
[55, 83]. Most of the data focus on migraine, a chronic neurovascular disorder, which is
classically considered the result of the sympathetic system unbalance, generally meaning
increased sympathetic activity, although some studies showed decreased sympathetic
activity [53, 57]. Both in the prodromal phase and in the headache phase of a migrainous
episode, there are vegetative symptoms, such as hunger, sleepiness, and orthostatic hypoten‐
sion initially, and later, in the headache phase, vomiting and nausea, pointing out a close
relationship between the ANS and this type of headache [2]. The autonomic manifestations
imply decreased plasma noradrenaline levels and increased adrenergic receptor sensitivity
[53]. There are still contradictory data on the exact involvement of sympathetic system in
migraine. Some studies investigated cardiac and cardiovascular reactions during vagal and
sympathetic activation [84]. An increased basal sympathetic tone is also suggested by a
frequent association of hypertension with migraine [85]. However, the association of migraine
with blood pressure variations is still unclear, as there are studies showing an increased
diastolic blood pressure in migraine and also an association of migraine with lower blood
pressure [85]. Sympathetic hypofunction has been reported for migraine in studies of pupil
diameter [82, 86], cardiovascular reflex responses, and heart rate recovery [87]. The heart rate
variability in migraine patients across a longer time period was different compared to healthy
controls during normal daily activity, which pointed out parasympathetic hypofunction in
migraine patients [88].

Sympathetic skin responses [89] and salivary amylase levels as marker of sympathoadrenal
medullary activity [90] seem decreased during migraine attacks, suggesting the dynamic
involvement of the sympathetic system in this pathology.

Gass and Glaros [91] examined different vegetative biomarkers such as the heart rate varia‐
bility, skin temperature, skin conductance, and respiration in patients with migraine and
compared to healthy controls, and found in migraine patients a decreased variability of the
consecutive R‐to‐R intervals, therefore pleading for a sympathetic hyperfunction and de‐
creased parasympathetic tone in migraine patients [91]. Yerdelen et al. [87] examined heart
rate recovery after physical exercise as an index for vagal parasympathetic activity in migraine
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and tension‐type headache patients (TTH) and controls and showed that even though
parasympathetic function has not been affected in migraine and TTH patients, sympathetic
tone in migraine patients is elevated compared to patients with episodic tension‐type head‐
ache [87].

In an interesting study, Tomé‐Pires and Miró [92] measured skin conductance responses (SCRs)
in migraine versus control subjects while presenting pain descriptors, emotional negative
words, and neutral words [92]. The authors showed no differences in the skin conductance
responses in the two groups, but migraineurs recalled more emotional words than controls,
thus suggesting possible new avenues to modulate migraine pain perception and autonomic
responses.

4.4. Cluster headache

This type of headache implies the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve responsible for
the pain manifestations. In addition, there are signs of parasympathetic over activity acting on
the facial and cranial vasculature, such as lacrimation, nasal congestion, and injection of the
eyes [2]. Cranial parasympathetic systems may be involved in mediating these dysfunctions,
with the release of the VIP stimulating vasomotor facial symptoms [93]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that noxious chemical stimulation of rat facial mucosa increases intracranial blood
flow through a trigemino‐parasympathetic reflex, which may explain the involvement of
autonomic pathway [94]. Animal models used superior salivatory nucleus as a model to
measure cranial autonomic symptoms and changes in blood flow in the lacrimal gland/duct
as a measure of cranial autonomic activation [95]. The superior salivatory nucleus projects to
the cranial vessels through the sphenopalatine ganglion, via the greater pietrosal nerve of the
facial nerve. Electrophysiological methods measured neural activity in response to superior
salivatory nucleus stimulation. There were two populations of neurons with differential
latencies in action. The longer latency neuronal response was mediated by activation of the
parasympathetic outflow and that the action of oxygen—as the therapeutic approach, is likely
via this pathway. The shorter latency response seemed most likely via antidromic activation
of the trigeminal autonomic reflex [96]. Moreover, it has been shown also that posterior
hypothalamus may play a central role in the CH, thus explaining the circadian and circannual
periodicity of the symptoms [97].

4.5. Tension‐type headache (TTH)

Although very frequent, the relationship between the tension‐type headache and ANS activity
is less documented [87]. It seems that chronic TTH along with migraine may be associated with
increased sympathetic tonus, expressed by elevated resting heart rate, compared to episodic
TTH [93]. TTH patients may also have a delayed adaptation in heart‐rate to stress and a reduced
pain control system inhibition [97].

Even though the dynamics of ANS intervention in primary headaches is not yet fully under‐
stood, the emergence of translational research models and also the development of new
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techniques to measure the vegetative biomarkers in headaches provide a robust basis for new
and more efficient therapeutic strategies.

5. Heart rate variability as a measure of autonomic nervous system
in migraine

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) has important functions in maintaining homeostasis by
adjustment of the body to internal and environmental demands. Beside key functions con‐
trolled by the ANS such as respiration, blood pressure, heart rate, hormonal regulation, etc.,
ANS is also involved in regulating emotional behavior and cognitive functions.

The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) controls of the heart coming from the upper thoracic
region of the spinal cord. Preganglionic fibers synapse with postganglionic sympathetic fibers
and release acetylcholine, which binds to nicotinic receptors on the postganglionic fibers.
Through sympathetic adrenergic efferent fibers extend to the sinoatrial and atrioventricular
nodes in the heart where they release norepinephrine at synapses with beta‐adrenergic
receptors [98]. Stimulation of the SNS increases heart rate (positive chronotropy), ventricular
contraction (positive inotropy), conduction velocity (positive dromotropy), and rate of
relaxation (positive lusitropy). The parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) control of the heart
coming from vagal nuclei within the medulla oblongata in the brainstem, and efferent nervous
outflow occurs via the 10th cranial nerve (vagus nerve). The long preganglionic efferent nerve
fibers extent to the heart and synapse with a ganglia located near the sinoatrial and atrioven‐
tricular nodes. Acetylcholine is released, binds to nicotinic receptors, and activates short
postganglionic efferent nerve fibers. These postganglionic fibers synapses with muscarinic
receptors in the sinoatrial and atrioventricular nodes, and is activated by acetylcholine. For
heart PNS decreases heart rate (negative chronotropy), force of atrial contraction (negative
inotropy), rate of relaxation (negative lusitropy), and negative dromotropy [98].

The actions of the SNS and PNS are often opposing in their effects and normally the SNS and
PNS activities are in dynamic balance thus indicating a healthy and flexible physiological
system [99]. The autonomic imbalance described by increased SNS activity and suppressed
PNS activity is associated with an increased risk of diseases [99]. The central control of
cardiovascular system involved several areas throughout spinal, bulbopontine, pontomesen‐
cephalic, and forebrain. The medullary centers work through reflex cardiovascular mecha‐
nisms such as baroreflex, chemoreflex, and cardiopulmonary reflex [100]. The afferent fibers
of the cardiovascular reflexes are terminated in the nucleus tractus solitarii [100]. The reticular
formation of the ventrolateral medulla (VLM) is the primary central site that regulates
sympathetic outflow, thus contributing to the regulation of BP and heart rate (HR). In the rostral
VLM part are excitatory neurons which synapse in the intermediolateral gray column of the
spinal cord, and in the caudal VLM are inhibitory neurons that sent projections to the rostral
VLM. The preganglionic parasympathetic neurons located in the nucleus ambiguous and the
dorsal motor nucleus of vagus are involved in the parasympathetic regulation of the cardiac
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reflexes [101]. Also parabrachial nucleus, Kolliker‐Fuse nucleus, the cluster of A5 cells are the
brainstem centers involved in the control of the cardiovascular system.

The upper brainstem level includes the periaqueductal gray matter (PAG), which integrates
the autonomic control with pain modulation and behavioral responses to stress [102]. The
forebrain level includes the paraventricular and related nuclei of the hypothalamus, thalamus,
amygdala, and anterior cingulate cortex, the insular and medial prefrontal cortex that inte‐
grates autonomic and endocrine responses [102]. The anterior limbic circuit (insula, the
anterior cingulate cortex, and amygdala) assures integration of specific sensations with
emotional and goal‐related autonomic responses [102]. Electrical stimulation of the prefrontal
and cingulate cortex, left insula, lateral nucleus of hypothalamus decreased heart rate and
blood pressure, whereas electrical stimulation of right insula, ventromedial nucleus of
hypothalamus increased heart rate and blood pressure [103]. Stimulation of the basolateral
nucleus of amygdala increases blood pressure and decreases heart rate; stimulation of the
rostral nucleus of amygdala results in depressor effects and variable changes in heart rate [103].

The normal sympathovagal regulation induces an increase in heart rate during inspiration and
decrease during expiration, and this physiological phenomenon is known as respiratory
arrhythmia. The intrinsic heart rate is 105 beats/minute while resting heart rate is only 60–80
beats/minute, indicating that the heart is under “vagal dominance” [104].

The electrical signal produced by the heart can be measured with an electrocardiogram.
Electrocardiogram registers depolarization of the atria (P‐wave), depolarization of the
ventricles (the QRS complex), and repolarization of the ventricles (T‐wave). Using these points
we can measure heart period or inter beat interval which measure the time between two
consecutive heart beats in milliseconds [105]. Heart rate (HR) measures the numbers of
consecutive heart beats in 1 min (beats per min). The analysis of consecutive sinus rhythm R‐
R intervals is known as heart rate variability (HRV), a noninvasive electrocardiographic marker
reflecting the activity of the ANS on sinus node function.

HRV parameters can be calculated in time domain (statistical and geometrical), frequency
domain (power spectral density), and nonlinear measures. In time domain methods HRV
parameters are standard deviation between normal intervals during recording—SDNN (ms),
standard deviation of the average values of NN intervals calculated from all 5‐min segments
of the entire recording—SDANN (ms), square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of
differences between adjacent NN intervals—RMSSD (ms), percentage of differences between
adjacent NN intervals differing more than 50 ms—pNN50% [105]. A lot of studies indicate that
SDNN, RMSSD, and pNN50%, time domain indicators of the HRV, represent the activity of
the vagal nerve.

Using simultaneously the Fast Fourier transform method and parametric– autoregressive
method (AR), HRV can be analyzed in frequency domain (power spectral analyses of HRV) in
which can be measured low‐frequency component (LF < 0.15 Hz) taken as an indicator of both
vagal and sympathetic functions, high‐frequency component (HF ≥ 0.15 Hz) as an indicator of
parasympathetic function, very low‐frequency component (VLF—the frequency band in the
range 0.003–0.04 Hz), ultra‐low‐frequency (ULF—the frequency band below 0.003 Hz), and
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the total power (TP) [105, 106]. VLF is related to the thermoregulatory sympathetic vascular
activity and to oscillations in the renin‐angiotensin system [107]. The ratio of LF/HF is
considered as an index of cardiac sympathetic/parasympathetic tone balance.

Abnormalities in the SNS or PNS have been found in migraine patients during the headache‐
free phase [108, 109]. Some researchers revealed sympathetic hypofunction and parasympa‐
thetic hyper‐function in migraine patients during the same period [83, 110]. Other study found
that older patients with migraine may have sympathetic hyper‐function and a parasympathetic
hypofunction during headache‐free intervals [111]. Martin et al. [112] found a reduction of HR
during deep breathing, and after 2 min of tilting. Appel et al. [113] revealed increase of the
low‐frequency band of HRV analysis in migraineurs, suggesting an increase in sympathetic
activity.

We tried to analyze the ANS involvement in migraine using the HRV on long‐term 24‐h ECG.
We investigated 27 subjects with migraine (10 with migraine with aura and 17 without aura)
during headache‐free periods and 10 age‐matched healthy control subjects. We found a
significant decrease in SDNN, RMSSD, and HF indicating parasympathetic dysfunction in
migraine groups during night headache‐free periods, and the most affected were migraine
with aura patients (Figures 1 and 2). LF and LF/HF ratio were increased during the night in
migraine with aura patients (Figures 3 and 4). In both groups of migraine patients, we
discovered an autonomic nervous system dysfunction. The most marked ANS impairment
being present in the group of migraine with aura sufferers where we found sympathetic
hyperfunction associated with parasympathetic hypofunction especially at night with loss of
circadian rhythms [114].

Figure 1. Square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of differences between adjacent NN intervals—RMSSD
(ms) in study groups (C, control group; M, migraine without aura group, MA, migraine with aura group).
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Figure 2. High‐frequency component of power spectral analyses of HRV in study groups.

Figure 3. Low‐frequency component of power spectral analyses of HRV in study groups.
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Figure 4. LF/HF ratio in study groups.

HRV is associated with highly functional prefrontal cortex inhibitory activity over subcortical
structures that make the body to well adapt to the environment. Low HRV is associated with
reduced prefrontal inhibitory control over subcortical structures and failure to recognize safety
signals [104]. Failure of inhibition leads to continue to process fear information and is linked
with anxiety and depression [115]. Chronic psychological stress and depressed mood have
been shown to be associated with SNS dominance and vagal withdrawal, highlighted by
decreased HRV [115, 116]. In our study, we found an increased frequency of anxiety and
depressive symptoms in migraine patients, especially in migraine with aura group [114].
Individuals with high level of stress, anxiety, and depression display an imbalance between
PNS and SNS activities. Prolonged stress may influence health via several different pathways,
i.e., alterations in autonomic nervous system (increased SNS and decrease PNS), neuroendo‐
crine activity, immune, behavioral, and cognitive functions.

Many other factors such as alcohol, nicotine, physical exercise, age, gender, diabetes, hyper‐
tension, cardiovascular disease, sleep apnea, chronic respiratory disease, or medications (sex
steroid hormones, antidepressants, μ‐ blockers, etc.) may influence the autonomic nervous
system [117–121]. Moreover, the ANS exhibits a circadian variation [122].

The ANS involvement during the premonitory phase of a migraine attack is suggested by many
symptoms and signs with potential involvement of the hypothalamus (depression, irritability,
fatigue, food cravings, and increase yawning), brainstem (neck stiffness), and cortex (abnormal
sensitivity to light, sound, and smell) [123]. Nausea, vomiting, dizziness, cutaneous vasocon‐
striction or vasodilation, conjunctival injection, lacrimation, nasal congestion, rhinorrhea,
eyelid edema, piloerection, and diaphoresis can occur during pain phase [108, 109]. Also
accompanying psychological and cognitive symptoms can appear—inability to organize
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thoughts and plans, physical exhaustion, confusion, agitation, aggressiveness, depression, and
anxiety.

Migraine can be initiated by diverse triggers including bright lights, sounds, hunger, and
mental exertion; poor sleep quality, menses, excess consumption of alcohol, chocolate, and
fermented cheese. Sleep usually calms the pain.

In our study when we asked patients about sleep quality and dreaming, they complained about
bad sleep quality. The majority experience negative sensations such as anxiety, fear, or terror
and contents such as perception of fall and unsuccessful efforts to do various things [114].
These observations suggest that there is some malfunction in the prefrontal cortex, limbic
system, amygdala, and hypothalamus, elements involved in dream and migraine pathophysi‐
ology [124]. Activation of the limbic system, amygdala, and anterior cingulate cortex observed
in rapid eye movement sleep are involved in cardiovascular regulation and could reflect
responses to intense emotions such as fear and anxiety found in migraine patients during
night [125].

When physiological stressors, such as migraine attacks, are frequent and persistent allostatic
responses can become maladaptive, resulting in changes of the body system. Migraine patients
were found to have elevated plasma levels of cortisol in headache‐free periods [126] and during
pain period [127]. Increased chronic levels of cortisol can induce atrophy in the PFC, decrease
dopamine in the brain pleasure circuits, deplete the norepinephrine from the LC, and reduce
frontal lobe serotonin receptors levels, thus contributing to flatness of emotion, concentration
weakening, mood dysfunctions, and bad quality of sleep [128]. Neurogenesis and apoptosis
in hippocampus are suppressed [129] and also dysregulation of the autonomic nervous system
and hypothalamic‐pituitary‐adrenal axis with alterations in hormone regulation are revealed
during chronic stress. Chronic migraineurs show decreased amygdala volume [130] that can
be related to the high levels of anxiety or fear in these patients [131]. In chronic migraine, beside
cortisol, other dysfunction in hormone secretion has been reported for prolactin, and melato‐
nin [132]. Sleep deprivation and circadian disruption can have negative consequences for body
functions including increased appetite, increased levels of proinflammatory cytokines,
decreased parasympathetic and increased sympathetic tone, increased blood pressure, and
elevated insulin and blood glucose [133]. Hormonal dysfunctions in estrogen and progesterone
regulation are frequent in migraine patients, and migraine improves after menopause or with
hormonal therapies [134].

The cumulative effects of migraine over the body, as well as its treatment represents allostat‐
ic load [135]. Early interruption of a feed‐forward vicious cycle with different techniques
(medication and stress reduction) is important to diminish allostatic load [135].

6. New directions in the treatment of primary headaches

It is classically accepted that migraine may respond to few different pharmacological agents
such as pain‐relieving medications (like triptans) in acute phase and preventive medication
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like antiepileptics (like topiramate), CH responds to oxygen and parenteral triptans, while
verapamil has the most success for prevention. Paroxysmal hemicrania responds to indome‐
thacin. SUNCT/SUNA responds to lamotrigine and topiramate. Hemicrania continua respond
to indomethacin [136].

6.1. Neurostimulation

A promising and rather new venue in headache treatment seems to be represented by
neuromodulation of pain central system and autonomic pathways. These noninvasive
methods may provide relief in patients with chronic and pharmacoresistant forms of headache.
Therefore, it was reported that transcutaneous stimulation of the parasympathetic nerve
system via the vagus nerve can abort migraine attacks [137]. Vagal nerve stimulation represents
a well‐established nonpharmacological strategy in epileptic patients with intractable seizures
and also in depressed patients. Some cohorts of epileptic patients with implanted VNS have
shown improvement in their migraine symptoms, but the eventual causality with seizure
frequency reduction still needs to be debated also [138]. Similarly, patients known with
migraine and treated with VNS for depression experienced an improvement in the migraine
attacks [139]. Yet, further studies need to clarify the exact correlation between VNS effects and
migraine mechanisms.

Recently, it has been shown that patients with CH seem also to benefit from noninvasive VNS,
with improvement of their initial condition of approximately 50% [140]. On the other hand,
occipital nerve stimulation (ONS) has proved favorable clinical results in the treatment of
refractory chronic CH in well‐documented cases, but there are still limited studies in this
direction. The hypothalamic activation during cluster attacks led to the introduction of deep
brain stimulation (DBS) technique for refractory CH, with rather positive effects. Still, there is
need of further confirmation of this method in CH, in terms of targeted anatomo‐functional
centers and patients selection in order to have a good risk/benefit outcome [141, 142].

6.2. Modulation of signaling molecules

Migraine is considered as a syndrome of chronically low central serotonin system with
consequent 5‐HT receptor hypersensitivity, with migraine attacks triggered by a sudden
increase in 5‐HT release [143]. Therefore, medication targeting specific serotoninergic path‐
ways showed its efficiency in migraine acute treatment. Triptans are selective serotonin
agonists, specifically acting at 5‐hydroxytryptamine 1B/1D/1F (5‐HT1B/1D/1F) receptors on
intracranial blood vessels and sensory nerve endings. The first combination product of a triptan
and a nonsteroid anti‐inflammatory drug (naproxen) was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration in April 2008. It has been proven that migraineurs who experienced poor
response to a short‐acting triptan, the combination of sumatriptan/naproxen sodium reported
more effective results in pain reduction and migraine‐associated symptoms of photophobia
and phonophobia [144].

New prevention strategy via biochemical signaling in migraine prevention is based on
monoclonal calcitonin gene‐related peptide (CGRP) antibodies to CGRP are effective in
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migraine prophylaxis [145]. As shown previously, robust data showed that neuropeptides
present in the perivascular space of cranial vessels are important mediators of nociceptive
input during migraine attacks. Pituitary adenylate cyclase‐activating polypeptide (PACAP) is
present in sensory trigeminal neurons and may modulate nociception at different levels of the
nervous system. It has been proposed that the PAC(1) receptor represents a possible signaling
pathway implicated in migraine and may be a future pharmacological target in migraine
treatment [146].

The precise implication of the hypothalamus in premonitory phases of migraine and also
during migraine attacks is discussed. Therefore, novel targets may include hypothalamic
peptides such as orexine, which interferes with trigeminal nociceptive activity and cortical
spreading depression–the well‐known neural phenomena in the prodromal phase of mi‐
graine [147]. Interestingly, Botulinum toxin A was associated with a small or modest benefit
for chronic daily headaches and chronic migraines, reducing headache episodes per month
[148].

6.3. Genetic therapies

Genetic studies have highlighted a potential role in the etiopathogenesis of primary headaches
for several genes related to vascular, neuronal, and neuroendocrine mechanisms. Therefore,
recent data showed the implication of new genes, like methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase
(MTHFR), potassium channel, subfamily K member 18 (KCNK18), transient related potential
vanilloid type 1 (TRPV1), transient related potential vanilloid type 3 (TRPV3), hypocretin
(orexin) receptor 1 (HCRTR1), and hypocretin (orexin) receptor 2 (HCRTR2), both in migraine
and cluster headache. Of course, further preclinical and clinical data need to confirm the precise
place and indication of genetic intervention when addressing primary headaches, thus
promoting the multifactorial determination of this pathology [149].

6.4. Multidisciplinary nonpharmacological interventions

Behavioral and psychological coaching in chronic headache patients in a multidisciplinary
setting may foster treatment adherence and improve the quality of life in these patients. It is
considered that behavioral therapy combined with pharmacological intervention (for example,
beta blocker alone) renders more effective treatment [150].

The above‐mentioned directions of treatment in primary headache highlight the complexity
of the pathogenic mechanisms of this pathology and the need for further studies to address
therapeutic strategies adapted to individual condition.

7. Conclusions

Headache disorders represent both a treatment challenge and a serious public health con‐
cern, with major impact on the individual and society. Although the painful symptomatol‐
ogy is the main encounter for the decreased quality of life and discomfort, the vegetative
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manifestations which frequently accompany the cephalalgic syndromes, cause an impor‐
tant amount of distress. Despite the advancement of the understanding of the molecular
basis of headache disorders and neurovascular complex interactions, both at central and
peripheral levels, especially concerning migraine, there is still lack of an integrated view of
the neurovegetative modulation in different types of primary cephalalgic syndromes, trans‐
lating from animal pathophysiologic “models” to clinical data. As shown in this chapter,
the neurochemical mechanisms which subtend dysautonomic manifestations in different
types of headache share common pathways, yet there is need to specifically address the
various vegetative biomarkers in each type of headache, in order to provide more efficient
and individualized therapeutic strategies, combining multimodal pharmacological and
nonpharmacological approaches.

Without pretending exhaustively, this chapter highlights the need for a better and a more
accurate characterization and classification of primary headaches, taking into consideration
the whole spectrum of clinical manifestations, including the dysautonomic activity. Despite
locally derived, population‐based data describing the burden of primary headache disorders,
there is still need of a global perspective on disease impact, through both preclinical and clinical
data, in both developed and developing countries, in order to maximize efforts for a better
understanding and management of the disease.
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Abstract

Ocular pain and headache may stem from many causes, ranging from infections and 
inflammations to radiating pain. Nowadays, use of smartphones may be an emerging 
cause of unilateral ocular pain and headache, especially in young population. In this 
study, we implemented a survey and examined the eyes of patients who used smart-
phones with 20/20 vision. The patients with normal neurologic and ear-nose-throat (ENT) 
examination findings comprised the study group. The age, duration of smartphone use, 
ocular examination findings, and results of ocular surface disease index (OSDI) were 
recorded. An association between smartphone use and ocular pain/headache was found. 
Spherical equivalent values of the patients with headache or ocular pain were signifi-
cantly lower than those who had no pain. The OSDI scores of patients with ocular pain 
were significantly higher than others without ocular pain. Adverse effects of smartphone 
use on ocular surface and over accommodation induced by near vision may have an 
effect on the occurrence of ocular pain and headache.

Keywords: accommodation, headache, ocular pain, ocular surface, smartphone

1. Introduction

Nowadays, smartphones are being used for a considerable time in daily life. Since these phones 
have the capability of performing many office tasks, they are increasingly used day by day. 
Although their smartphone use throughout the day makes life easier, they may lead to joint, pos-
ture, and some neurologic disorders [1, 2]. The most vulnerable organ during smartphone use is 
eyes. However, there is not much information about the effect of smartphones on eye in literature.

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



Eyes are organs that are in a way extension of the brain. Light rays entering the eye are trans-
formed into chemical message by the specialized cells; rods and cones, and then ganglion 
cells are excited. This is mediated by bipolar cells. The bodies of ganglion cells are present in 
the retina, and the axons of these cells form the retinal nerve fiber layer and constitute optic 
nerve. The optic nerve exits the eyeball and course in the orbita, passes through the optic canal 
in the lesser wing of the sphenoid, enters cranium synapsing at superior colliculus, and then 
extends to visual cortex [3].

As eyes are extension of the nervous system, ocular pain may coexist with headache or many 
causes of pain may result from eye itself or structures around the eye [4, 5]. Migraine hemicra-
nia continua and tension headache also lead to facial and ocular pain [6]. In seek of common 
and overlooked and avoidable causes of ocular pain such as smartphone use, the charac-
teristics of patients with unilateral headache and/or ocular pain who use smartphones are 
investigated in this study.

2. Smartphone users

2.1. Material and methods

Medical records of patients with 20/20 visual acuity in both eyes that used smartphone in 
second half of 2015 were reviewed retrospectively. The patients with normal neurologic and 
ENT examination findings were included in the study. Biomicroscopic examination was done, 
and patients who had undergone ocular surgeries were excluded. Ocular surface diseases 
index (OSDI) scores and duration of the smartphone use were noted. Normal and cycloplegic 
refractive values of the patients were noted as spherical equivalent. Spherical equivalent is 
defined as the sum of spheric value and half of the cylinderic value. OSDI scores were mea-
sured with a questionnaire (Figure 1). Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 22.

2.2. Findings

Seventy patients with 20/20 visual acuity in both eyes who use smartphone were identified. 
Fourteen of these patients had ocular pain and headache. Three of 70 patients had only ocular 
pain, and four of 70 patients had only headache. The age, gender, duration of smartphone 
use, normal and cycloplegic spherical equivalent values, and OSDI scores of the patients were 
shown in Table 1.

Spherical equivalent values of the patients with headache or ocular pain were significantly 
lower than those who had no pain. The OSDI scores of patients with ocular pain were sig-
nificantly higher than others without ocular pain. Duration of smartphone use was given in 
Table 2.

2.3. Association between smartphone use and headache and eye pain

The eye has many visual functions, such as far vision, near vision, stereopsis, contrast sensitiv-
ity function, binocular, and mono vision [8]. Light stimulates the retinal pigment  epithelium 
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and photoreceptors. As a result, chemical reaction starts and bipolar cells and ganglion cells 
are excited. And this excitation is conducted to visual cortex by optic nerve and optic radia-
tion. Optic nerve is arranged by axons of approximately 1.2 million ganglion cells and divided 
into four segments. The first part and the shortest part are the intraocular segment, which one 
is called the optic disc and visible in ophthalmoscopic examination (Figure 2).

Figure 1. An example of ocular surface disease index questionnaire [7].
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The second part is intraorbital segment. The length of this part is about 0.2–0.3 cm long. This 
segment ends with optic foramen and myelin sheaths are added to the nerve fibers in this 
segment. The segment that traverses in the optic canal is called intracanalicular segment. 
This part is fixed to the canal, because dura mater fuses with the periosteum. Last part of 
the optic nerve is intracranial segment. This part joins the chiasm, and the length is about 
10 mm [3]. After chiasm, the retro-chiasmal part of optic tract starts. Axons of ganglion cells 
make synapsis at lateral geniculate nucleus. After this point, optic radiations start and termi-
nate at visual cortex. These connections simply provide the pathway for the normal vision. 
However, we need additional features for near vision. In an eye, especially young ones, three 
physiological responses occur when the eye tries to focus at near. These are accommoda-
tion, the pupil constriction, and the convergence of the eyes (accommodative triad). These 
three actions are coordinated by the preganglionic parasympathetic innervation from the 
Edinger-Westphal (EW) nucleus [6]. All of these pathways should function properly to use 
a smartphone, because usually people hold smartphones 30–35 cm far away from their eyes 
requiring healthy near reflex.

According to this study, it is likely that there is an association between smartphone use and 
ocular pain and headache. In the literature, there is scanty information related to this finding.

In the past, it was suggested that mobile phones may cause headache [8]. Also, blurring of 
vision was significantly increased in users of mobile phones who possessed mobile phone 

Headache Eye pain

+ − P value + − P value

Age 37.4 37.6 0.873 36.6 37.8 0.890

Gender (m/fm) 6/12 22/30 0.817 5/12 23/30 0.522

Duration of smartphone 
use (hour/day)

4.3 3.7 0.527 3.9 3.9 0.746

SE OD 0.20 0.93 0.012 0.21 0.93 0.003

CSE OD 0.57 0.96 0.216 0.92 0.92 0.880

SE OS 0.22 0.97 0.015 0.30 0.93 0.012

CSE OS 0.57 1.14 0.182 1.09 1.03 0.775

OSDI 42.4 36.6 0.298 44.1 32.0 0.042

OD, right eye; OS: left eye; SE, spherical equivalent; CSE, cycloplegic spherical equivalent.
Note: Bold entries are p<0.05.

Table 1. The age, gender, duration of smartphone use, spherical equivalent values and OSDI scores of the patients.

Headache

+ −

Eye pain + 4.0 ± 1.9 3.8 ± 2.7

− 5.0 ± 2.7 3.8 ± 2.3

Table 2. Duration of smartphone use.
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more than 2 years [9]. In a large population-based study which included 1025 subjects 
aged between 13 and 17 years, no consistent associations between the use of electronic 
media ( mobile phones, computer, watching television, and playing with game consoles) 
and different types of headache were reported [10]. On the other hand, in another study, 
a significant association between increasing screen time (computers, smartphones, tablets, 
and television) exposure and migraine was found and no significant association was found 
with non-migraine headache in young adults [2]. In this study, no association was detected 
between duration of smartphone use and ocular pain or headache. However, the sample 
size of this study may be small to detect such a relation. We realized that when we use 
smartphone, we hold the phone in front of our dominant eye for near vision (Figure 3).

Figure 2. View of optic disc.
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We think that direct effect of light and heat that is produced by smartphone affects ocular 
surface. This effect is much more pronounced in the patient with higher OSDI scores. In other 
words, patients, who had moderate or severe dry eye, are at risks of ocular pain with overuse 
of smartphones. Moon et al. reported that smartphone usage is higher in children with dry 
eye diseases than controls [11].

In previous studies, it was shown that dry eye might cause corneal sensitivity and pain 
around eye [12]. However, this thesis does not explain why headache incidence is high in 
those patients. This may also be explained by over accommodation. It was mentioned previ-
ously that over accommodation is a cause of ocular pain [13]. In this study, spherical equiva-
lent values of the patients with headache or ocular pain were significantly lower than those 
who had no pain, but the cycloplegic values were not different. The patients with ocular pain 
or headache accommodated more when compared to other smartphone users without pain. 
The refraction has also been studied in migraine patients with aura and without aura and 
controls, and lower cycloplegic values were identified in migraine patients with aura [14]. 
Adverse effects of smartphone use on ocular surface and over accommodation induced by 
near vision may have an effect on occurrence of ocular pain and headache. Further prospec-
tive studies with larger populations may clarify the association of smartphone use and ocular 
pain and headache.

Figure 3. Subject holding smartphone.
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who had no pain, but the cycloplegic values were not different. The patients with ocular pain 
or headache accommodated more when compared to other smartphone users without pain. 
The refraction has also been studied in migraine patients with aura and without aura and 
controls, and lower cycloplegic values were identified in migraine patients with aura [14]. 
Adverse effects of smartphone use on ocular surface and over accommodation induced by 
near vision may have an effect on occurrence of ocular pain and headache. Further prospec-
tive studies with larger populations may clarify the association of smartphone use and ocular 
pain and headache.

Figure 3. Subject holding smartphone.
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Abstract

Trichodynia is defined as a painful sensation in the skin of the scalp or the hair with-
out an underlying cutaneous disease. The term “trichodynia” (cutaneous dysesthesia 
syndrome) has also been proposed for discomfort, pain, burning, or stinging of the 
scalp related to diffuse alopecia. Probably, the diffuse alopecia or telogen effluvium 
and trichodynia are related. The underlying mechanisms creating the pain are not clear, 
though it has been proposed that it is probably multi-etiological. The most accepted 
hypotheses are increased expression of the neuropeptide substance P, underlying psy-
chiatric disorders, nutritional deficiencies, and perifollicular inflammation. Although 
dealing with trichodynia can be distressing and literature support is weak, there are a 
number of treatments available.

Keywords: trichodynia, scalp pain, scalp dysesthesia, cutaneous dysesthesia syndrome

1. Introduction

Trichodynia is defined as a painful sensation in the skin of the scalp or the hair itself and 
becomes more intense when hairs are touched. Before making a diagnosis of “trichodynia,” 
the physician must be sure that there is no cutaneous disease [1]. If the patient reports head-
ache or temporal pain by palpation, tension headaches or temporal arteritis should be evalu-
ated first. The term “trichodynia” (cutaneous dysesthesia syndrome) has also been proposed 
for discomfort, pain, burning, or stinging of the scalp related to diffuse alopecia. It has been 
found that 34% of female patients with hair loss complained of this phenomenon [2]. In a 
recent survey, Grimalt et al. showed that 14% of their diffuse alopecia patients reported 
trichodynia [3]. Complaints such as pain and burning of the scalp in patients with diffuse 

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



alopecia were described in the earlier dermatology literature [2, 4]. Both such studies and 
clinical observations have led to the idea that the diffuse alopecia or telogen effluvium (TE) 
and trichodynia are related. By definition, TE is a nonscarring and diffuse hair loss from the 
scalp that occurs a few months after a triggering event.

2. Ethiopathology

The underlying mechanisms creating the pain are not clear, though it has been proposed that 
it is probably multi-etiological. The most accepted hypotheses are increased expression of 
the neuropeptide substance P (SP), underlying psychiatric disorders, nutritional deficiencies, 
and perifollicular inflammation [1, 2, 5–7]. Substance P is involved in pain perception by the 
nerve endings, and changes in the production and activity of substance P around the hair 
follicles may be responsible for the pain and burning sensation [8]. Hair follicles are inner-
vated by unmyelinated neural plexuses located around the hair follicle stem cells. These nerve 
fibers contain neuropeptides including substance P (SP) and calcitonin gene-related peptide 
(CGRP). These neuropeptides play an important role in the regulation of hair growth and 
are associated with the neurogenic inflammatory response. Perifollicular SP is also involved 
in the regulation of hair growth [9]. An imbalance in the tonic release of neuropeptides may 
result in inhibition of hair growth. Cutrer et al. hypothesized that chronic activation of the 
c-fibers, in addition to mediating inflammatory pain and follicular injury, might reduce SP 
and CGRP concentrations resulting in altered peribulbar antigen presentation and inhibition 
of further hair growth [10].

Another explanation may be an underlying psychiatric disorder. It has been found that 76% 
of the people who had trichodynia had psychopathic signs versus 20% in the control group, 
supporting this idea. Researchers have observed and speculated that there is a connection 
between psychopathologic findings (such as anxiety) and trichodynia [1, 5, 6, 11–14]. In 2006 
Gupta and Gupta. found that numbness and pain are common symptoms of somatoform dis-
sociation or conversion reaction [15]. Kivanç et al. found that trichodynia was associated with 
depression in the telogen alopecia group and with obsessive-compulsive personality disorder 
in the androgenic alopecia group [16]. However, this idea is controversial. Although increased 
rates of psychiatric problems have been reported in patients with trichodynia, Ozturk et al. 
found no association between trichodynia and depression or anxiety [17]. In this study the 
patients with telogen alopecia were consisting the control group, and they could have the 
opportunity to evaluate only the trichodynia patients.

Neuropathic pain can also be associated with nutritional deficiencies (Fe, B12, ferritin, zinc, 
vitamin D, vitamin E). Nutritional factors affect the hair directly, and dietary supplements 
containing B complex vitamins can influence hair growth [17–19]. Nutritional deficiencies 
have been reported in other cutaneous dysesthesia syndromes. For example, glossodynia 
is characterized by a burning sensation of the tongue and oral mucosa. Menopause, psy-
chogenic disorders, and nutritional factors have also been suggested to cause this phenom-
enon [13]. However, evidence level is very low to confirm this nutritional hypothesis for 
trichodynia patients [20].
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3. Treatment

Trichodynia symptoms are of great relevance to patients and place the physician in a chal-
lenging diagnostic and therapeutic situation. Although dealing with trichodynia can 
be distressing and literature support is weak, there are a number of treatments available. 
L-Cystine-containing oral preparations, topical corticosteroids (both high potency and low), 
and anti-inflammatory drugs have been advocated (remember inflammatory hypothesis). 
Inhibitors of SP can also be tried. Cannabinoids, for example, have been demonstrated to 
inhibit SP [21]. Capsaicin cream has been used because it blocks substance P when applied 
to the hair follicles. On the basis of psychiatric origin, the physician also may use low-dose 
antidepressants (venlafaxine, amitriptyline, and doxepin) and also pregabalin [22, 23].

In 2009, Cutrer et al. have investigated the efficacy of botulinum toxin treatment in cephalalgia 
alopecia patients and obtained improved pain control and hair regrowth following BoNT/A 
injections [10]. They also observed that botulinum increases substance P and calcitonin gene-
related peptide-containing cutaneous nerves in the scalp. BoNT/A does not block low-level 
trophic release of neuropeptides such as CGRP and allows resumption of SP and CGRP base-
line regulation of the hair follicle and hair regrowth [24]. However, we should keep in mind 
that BoNT/A treatment is temporary. The process of painful inflammatory activation, hair 
follicle regression, and hair loss is repeated after a few months.

Sensory tests revealed that trichodynia patients were significantly more sensitive to touch 
and to pressure pain and exhibited cranial mechanical hyperesthesia and cranial hyperalge-
sia [25]. So, gentle scalp maintenance may provide some relief. To support the treatment, it 
is important to inform the patients about not to use over hot water and harsh shampoos or 
wear tight pony tail. Other relaxation techniques such as gentle scalp massage may also help 
in reducing symptoms.

4. Other dermatological conditions causing scalp pain

Scalp pain can occur with cicatricial alopecia that can be caused by a fungus infection or auto-
immune conditions such as cutaneous lupus and lichen planopilaris. Folliculitis decalvans 
and dissecting cellulitis are forms of primary neutrophilic scarring alopecia that are char-
acterized clinically by chronic suppurative folliculitis and often associated with pruritus or 
even pain. The inflammatory cells may irritate nerve endings leading to a burning or painful 
sensation. Hair dye-related dermatitis may also cause burning sensations.

There are also painful tumoral lesions of the skin and subcutaneous tissue. These lesions can 
be found anywhere in the peripheral nerve tissue. They have a propensity for developing on 
the skin and subcutaneous tissue, as well as in oral and pharyngeal locations. An old acronym 
may help us to remember them. LEND AN EGG tumors (leiomyoma, eccrine spiradenoma, 
neuroma, dermatofibroma, angiolipoma, neurilemmoma, endometrioma, glomus tumor, and 
granular cell tumors) must always be considered when there is a tumoral lesion associated 
with pain [26].
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Abstract

During the last few years, multiple studies have demonstrated the efficacy of migraine
and  tension-type  headache  trigger  site  deactivation  surgery,  hence  expanding  the
therapeutic potentiality of plastic surgery. These procedures are performed based on
headache onset and location: four trigger points that may cause the compression of the
trigeminal branches have been described. In the present chapter, we describe indications,
contraindications, procedures, and results of this therapy, focusing on our approach that
relies on one 1-cm incision, and it is performed under local anesthesia.

Keywords: migraine, tension-type headache, surgical therapy, endoscopic surgery,
minimally invasive surgery

1. Introduction

Migraine headaches (MH) affect over 324.1 million people worldwide [1]. Despite its preva-
lence and debilitating nature, MH is still widely undiagnosed and undertreated. The direct
and indirect cost due to MH treatment accounts for $13 to $17 billion each year only in the
USA [2]. Every year 112 million workdays are missed because of MH, with a $14 billion annual
loss of productivity in the USA [3]. MH has an even greater burden on patients’ everyday life,
their families, and the society.

Traditionally, MH has been managed with a combination of non-pharmacologic (behavioral)
treatment and abortive or preventive drugs. Despite advancements in pharmaceutical
therapies (the annual cost of medications alone is $1.5 billion), almost 30% of MH patients are

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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refractory to standard treatment and still suffering from persistent MH. Furthermore, numer-
ous side effects are reported in the literature as a consequence of chronic MH drugs use, such
as fatigue; dizziness; cardiovascular arrhythmias; cerebral, myocardial, and peripheral
ischemia; hypertension; and hepatotoxicity.

Over the years, various hypotheses have been proposed to reveal MH etiology. Researchers
have attributed MH origin to central neurovascular phenomena, cortical neuronal hyperex-
citability, cortical spreading depression, and abnormal modulation of brain nociceptive
system; finally, central and peripheral activation with sensitization of the trigeminal system
was casted as the main MH cause [4]. What is clear is that MH pathophysiology is still a matter
of debate.

Plastic surgeons were not looking for a surgical treatment for MH; however, this idea made its
way in 1999 following the report made by patients that described elimination or improvement
in their MH after corrugator supercilii muscle resection for forehead rejuvenation surgery [4].
In 2000, Guyuron et al. first reported in a retrospective study this association between corru-
gator supercilii muscle resection and disappearance or significant improvement in MH attacks.
In the same years, independent studies demonstrated the efficacy of botulin toxin injection for
the treatment of MH [4].

These evidences supported the hypothesis that MH was determined by peripheral activation
of the trigeminal nerve, due to overstimulation of its branches (trigger points), followed by
peripheral and central sensitization [5]. The trigger site is defined as the point where the MH
starts and corresponds to the anatomical area of potential irritation of the trigeminal nerve [5].
Consequence of the mechanical stimulation and irritation of the trigeminal nerve is the release
of calcitonin gene-related peptide, substance P, and neurokinin, which are found in cell bodies
of trigeminal nerves [4, 5]. These neuropeptides may cause the activation of the trigeminovas-
cular system and the neurogenic inflammation that are followed by meningeal irritation,
altered microvascular blood flow, central and peripheral trigeminal sensitization recognized
as hyperalgesia, and cutaneous allodynia.

The hypothesis that compression of craniofacial nerves could play a key role in triggering
migraines has been strengthened by multiple anatomical studies demonstrating that muscu-
lature, vessels, bony foramen, and fascial bands can entrap or compress nerve branches at
proposed migraine trigger sites [5, 6].

Over the last 15 years, Guyuron conducted several studies providing foundation for this
hypothesis and reported a reduction of the frequency, duration, and intensity of MH by at least
half in 80–90% of patients [4, 6–8]. In the same years, other independent groups reported similar
findings using Guyuron’s protocols, demonstrating the effectiveness of the procedure and the
reproducibility of the results [5]. However, the most striking evidence for the effectiveness of
peripheral nerve decompression surgery for MH therapy is derived from a double-blind,
sham-controlled study conducted by Guyuron [7]. In this trial, 49 patients underwent decom-
pressive surgery, while 26 underwent sham surgery. At least 50% reduction in MH was
reported from 57.7% of patients of the sham surgery group and 83.7% in the actual surgery
group (p = 0.05). Moreover, 57.1% of actual surgical group reported complete elimination of
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MH symptoms, compared with only 3.8% of patients in the sham surgery group (p = 0.001).
At 1 year, all migraine headache measurements were significantly improved in the actual
surgical group and were not dependent on the trigger site.

Research has established that deactivation surgery could be performed at four main trigger
sites and two less common ones [9]:

1. Frontal trigger (Site I): patients with frontal symptoms; the glabellar muscles or vessels may
irritate the supratrochlear and supraorbital nerves.

2. Temporal trigger (Site II): patients with temporal headaches; the temporalis muscle or vessels
may cause inflammation of the zygomatic temporal branch of the trigeminal nerve.

3. Rhinogenic trigger (Site III): patients complain of paranasal and retrobulbar headaches;
deviated septum, contact between the turbinates and the septum, concha bullosa, septa
bullosa, and other intranasal abnormalities may irritate the trigeminal end branches. This site
will not be covered in the present chapter.

4. Greater occipital trigger (Site IV): patients refer occipital symptoms: occipitalis, trapezius,
and semispinalis capitis muscles, fascial bands, or the occipital artery can irritate the greater
occipital nerve (GON).

5. Auriculotemporal trigger (Site V): patients complain of temporal headaches; in the preaur-
icular and temple region, the superficial temporal artery and fascial bands may be the cause
of auriculotemporal nerve irritation.

6. Lesser occipital trigger (Site VI): patients refer occipital symptoms; trapezius and sterno-
cleidomastoid muscles, fascial bands, and occipital artery branches may compress the lesser
occipital nerve.

Essential step is detecting the precise site of pain onset [10]. Although patients may report
diffuse headache, once they are asked to locate where the pain begins, they can precisely
identify it by pointing with one fingertip, and that is where the surgical treatment must be
focused on to release the nerve branch involved. Surgeons can confirm the correct localization
of the trigger point by simple compression on the tender point, which usually evoke pain.
Nerve blocks and the use of a portable Doppler device could also confirm the trigger points
and may help surgeons until they develop sufficient comfort and expertise, while preoperative
botulinum toxin injections have proven to be useless. Lack or incomplete response should be
carefully interpreted as does not automatically exclude the suspected trigger point. Thus, the
analysis of patients’ symptoms and the physical examination can reliably guide the surgical
planning.

Therefore, the mechanism of surgical deactivation of MH trigger sites is similar to carpal tunnel
surgery or other nerve decompression techniques. There are strong evidences that surgical
treatment for MH can successfully eliminate or reduce the MH frequency, intensity, and
duration in a lasting manner, reducing the economic burden of MH sufferers, improving
patients’ performances and participation in daily life activities [2, 9]. However there are still a
percentage of patients that are refractory to surgery [6]. Possible explanation is the incomplete
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detection of all of the trigger sites or that the irritation sites were not correctly dealt by current
surgical approaches [5]. Rigorous patient screening and selection and proper identification of
MH trigger points are mandatory for successful surgical outcome; yet a thorough understand-
ing of the anatomy is essential to ensure complete nerve release and prevent postoperative
complications.

2. Surgical anatomy

2.1. Frontal region

The frontal region constitutes the upper third of the face. It is an unpaired and median anatomic
region, which extends from the hair margin of the scalp to the eyebrows overlying the
supraorbital rim. It consists of multiple tissue layers: there are the skin, which here is the
thickest of the face, a subcutaneous layer of fibro-adipose tissue, and a myofascial layer. The
myofascial portion lays on the periosteum of the frontalis bone [11].

The muscles of the frontal region can be divided into two groups regarding their function. For
the elevators’ group, there is the frontal belly of the occipitofrontalis, whose insertions to the
deep layer of the skin are distributed from the aponeurotic galea to the brow level, where the
superior arc of the periorbital septum provides an indirect bony origin [11]. The depressor
group features the glabellar muscle group, including the procerus, the corrugator supercilii,
the depressor supercilii, and the orbicularis oculi muscles. These muscles extend through the
galeal fat pad before giving off their dermal insertions and are often blended with fibers of the
frontalis muscle.

The procerus is a small, triangular muscle that originates from the fascia of the nasal bone and
inserts into the glabellar and forehead skin. Superior to the procerus, there is the corrugator
supercilii muscle, a small pyramidal muscle, which extends obliquely over the supraorbital
rim. It has two heads, transverse and oblique. The first one is found from the nasal process of
the frontal bone to the dermis at the middle third of the brow, while the second one is smaller
and parallel to the fibers of the depressor supercilii. The depressor supercilii muscle arises
from the medial orbital rim, near the lacrimal sac, and inserts on the medial aspect of the bony
orbit, inferior to the corrugators supercilii. The orbicularis oculi is a flat elliptical muscle which
surrounds the orbit and spreads in the adjacent regions of the eyelids, anterior temporal region,
infraorbital cheek, and superciliary region. It divides in an orbital, preseptal, and pretarsal
portion. The orbital portion arches around the orbit stemming from the nasal component of
the frontal bone, from the frontal process of the maxilla, and from the medial canthal tendon.
The preseptal or palpebral portion overlies the orbital septum with its fibers originating from
the superficial surface of the medial canthal tendon and from the bone immediately above and
below it and then converging at the lateral palpebral raphe. The pretarsal or lacrimal portion
lies over the tarsus, and its fibers adhere to it following an elliptical path and laterally interlace
with the lateral raphe. A number of ligamentous attachments are found in the frontal region
stemming from the temporal ligamentous adhesion. It arises from the periosteum of the frontal
bone, and it forms a triangular structure 20 mm high with a base of 15 mm situated 10 mm
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above the arcus marginalis of the rim and parallel to it. Three ligaments radiate from it: the
superior and inferior temporal septum, belonging to the temple region, and the supraorbital
adhesion. They are responsible of the compartmentation of the forehead and the brow together
with the periorbital septum which divides the orbital region in the periorbital and orbital
compartments.

The supraorbital ligamentous adhesion is located between the temporal ligament and the
origin of the corrugator muscle. Its inferior border lies 6 mm above the deep attachment of the
periorbital septum, while the upper border is not well defined and extends cranially a variable
of 20–40 mm above the orbital rim.

The periorbital septum connects the inferomedial origin of the orbicularis oculi with that of
corrugator muscle, occupying three-quarters of the orbital rim. In the periorbital portion, it
continues as the fibrous periosteum, while the orbital region goes on to form the orbital septum.
These structures avoid contributing to ocular complication as consequence of the surgical
decompression of the nerves, since they are effective in isolating the edema in the forehead
region and are dissected within the surgical decompression of the supraorbital and the
supratrochlear nerves [4–6, 12].

The supraorbital nerve is a sensory nerve originating from the frontal branch of the ophthalmic
division of the trigeminal nerve. In the majority of the cases, it passes through a supraorbital
notch, which can be occasionally completed by a fibrous band. It can also exit through a
foramen situated 1.5 mm above the supraorbital rim. Multiple exit points can be found in some
patients, respectively, in 16 and 18% on the right side and left side. At this point, the nerve
divides into a superficial and a deep branch, although it can split before exiting the supraorbital
rim in a minority of the cases [5]. Here the nerve displays an intimate relationship with the
corrugator supercilii muscle.

The traditional nerve topography was recently reviewed, and four types of branching patterns
were described [5]. In 40% of the cases, the deep division only leaves strands deep to the
frontalis muscle (Type I); in 34%, both divisions send branches (Type II); and in 4%, it is the
superficial division that arborizes (Type III). In the rest of the cases (Type IV), the branches
emerge mostly from the superficial division cranially to the corrugator muscle.

The reason why some patients do not respond to the surgical decompression of the only
supraorbital nerve and need a more medial muscular resection is that the supratrochlear nerve
may be involved.

The supratrochlear nerve is the smallest terminal branch of the frontal nerve, which itself
originates from the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve. It emerges between the
trochlea and the supraorbital foramen. The exit point of the supraorbital nerve can be either a
foramen or a notch, with findings of a notch present on both sides being more frequent.
However it should be noted that it is also possible to discover a notch on one side and a
foramina on the other or rarely a bilateral foramina; the first potential compression point of
the nerve can be located here. The floor of the notch is in fact a fibrous band which surrounds
the nerve. Compression symptoms appear frequently in two instances: firstly, when the nerve
passes through the band itself and, secondly, when the band appears to be very thick [5].
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The emergence patterns were classified in two main types. In 69% of the cases, the nerve
emerges from the medial portion of the supraorbital rim independently either as a single
branch (Type Ia) or as two separated branches (Type Ib). In the remaining cases, the supraor-
bital and the supratrochlear nerves appear to come out at the same point (Type II). Moreover,
Type II was further divided into two subtypes: IIa and IIb, depending on whether the nerve
emerges as a single trunk or as two branches.

The nerve then ascends through the forehead and passes through the fat pad behind the
orbicularis oculi, and it pierces the corrugator muscle. The point where it enters the muscles
has a mean distance of 16.4 mm from the midsagittal line and of 2.3 mm from the supraorbital
rim. Furthermore, both its entrance and its exit from the muscle are possible compression
points [4]. There is a significant individual variability in the relationship between the muscle
and the nerve. Normally, the nerve divides into two branches within the thin retro-orbicularis
oculi fatty tissue, and these branches follow four possible paths. Most commonly (84%), both
branches pierce the muscle (Type I). In Type II, one branch enters the muscle, and one remains
deep to the muscular plane. Type III is where both branches run deep and do not pierce the
muscle. Type IV is when they leave immediately fine branches that cannot be identified [5].

Another source of compression can be the interaction of nerves with the vascular structures.

The main vessels that may be involved are the supratrochlear and the supraorbital arteries.
The supratrochlear artery passes through the frontal notch and runs medial to the nerve and
can be found around the medial canthal vertical line. In a third of the cases, the artery crosses
underneath the nerve deep to the corrugator from medial to lateral. It then pierces the
corrugator supercilii and reaches the subcutaneous layer from 15 to 25 mm above the supra-
orbital rim.

The supraorbital artery can be found in a vertical line corresponding to the medial limbus of
the cornea, sharing its course with the supraorbital nerve.

Another vascular structure that could be involved is the frontal branch of the superficial
temporary artery, which enters the frontal region at different transverse levels at the lateral
orbital rim vertical line. It runs superficial to the frontalis muscle and becomes progressively
more superficial moving medially [11].

2.2. Temporal region

The temporal region corresponds to the lateral part of the skull; it is a paired anatomical region
lying above the zygomatic arch in front of the external ear. It is limited superiorly by the
superior and inferior temporal lines and inferiorly and laterally by the zygomatic arch.

The tissues are arranged in two main layers: the superficial and the deep fascia. The superficial
temporal fascia consists of a continuous layer including the galea aponeurotica, the superficial
muscular aponeurotic system (SMAS) in the zygomatic and cheek region, and the platysma.
It is composed by thin skin, loose areolar subcutaneous tissue, and the flat muscles. Deep to
this plane, it can be found a potential space characterized by loose tissue.
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Connecting the superficial to the deep fascia and the periosteum, there is a system of liga-
mentous attachments. These structures are the temporal ligamentous adhesion and the
ligamentous structures that origin from it, particularly the superior temporal septum and the
inferior temporal septum. They retain the superficial tissues, limiting the possibility of
dissection in this area.

The superior temporal septum extends from the junction between the superficial temporal
fascia and the galea toward the periosteum along the superior temporal line of the cranium. It
ends 30 mm from the orbital rim providing a firm adhesion, while posteriorly it forms a
septum.

The inferior temporal septum extends from the lateral corner of the temporal ligament to the
external acoustic meatus, following an oblique path.

The temporal region can be divided in the upper temporal compartment, enclosed between
these two septa, and the lower temporal compartment, located under the inferior temporal
septum, limited inferiorly by the zygomatic arch and anteriorly by the frontal process of the
zygoma.

The upper compartment is not crossed by any relevant structures, and tissues here are easy to
dissect. On the contrary, the lower one presents different fibrous attachments of crisscrossed
fibers. The surgical separation of these planes is harder to achieve because of these adhesions
and also for the presence of multiple nervous and vascular structures, in particular branches
of the superficial temporal artery.

The conflicts that may occur between the nerves and the myofascial and vascular structures
could be involved in the etiopathology of temporal headache. The nerves involved are the
zygomaticotemporal branch and, less frequently, the auriculotemporal branch of the trigemi-
nal nerve. Owing to this, neurectomy and decompression of the nerves are both considered
appropriate treatment for temple migraine.

Moreover, the lower temporal compartment contains the temporal branches of the facial nerve,
running through the roof of the compartment parallel to the line of attachment of the inferior
septum within a thin fat pad. They are predominantly located cephalad to the sometime
duplicated sentinel vein, but thin inconstant nerve branches can run also caudal to it. The gross
path corresponds to a line going from 0.5 cm below the tragus to a point approximately 1.5 cm
above the later part of the ipsilateral eyebrow. The individual variability is very consistent, and
therefore the surgical approach should be judicious, in order to spare both nervous and
vascular structures [5, 6].

The zygomaticotemporal branch of the maxillary division originates from the bifurcation of
the zygomatic branch of the trigeminal nerve; after crossing a canal in the zygomatic bone, it
reaches the anterior part of the temporal fossa 17 mm posterolateral and 6.5 mm cephalad from
the palpebral fissure; it perforates the deep temporal fascia and arborizes within the subcuta-
neous tissues to innervate the skin of the temporal area. There are also accessory nerves, which
can be located superiorly, immediately adjacent or posterolateral to the main branch. The last
one runs horizontally and connects with the auriculotemporal branch of the mandibular
division.
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A recent study found three potential courses for the path of the nerve from the orbit to the
subcutaneous tissues. In almost 50% of the specimens, there was no intramuscular course to
be found: the nerve bores the fascia within the temporal fossa. This may relate to the percentage
of nonresponders to the surgical decompression. In the other cases, an intramuscular path to
the temporal muscle was found for the nerve, either very short (22%) or long and tortuous
(28%). In about one-third of the population, there are two branches, which in some cases (6%)
pass through two different foramina [5].

Furthermore, the auriculotemporal nerve represents a minor trigger site for temple headache.
It is a branch of the mandibular division of the trigeminal nerve which runs behind the
temporomandibular joint adherent to the parotid gland. It then turns superiorly behind the
joint and ascends over the posterior portion of the zygomatic arch. Here, it can leave up to four
branches running cranially within the layers of the temporoparietal fascia.

A significant relationship with the superficial temporal artery was found in 34% of the cases:
the nerve runs close to it in the soft tissues of the temple region, representing the potential
vascular compression point. The artery can bifurcate below or above the superior margin of
the zygomatic arch with three possible patterns. In 60% of the cases, the artery crosses the
auriculotemporal nerve in one site, located approximately 107.88 mm lateral to the midline
and 37.53 mm cranial to the nasion-lateral orbit line. In the other cases, either the nerve crosses
the artery or they coil together for a mean length of 21 mm. This spiral interaction begins about
123 mm lateral to the midline and 25 mm cranial to the nasion-lateral orbit line and ends
117 mm lateral to the midline and 38 mm cranial to the nasion-lateral orbit line.

There are also two other trigger points associated to myofascial structures, particularly to the
preauricular fascial bands in the sub-superficial fascial layer. The first one is located average
of 13.1 mm anterior and 5.0 mm superior to the most anterosuperior point of the external
auditory meatus, while the second is centered at an average of 11.9 mm anterior and 17.2 mm
superior to the same landmark [5, 11].

2.3. Occipital region

The occipital region is an unpaired and median anatomic region corresponding to the posterior
part of the cranium. It is composed of five layers: first the skin, very thick and adherent to the
underlying planes; followed by a richly vascularized subcutaneous tissue, the muscular
aponeurotic layer, composed of the posterior muscular bellies of the occipitalis muscle; the
epicranial aponeurosis (galea aponeurotica); and then a loose areolar tissue, poor of connective
tissue attachments; its laxity allows the scalp to slide on the skull and justifies the ease of
surgical dissection in this area. Moreover, it is possible to create flaps without risk of damaging
vessels and nerves, since these structures run in the superficial fascia [3, 5, 6].

The common occipital headache symptoms here can be caused by the compression of the
greater, lesser, and third occipital nerves. This is due to the presence of muscular and fascial
entrapments and also because of their interaction with the vascular structures [3, 5, 6, 12–15].

The greater occipital nerve originates from the medial branch of the C2 dorsal root. It curves
to reach the occipital region, running caudal to the inferior oblique muscle and sometimes
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auditory meatus, while the second is centered at an average of 11.9 mm anterior and 17.2 mm
superior to the same landmark [5, 11].

2.3. Occipital region

The occipital region is an unpaired and median anatomic region corresponding to the posterior
part of the cranium. It is composed of five layers: first the skin, very thick and adherent to the
underlying planes; followed by a richly vascularized subcutaneous tissue, the muscular
aponeurotic layer, composed of the posterior muscular bellies of the occipitalis muscle; the
epicranial aponeurosis (galea aponeurotica); and then a loose areolar tissue, poor of connective
tissue attachments; its laxity allows the scalp to slide on the skull and justifies the ease of
surgical dissection in this area. Moreover, it is possible to create flaps without risk of damaging
vessels and nerves, since these structures run in the superficial fascia [3, 5, 6].

The common occipital headache symptoms here can be caused by the compression of the
greater, lesser, and third occipital nerves. This is due to the presence of muscular and fascial
entrapments and also because of their interaction with the vascular structures [3, 5, 6, 12–15].

The greater occipital nerve originates from the medial branch of the C2 dorsal root. It curves
to reach the occipital region, running caudal to the inferior oblique muscle and sometimes
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piercing it. Then it reaches the semispinalis muscle, where it is possible to identify the deepest
potential compression point of the nerve. The average location is 20.13 mm from the midline
and 77.38 mm inferior from the occipital protuberance [6]. The course of the nerve in the area
of the superior nuchal line is variously described, because of the large anatomical variability
that these structures present. According to some authors, the nerve arches medially to the
semispinalis muscle, boring the fascial plane, while others describe it piercing the muscles
themselves: the semispinalis in the vast majority of cases (90% of cases), the inferior oblique,
or the trapezius [3, 5–11]. The latest studies have shown the exact location of the intramuscular
course of the nerve: it is located 3 cm below and 1.5 cm lateral to the occipital protuberance [3,
5]. The point of muscle penetration has a mean horizontal distance from the midline of 11 mm
on the left and of 11.8 mm on the right. The mean vertical distance from the line passing at the
level of the lowest portion of the external auditory canals is 26 mm on the left and 27 mm on
the right. The second trigger point can be found at its entrance into the deep fascia underlying
the semispinalis or the muscle itself [3, 5, 6]. The third and the fourth points are located,
respectively, by the entrance of the nerve in the semispinalis capitis and trapezius muscles. The
fifth point of possible compression is where the nerve pierces the tendinous insertion of the
trapezius into the nuchal line. In fact in the surgical decompression of the nerve, the semispi-
nalis capitis and the trapezius together with the splenius and the occipital muscles are resected
with multiple myotomies. The sixth possible compression point is related to the close rela-
tionship found between the great occipital nerve and the occipital artery in the region of the
superior nuchal line. This artery is the main vessel running through the occipital area. It arises
from the external carotid artery, and it runs medially to the mastoid process on the temporal
bone. It then reaches the occipital region, boring the deep cervical fascia between the sterno-
cleidomastoid and the cranial attachment of the trapezius. At this point it can be found in the
subcutaneous layer leaving many convoluted branches and anastomosing with the contrala-
teral artery [3]. In more than 50% of the cases, an intimate anatomical relationship was found.
There are two possible types of interaction: they can coil together (70%) with a mean length of
interaction being 37.6 mm and its caudal-most aspect a 25.34 mm from the midline and
24.91 mm caudal to the horizontal line through the occipital protuberance; the mean location
of the cranial-most aspect of the artery-nerve relationship in this group was 42.09 mm from
the midline and 0.97 mm caudal to the horizontal line through the occipital protuberance. The
other possibility is a simple crossing (30%) with the nerve passing superficial to the artery
30.27 mm lateral to the midline and 10.67 mm caudal to the horizontal line through the occipital
protuberance [3, 5, 6].

Furthermore, minor trigger sites are also described in this area [3, 5, 6]. They are related to the
lesser and to the third occipital nerves, which can be similarly compressed by fascial bands
and the occipital artery branches. If the lesser occipital nerve is affected, it can be responsible
of laterally located pain symptoms. It arises from C2 or rarely from C3 dorsal root; it emerges
from the posterior border of the sternocleidomastoids, seldom piercing it, and then ascends
along it. The emergence point was found with a 3-cm diameter located 6.5 cm from midline
and 5.3 cm below the line drawn between the two external auditory canals. When symptoms
concern the midportion of the occipital region, the third occipital nerve is involved. It is the
medial branch of the posterior division of the third cervical nerve, and it travels deeply along
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the semispinalis. It then exits the overlying trapezius muscle or the fasci, emerging in an area
4 cm in diameter centered 1.3 cm from midline and 6.2 cm below the line between the two
external auditory canals [3, 5, 6, 11].

3. Surgical treatment of migraine

3.1. Frontal trigger site

Initially, patients who suffered from frontal migraine headache due to muscle compression
underwent a procedure developed by Guyuron et al., in which hyperexcitability and inflam-
mation of supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves were eliminated through selective myoto-
mies of depressor supercilii, corrugator supercilii, and procerus muscles, using a
transpalpebral approach. The frontal trigger site was approached by means of incising the
supratarsal crease involving up to two-thirds of the medial limit of the caudal portion of the
conventional upper blepharoplasty incision. After, a skin-orbicularis oculi muscle flap was
raised above the level of the septum and the orbicularis muscle in a cephalic direction. The
depressor supercilii muscle was exposed and resected as completely as possible, protecting
the supraorbital nerve and supratrochlear nerve to allow exposure of the corrugator supercilii
muscle. After excision with electrocautery of the corrugator supercilii, lateral fibers of the
procerus muscle encasing the supratrochlear nerve were also removed. Fat was then harvested
either from the medial fat pad of the upper lid or from an area deep to the deep temporal fascia
above the zygomatic arch, if endoscopic ablation of the zygomaticotemporal branch of the
trigeminal nerve was performed concomitantly, and placed to fill the depression left following

Figure 1. The endoscope is inserted through one incision in the subgaleal plane until the superciliary region is reached
to perform the section of the corrugator supercilii, depressor supercilii, and procerus muscles (this picture belongs to
Prof. Edoardo Raposio).
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resection of the corrugator supercilii muscle and to cushion the nerves [6–8]. The supraorbital
nerve, a sensory branch of the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve, exits the orbit by
passing over the supraorbital ridge or via a notch or foramen before diving into a superficial
and deep branch and is intimately related to the corrugator supercilii in 78% of patients. While
incomplete resection of the glabellar muscle group may account for persistent migraine in
some patients, the supraorbital foramen (present in 25% of patients) may represent an
additional compression site. Since 2002 Guyuron has performed a supraorbital foraminotomy
during release of the supraorbital nerve if encountered during resection of the corrugator. As
regards the effectiveness of transpalpebral nerve decompression in contrast with the endo-
scopic approach, a transpalpebral approach did not allow myotomies to be complete, failing
to remove more than one-third of the corrugator supercilii muscle transverse portion. The
whole corrugator supercilii muscle might be removed by means of an endoscopic approach,
which was thus claimed to be more thorough and appropriate for this purpose. Endoscopic
nerve decompression, however, was not performed on patients with long foreheads (8 cm
measured from the anterior hairline to the supraorbital ridge) or on patients with significant
curvature to the forehead, as endoscopic access would have been difficult to impossible. It
relies on three to six access incisions 1.5–2 cm in length, located 1–2 cm behind the anterior
hairline. Two distinct surgical instruments, an endoscope and a dissector, are generally used.
In an effort to reduce the invasiveness of the current endoscopic techniques, we described our
minimally invasive, endoscopic selective myotomy technique with a single access, performed
with a specifically modified endoscope (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany) and without the need
for general anesthesia [12–15]. With the patient supine and the head in a neutral position,
frontal trigger nerves are located. Skin markings are drawn above the eyebrow bilaterally, at
the mid-pupillary line (supraorbital nerve) and 1 cm medially (supratrochlear nerve). In this
minimally invasive technique for forehead headache treatment, local anesthesia with diluted
40-cc Carbocaine 1% + 40-cc NaCl 0.9% and 20-cc sodium bicarbonate 8.4% is injected in the
forehead, between the glabellar region and about 2 cm behind the anterior hairline. The
infiltration of local anesthetic allows not only anesthesia but also the undermining of the tissues
and the creation of a space between the periosteum and adjacent tissues to facilitate endoscopic
visualization. A single 1.5-cm incision is then performed on the midline, 1 cm behind the frontal
hairline. All tissues are dissected (cutaneous, subcutaneous, aponeurotic galea) until the
periosteum is reached in the subgaleal plane. This location is chosen so that the postoperative
scar will be hidden in the patient’s hair. Tissues all over the forehead bilaterally are undermined
in the subgaleal plane through the hairline incision by means of long scissors. Undermining
must be done carefully, particularly when the inferior limit of the undermining area (super-
ciliary region) is reached, in order not to damage supratrochlear and supraorbital nerves. The
lateral anatomic limit of the undermining area is the temporal region, bilaterally. In order to
lift the frontal skin during the endoscopic procedure and better visualize the anatomic
structures, nylon 1-0 sutures are placed in the superciliary region at each side of both supra-
trochlear and supraorbital nerves bilaterally. Then a suction of blood and residual anesthetic
fluid in the entire undermined forehead is performed through the hairline incision before
inserting the endoscope and whenever the endoscopic view is not clear. Our modified
endoscope (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany) consists of a 9-mm trocar with an air/insufflator/
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suction triple valve, a straight Hopkins telescope with fiber-light transmission, a Wittmöser
operating sheath with a connection for high-frequency diathermy, and a specifically designed
elliptical-tipped wire loop electrode for electrocautery. The modified endoscope is inserted
through the incision in the subgaleal plane (Figure 1) and used to perform endoscopically
assisted section of the corrugator supercilii, depressor supercilii, and procerus muscles
bilaterally (Figure 2), with the purpose of decompressing the supraorbital nerve and supra-
trochlear nerves bilaterally. During this procedure, it is important to dissect every part of the
muscle, which receives facial nerve fibers responsible for contraction of the muscle itself, in
order to prevent irritation to surrounding nerves from the muscle’s movement. At the end of
the procedure, after an accurate hemostasis, the cutaneous access is closed with absorbable
suture, without any drainage, and a compressive bandage is positioned all around the patient’s
head.

Figure 2. Endoscopically assisted section of the corrugator supercilii and depressor supercilii muscles (this picture be-
longs to Prof. Edoardo Raposio).

3.2. Temporal trigger site

The zygomaticotemporal branch of the trigeminal nerve travels between the temporalis muscle
and the lateral orbital wall and is commonly transected during craniofacial or esthetic forehead
surgery, with no reported consequence. Transcutaneous tattooing of the nerve site by the
measurement from the lateral canthus (17 mm lateral and 6.5 mm cephalad to the lateral
canthus) could be used to forewarn the surgeon about the location of the nerve. Under local
anesthesia two incisions measuring 1.5 cm are made on each side located approximately 7 and
10 cm from the midline. Dissection under the incisions is realized by scissors to expose the
deep temporal fascia and with a periosteal elevator is conducted medially, laterally, cephalad,
and caudally to accommodate the endoscope. To reach this nerve safely, it is crucial to identify
the deep temporal fascia beneath the scalp incision and to continue the dissection in this plane.
The zygomaticotemporal branch of the trigeminal nerve is then exposed, isolated, and avulsed
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on one side, removing approximately 2.5 cm of the nerve, while on the other side, it is
decompressed by widening the fascia opening and removing the zygomaticotemporal artery.
The proximal nerve end is allowed to retract into temporalis muscle to reduce the risk of
neuroma formation. Some surgeons prefer to locate the zygomaticotemporal branch of the
trigeminal nerve through a transpalpebral incision [5, 6]. A careful dissection along the inferior
lateral orbital rim over the deep temporal fascia is performed. The superficial temporal fascia
is carefully lifted off the deep temporal fascia with an elevator and a lighted retractor to retract
the tissue and protect the sentinel vein and the temporal branch of the facial nerve. Careful
dissection around the vein to identify the zygomaticotemporal nerve is performed, and once
identified, the zygomaticotemporal nerve is avulsed. Both avulsion neurectomy and decom-
pression of the zygomaticotemporal branch of the trigeminal nerve are equally effective
methods for the treatment of temporal migraine headache, but decompression is the first
option. The avulsion remains a logical alternative when decompression is technically difficult
or when the zygomaticotemporal branch of the trigeminal nerve has multiple branches without
concomitant vessels or tight fascia bands. Our experience about surgical treatment of temporal
migraine concerns on open decompression of the zygomaticotemporal branch of trigeminal
nerve. In the first moment, the patient indicates the trigger point in temporal region, after we
inject local anesthetic and we make a 3-cm cutaneous incision in the same area. By the blunt
tip scissors, we perform the dissection up to the deep temporal fascia. We open the inferior
temporal septum keeping above the fascia to expose the inferior temporal compartment that
contains the zygomaticotemporal nerve, sentinel vessels, and temporal branches of facial
nerve. After operating this septum, it is imperative that the level of dissection hug the floor of
the space, that is, directly on the deep temporal fascia, because the temporal branches of facial
nerve course through the roof of the lower temporal compartment immediately abutting the
inferior temporal septum. Then we perform the zygomaticotemporal nerve decompression
realizing it from constricting temporal muscle fibers, without any avulsion. When the patient
describes a pulsing pain in the temporal region, we perform the electrocautery of sentinel
vessels. Eventually, the cutaneous access is closed with absorbable suture, and a compressive
bandage is positioned all around the patient’s head.

3.3. Occipital trigger site

The purpose of the surgical treatment of Site IV is to remove the potential compression points
of the greater occipital nerve along its course throughout the semispinalis and the trapezius
muscles to the subcutaneous tissue of the occipital scalp. The avulsion of the third occipital
nerve (TON) during the occipital migraine surgery does not improve clinical outcomes. When
this nerve is encountered during the dissection of the GON, it is sacrificed, but the superficial
compression of the TON does not contribute significantly to the onset of occipital migraine
headaches. Guyuron et al. described their surgical procedure to treat occipital migraine [6].
With the patient prone, under general anesthesia, a horizontal 5- to 6-cm incision is made
approximately 3 cm below the occipital protuberance. After reaching the trapezius muscle in
the deep anatomical planes, a vertical incision is made over his fascia, where 1–3 mm of
vertically oriented muscle fibers is present. If the avulsion of TON is performed, the third
occipital nerve is allowed to retract into the portion of the semispinalis capitis muscle to avoid
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the scar entrapped it, causing a painful neuroma. If the trapezius muscle extends to the
midline raphe, it is divided and retracted laterally, and the semispinalis muscle is then further
exposed. The trunk of the GON is located usually approximately 1.5 cm from the midline and
3 cm caudal to the occipital protuberance and is identified when the dissection continues
under the trapezius fascia and muscle laterally. The GON is released from surrounding
muscle and any fascial bands overlying the nerve until the subcutaneous plane is reached.
Furthermore, a 2-cm-long segment of the semispinalis capitis muscle between the nerve and
the midline raphe is removed. When the occipital artery is ectasic and entangled with the
nerve (Figures 3–4), the ligation is performed, and the GON is separated from the remaining
muscle by placing a laterally elevated subcutaneous flap deeply to the nerve. This procedure
is then repeated on the opposite side if indicated. Sometimes the muscle fibers of semispinalis
capitis are splitting the nerve within; in this case they are also released. When the nerve is
within the trapezial tunnel, the dissection is carried distally releasing the GON. This tunnel
is the site where the greater occipital nerve penetrates through the trapezial fascial attach-
ments to the occiput, and it has 1- to 2-cm oblique superolateral direction where it often
contains angiolymphatics, another possible compression variable that is removed. Our
surgical GON bilaterally decompression technique is performed under local anesthesia with
the patient prone. After injecting of diluted 40-cc Carbocaine 1% + 40-cc NaCl 0.9% and 20-
cc sodium bicarbonate 8.4%, a horizontal occipital scalp incision 6 cm in length is made along
the superior nuchal midline to expose subcutaneous structures. No trichotomy is needed, and
the scar from the incision will be hidden in the patient’s hair. First of all the dissection of
occipital muscle is performed; then a minute separation of the trapezius fibers expose the
GON and the semispinalis capitis muscle. Trapezius and semispinalis capitis muscle are
carefully undermined following the nerve course as far as possible.

Figure 3. The dilated left occipital artery constricting the left great occipital nerve (this picture belongs to Prof. Edoardo
Raposio).
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Figure 4. Aberrant left occipital arteries compressing the left occipital nerve (this picture belongs to Prof. Edoardo Ra-
posio).

Subsequently the splenius capitis muscle, which is located laterally behind the GON, and the
occipital vascular bundle are isolated from the nerve. The proximity of the occipital artery to
the greater occipital nerve often seems to cause nerve compression and paroxysmal, throbbing
pain. In fact, sometimes the nerve irritation that might be due to the pulsing activity of the
occipital artery may be more distended than expected. In this case, the ligation of the occipital
artery is performed. At the end of the procedure, after an accurate hemostasis, the cutaneous
access is closed with absorbable suture, without any drainage. Presurgical planning should
always include questioning for potential pain at lesser occipital nerve compression points.
Furthermore, residual migraine pain after occipital nerve decompression of the greater
occipital nerve may be attributable to lesser occipital nerve (LON) entrapment and should be
evaluated in no responders and partial responders. The occipital artery and fascial bands along
its course could potentially compress the lesser occipital nerve. If patients, in addition to
compression of the GON, refer pain and symptoms specific to the lesser occipital nerve, a
separate incision is made over this nerve at the posterior border of the sternocleidomastoid
muscle, and it was avulsed. When a unilateral lesser occipital nerve compression is present,
over the path of the LON localized along the middle third of the posterior margin of the
sternocleidomastoid, laterally to the first incision of the GON, a 3-cm excision is performed.
The lesser occipital nerve can be decompressed or excised and its proximal stump implanted
into the muscle. When both bilateral greater occipital nerve and lesser occipital nerve decom-
pressions are performed, two separate incisions are made, one on each side, each to access the
ipsilateral greater occipital nerve and the lesser occipital nerve. As regards our experience,
when trigger site is identified in the LON, a 4-cm-long lateral occipital incision is performed,
followed by the dissection of occipital, trapezius, and a portion of sternocleidomastoid
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muscles, thus freeing the nerve. If patients present both trigger points, an 8-cm-long medial
incision is made and dissection of all abovementioned muscles and vessels (occipital arteries)
and isolation of both nerves are performed [15].

3.4. Auriculotemporal nerve

Auriculotemporal neuralgia has been described in the neurology literature as a syndrome
“characterized by attacks of paroxysmal, moderate to severe pain on the preauricular area,
often spreading to the ipsilateral temple.” Chim et al. in a study concerning the anatomical
variations of compression points of the auriculotemporal nerve have identified three specific
points that could be surgically treated [5]. The preauricular fascial band compression points
(compression points 1 and 2) in the preauricular course of the auriculotemporal nerve were
found centered at 13.1 and 11.9 mm anterior and 5.0 and 17.2 mm superior to the most
anterosuperior point of the external auditory meatus. The other compression point (compres-
sion point 3) is represented by the crossover in the temporal scalp between the auriculotem-
poral and the superficial temporal artery. Guyuron et al. developed the technique for
endoscopic decompression of the zygomaticotemporal branch of the trigeminal nerve, and
recently, it has been recognized that the failure of Site II surgery may be because of the lack of
identification and decompression of the auriculotemporal nerve. For this reason commonly
the auriculotemporal nerve decompression is performed in conjunction with the zygomatico-
temporal decompression [5, 6]. We report the endoscopic surgical techniques to decompres-
sion-avulsion of the auriculotemporal nerve [5, 6, 15]. The point of maximal tenderness is
marked, and Doppler findings to determinate vessel location may be used to avoid injury to
the surrounding nerves or difficulty to place the endoscopic access devices. Both techniques
can be combined with decompression of the trigger Site II; in that case auriculotemporal nerve
is addressed first. In local anesthesia, five- to seven-port incision is designed for Site II surgery,
and the 1.5-cm lateral incision is made and is extended anteriorly if necessary. Dissection to
identify the vessel and nerve should be performed with blunt tip scissors along the direction
of the vessel. The vessel and nerve are commonly found in the superficial layers and along the
superficial temporal fascia. The use of blunt tip bipolar and regular suction is enough to safely
ligate the vessel and nerve after identification. Although the area of dissection is far cephalad
to the temporal branch of the facial nerve, caution should be exercised. The deep temporal
fascia is then identified, and placement of endoscope is performed. If one is concerned about
an unusually anterior temporal artery causing compression and pain (scars beyond the hairline
or proximity to the temporal branch of the facial nerve), ligation of the main trunk of the
auriculotemporal nerve in the preauricular area is chosen. The area of maximal tenderness
above the temporomandibular joint, which hosts the main trunk of the auriculotemporal nerve,
is accessed, and the vessel and nerve are ligated in this area. A 1.5-cm incision is performed
0.5 cm in front of the tragus and above the temporomandibular joint area with the aid of
Doppler. The main trunk of the auriculotemporal nerve is identified first, and the vessel is then
located in the deeper plane, commonly associated with another small nerve branch. Caution
should be used to avoid injury to the facial nerve, which is deep to the dissection, and to the
commonly visualized vein, which is in a more superficial plane. Even with vessel ligation in
this area, auriculotemporal nerve decompression and superficial temporal artery ligation in
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(compression points 1 and 2) in the preauricular course of the auriculotemporal nerve were
found centered at 13.1 and 11.9 mm anterior and 5.0 and 17.2 mm superior to the most
anterosuperior point of the external auditory meatus. The other compression point (compres-
sion point 3) is represented by the crossover in the temporal scalp between the auriculotem-
poral and the superficial temporal artery. Guyuron et al. developed the technique for
endoscopic decompression of the zygomaticotemporal branch of the trigeminal nerve, and
recently, it has been recognized that the failure of Site II surgery may be because of the lack of
identification and decompression of the auriculotemporal nerve. For this reason commonly
the auriculotemporal nerve decompression is performed in conjunction with the zygomatico-
temporal decompression [5, 6]. We report the endoscopic surgical techniques to decompres-
sion-avulsion of the auriculotemporal nerve [5, 6, 15]. The point of maximal tenderness is
marked, and Doppler findings to determinate vessel location may be used to avoid injury to
the surrounding nerves or difficulty to place the endoscopic access devices. Both techniques
can be combined with decompression of the trigger Site II; in that case auriculotemporal nerve
is addressed first. In local anesthesia, five- to seven-port incision is designed for Site II surgery,
and the 1.5-cm lateral incision is made and is extended anteriorly if necessary. Dissection to
identify the vessel and nerve should be performed with blunt tip scissors along the direction
of the vessel. The vessel and nerve are commonly found in the superficial layers and along the
superficial temporal fascia. The use of blunt tip bipolar and regular suction is enough to safely
ligate the vessel and nerve after identification. Although the area of dissection is far cephalad
to the temporal branch of the facial nerve, caution should be exercised. The deep temporal
fascia is then identified, and placement of endoscope is performed. If one is concerned about
an unusually anterior temporal artery causing compression and pain (scars beyond the hairline
or proximity to the temporal branch of the facial nerve), ligation of the main trunk of the
auriculotemporal nerve in the preauricular area is chosen. The area of maximal tenderness
above the temporomandibular joint, which hosts the main trunk of the auriculotemporal nerve,
is accessed, and the vessel and nerve are ligated in this area. A 1.5-cm incision is performed
0.5 cm in front of the tragus and above the temporomandibular joint area with the aid of
Doppler. The main trunk of the auriculotemporal nerve is identified first, and the vessel is then
located in the deeper plane, commonly associated with another small nerve branch. Caution
should be used to avoid injury to the facial nerve, which is deep to the dissection, and to the
commonly visualized vein, which is in a more superficial plane. Even with vessel ligation in
this area, auriculotemporal nerve decompression and superficial temporal artery ligation in
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the most lateral port should be done, if possible, because of collateral flow that may still exist.
If both areas are to be decompressed, lateral port access and decompression are performed
first to ensure better visualization of the artery.

4. Clinical course

As stated previously, 30% of MH patients still suffer from debilitating chronic MH since they
are refractory to current medical management. Moreover, not all patients may benefit from the
existing therapies due to the possible adverse events and contraindications. It’s our shared
opinion that patients diagnosed with MH who, despite or not conservative treatment, are still
symptomatic may be eligible for the surgery [9]. Being affected by mental illness and children
under 16 years are the only excluding criteria.

All procedures are minimally invasive and are performed under local-assisted anesthesia as
1-day surgery with an average surgery time of less than 1 h. No drainage needs to be posi-
tioned. Patients should keep ice on the surgical area for 24 h following surgical procedure in
order to lower the risk for complication of the postoperative course (e.g., hematoma, bleeding,
edema). Patients must be fasting from midnight and may start feeding again since the second
hour after surgery. Patients are permitted to resume ordinary activities in 1 week and heavy
exercise in 3 weeks. Patients have to medicate each two days the surgical wound with Betadine
and can take a shower since the day after surgery. Stitches have to be removed on the fourteenth
postoperative day. The postoperative edema of the upper lid following frontal migraine
surgery is almost a certainty and resolves in the following 3/5 days, while the ecchymosis will
vanish by the second postoperative week. Boric water applications three times a day may help
the process of reabsorption of the edema. As the edema may move in the posterior orbicular
space determining the compression of the optic nerve, patients’ sight must be assessed during
12 h that follow the frontal migraine surgery in order to perform a prompt surgical decom-
pression as soon as the patient reports changes in his/her sight. However it is just an eventual
complication that currently we have never observed in our clinical practice.

Patients should fill a daily headache diary and complete MH questionnaires assessing MH
parameters following surgery. The same questionnaires are given preoperatively in order to
assess changes in MH. Patients may be seen after initial recovery, at 1 month, and then every
3 months for 1 year.

Almost 90% of the patients can recognize more than one MH trigger site; the surgical deacti-
vation may be performed at all sites during the same surgical procedure [10]. However, we
routinely deactivate the main trigger site first, and then a second or third surgery is performed
at the remaining sites 3 months after each surgery.

MH recurrence may occur from 1 up to 3 months after surgery; thus the result may be regarded
as permanent only after the third postoperative month [5, 6, 9]. The frontal area has the highest
rate of MH relapse [5, 6, 9].
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Furthermore, patients should be informed when signing the informed consent that deactiva-
tion of a MH trigger site may unmask secondary headaches in almost 17.8% of patients and
that more than one surgery may be needed [9].

5. Results

In 2000, Guyuron was the first to show in a retrospective study the relation between MH and
corrugator supercilii muscle resection when he reported that 80% of patients described
elimination or improvement in their headaches following corrugator supercilii muscle avulsion
for forehead rejuvenation surgery [4]. This evidence was followed by a prospective study where
he reported a 95% rate of either complete alleviation or improvement in MH after a mean
follow-up of 1 year [5]. Over the last 15 years, Guyuron conducted several anatomical and
clinical studies reporting a reduction of the frequency, duration, and intensity of MH by at least
half in 80–90% of patients [4–10]. In 2011, Guyuron et al. published a study examining the long-
term benefits of migraine surgery where it was reported an 88% success rate after a 5-year
follow-up (29% completely healed; 59% gained improvement; 12% did not show any change)
[8]. Other independent groups reported similar findings using Guyuron’s protocols, demon-
strating the effectiveness of the procedure and the reproducibility of the results [5, 12–15].

From June 2011 till February 2016, we have performed MH decompression surgery over 89
patients with either frontal, occipital, or temporal migraine trigger sites. After a mean follow-
up of 17 months (range: 3–56 months), 93.9% of patients reported positive response to surgery,
52.4% had complete elimination of their migraine, while 41.5% referred at least a 50% reduction
in MH symptoms, and 6.1% of patients did not notice any improvement after the surgery.
Patients with frontal migraine trigger site reported a 94% positive response to surgery (32%
complete relief and 62% significant improvement), 6% had no change in their symptoms, while
patients with occipital migraine had positive response in 93.7% (85.5% complete relief and
8.2% significant improvement), and 6.3% did not get any better. Patients complaining for
temporal MH had 83.3% positive surgical outcome (50% complete MH elimination, 33.3
significant improvement), and 16.7% of patients did not notice any improvement.

Overall response rates are almost the same as no significant differences can be found between
the trigger sites. However, occipital migraine surgery leads to higher rates of complete relief
of symptoms than the frontal and temporal and intranasal ones (85.5 vs. 32, 50, and 34%,
respectively). This may be attributable to a more complete and thorough decompression since
the fourth- and sixth-site surgeries are technically easier to perform.

All patients continue to experience a quality of life better than before surgery, and all would
have the surgery again.

As reported in literature, we do have patients that reported complete relief during the first 30–
60 days postoperatively and then gradual (though improved) return of symptoms to the
treated region [5, 6, 9]. This event was most common with frontal migraine. The recurrent
headaches were often described as less intense and more “treatable,” and improvement were
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beyond baseline. These events were very disappointing for both the surgeon and the patients;
no exact mechanism has been found, but it seemed to coincide directly with returning nerve
function.

Average frequency, intensity, and duration of migraine headache significantly improve. The
mean number of days lost from work usually reduces by four times.

Since surgical deactivation of peripheral sensory nerves has demonstrated to be effective for
the treatment of MH, positive surgical outcome also has significant economic value as it leads
to cost savings by cutting expenses associated with medications, doctor visits, and other
financial burdens relating to migraine headache [2]. The median total cost for MH treatment
drops from $5,820/year preoperatively to $900/year postoperatively with a total median cost
reduction of $3,949.70/year postoperatively [2]. Surgery has a mean cost of $8,378; thus, MH
surgery is cost-effective, reducing both direct and indirect cost; it has also essential social effects
by improving the working performances and increasing the participation in daily living
activities.

Our results are similar to those reported in literature by other authors [3, 6, 8, 9]. Global positive
response rates did not show any significant differences, ranging between 80 and 95%; frontal
MH is the most frequent one, but it’s also the one that more often either recurred or unmasked
a second trigger site after decompression surgery [8, 9]. Occipital MH instead has the better
surgical outcome with the highest resolution rate [6, 8].

We believe that this difference may be caused by the compression of the dilated occipital
vessels, which is often observed during the surgery and, once removed, lowers the risk for
recurrence. Compression over frontal and temporal trigger site is usually consequent to
muscular impingement; thus scar tissue might connect again the divided muscular fibers
recreating some kind of nerve compression.

Elimination rate of frontal migraine has the highest variability, performed either by endoscopic
or transpalpebral approach. Poggi reported a 16.7% complete elimination rate of frontal MH,
Guyuron described a 57.1 resolution rate, while Janis gained complete relief of frontal MH
only in 8.7% of patients [5]. This discrepancy may partially be explained by variation in the
technique: Guyuron and Poggi performed the frontal glabellar muscle avulsion, while Janis
resected the only corrugator [5, 6]. Bearden and coworkers reported 58% complete relief of
frontal MH following transpalpebral corrugator muscle resection [5]. We have reported a 32%
resolution of frontal MH by means of endoscopic resection of glabellar muscles. Thus, complete
avulsion of procerus, corrugator, and depressor supercilii muscles may lead to higher elimi-
nation rate, but no clear evidences have been reported.

Complete resection of the glabellar muscles can be easily obtained thanks to the magnification
offered by the endoscopic technique, which provides a better means to preserve the nerves,
resect the muscles, and identify secondary nerve branches [12–15]. Nevertheless, patients that
undergo transpalpebral access surgery may experience higher rate of complication (e.g., risk
for intraoperative bleeding, more noticeable scars) and a more invasive procedure than if it
would have been performed endoscopically; furthermore, patients show lower compliance to
receive an open surgery. Therefore, we agree with the common belief that the endoscopic
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approach for frontal migraine therapy should be considered as the first choice since it has been
demonstrated that odds ratio for improvement or elimination is higher if compared with the
transpalpebral access [4–6, 12–15]. Trans-palpebral nerve decompression should be performed
when a forehead length of 8 cm or more contraindicates the endoscopic approach.

Chepla and coworker showed that patients presenting supraorbital foramen instead of the
supraorbital notch experienced higher success rate after resection of the glabellar muscle group
with foraminotomy, thus supporting the hypothesis that the supraorbital nerve may be
constricted within the foramen leading to frontal migraine headaches [5].

Furthermore, it emerged that some factors may affect the surgical outcome. Migraine surgery
failure seems to be associated with increased intraoperative bleeding, surgery on fewer trigger
sites, and history of significant head and neck trauma, while older age of migraine onset, higher
rate of visual symptoms, surgery at Site I or II, and deactivating all four operative sites are
associated with migraine surgery success [5, 8, 9]. The exact relationship between history of
head and neck trauma, age of onset, visual symptoms, and response to surgery is not under-
stood. Patients complaining multiple trigger sites will undergo multiple decompression
surgeries addressing even minor triggers; this is likely the explanation for better outcome
associated with greater number of operative locations. Intraoperative bleeding may interfere
with optimal surgical outcome by promoting scar tissue formation. Intraoperative bleeding
and blood pressure must be controlled aggressively in order maximize success rate. MH
characteristics (e.g., frequency, duration, and amount of drugs needed) also seem to affect the
surgical outcome; milder MH have higher chances of improvement in comparison to more
severe ones, which are more likely to recur postoperatively [5, 8, 9]. Preliminary Botox
infiltration does not affect the surgical success [10].

6. Complications

Migraine surgery is regarded as a minimally invasive procedure; thus, no concerning side
effects are usually reported.

All patients undergoing frontal decompression surgery with endoscopic approach will
experience frontal and upper eyelid edema of various degrees. Usually the edema resolves by
the fifth postoperative day. Ecchymosis of both upper and lower eyelids and zygotic regions
also follows surgery and usually vanishes by the second postoperative week. No treatment
needs to be given as these collateral events resolve by themselves; boric water applications
three times a day may help the process of reabsorption of the edema. As previously stated, the
only hypothetical serious complication that may occur within the 12 h following the surgery
is the compression of the optical nerve due to the drop of the edema into the posterior orbicular
space whenever the subgaleal dissection is carried out beyond the orbital rim. Prompt
recognition of patient’s sight modification is mandatory in order to urgently decompress the
optic nerve. Decreased glabellar muscle activity till complete elimination may occur depending
on the technique applied. Slight asymmetric eyebrow movement may be also noted [6]. Patients
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with particularly thin skin of the frontal region may develop postoperative burn-like scar (2%)
as a consequence of the endoscopic electrocautery.

Any nerve avulsion may be associated with the formation of neuromas [5]. Nevertheless,
avulsion of neither the zygomaticotemporal nor the auriculotemporal branches of the trige-
minal nerve is reported to lead to the formation of neuromas [5, 8].

Temporarily anesthesia occurs in all patients, which lasts 163 days on average [5, 8, 12–15].
Other minor and transient complications reported are lasting occipital numbness at 1 year
(5.7%), intense itching after surgery (5.7%), hypertrophic scar (2.7%), incisional cellulitis (1%)
that resolve with oral antibiotics, transient mild incisional alopecia or hair thinning (5%),
lasting neck stiffness at 1 year (9%), postoperative epistaxis (4.8%), early sinusitis in the
recovery period following septum and turbinate surgery (4.8), and slight septal deviation
recurrence (12.9%) [3, 5, 8, 9, 12–15]. Almost 54% of patients undergoing temporal surgery
reported slight hollowing of the temple [5]. All patients that were refractory to surgery did not
report worsening in their MH at any follow-up. Since the operation does not cause any serious
complications or side effects, it can be recommended to patients with severe forms of migraine
and symptoms of drug dependency. These patients still have a 50% chance of responding with
partial or even total relief of their headaches.
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Abstract

Although migraines are experienced by a significant portion of the population, current 
medical therapies often fail to completely alleviate the symptoms of many migraine suf-
ferers, leading to significant residual disability. Within the last decade, migraine surgery 
has arisen as a viable option for patients who have exhausted all other medical treat-
ments. Despite early resistance in the headache care community, it has become more 
accepted due to an increasing number of studies demonstrating efficacy and safety, and 
increasing evidence supporting the influence of peripheral nerves in the progression of 
migraine pathophysiology. Yet, it remains crucial to carefully select appropriate surgi-
cal candidates based on the assessment of various factors such as medication use, pain 
distribution, and any other medical conditions that may contribute to headache. It is 
equally important to ensure that the patient has a strong relationship with a neurologist 
for optimal medical management and postoperative medical support. After the appropri-
ate trigger sites are identified, various techniques can be used to decompress the involved 
larger nerves, avulse the smaller nerves, and address any intranasal pathology that could 
be causing migraines.

Keywords: migraine surgery, chronic headache, nerve decompression, greater 
occipital nerve, lesser occipital nerve, occipital neuralgia, auriculotemporal nerve, 
zygomaticotemporal branch of the trigeminal nerve, supraorbital nerve, supratrochlear 
nerve

1. Introduction

Migraine headaches (MH) affect over 37 million people in the United States [1]. One in four 
households will have at least one person experienced migraines, as the prevalence for females 
reaches as high as 18%, and males 6% [2]. Sufferers can develop severe disability that takes away 
their ability to do even the most routine daily activities. Many do not seek treatment, and even if 
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they do, traditional medications often fail to completely treat patients, leaving them with signifi-
cant residual disability. It is estimated that one-third of migraine patients are refractory to pre-
ventative and pharmacological treatments [3]. A common and effective option for these patients 
is surgical decompression, which may be the only treatment that can provide permanent relief.

2. Pathophysiology

Because migraine headache development seems to be complex and multifactorial, its exact 
pathophysiology is complicated and incompletely understood. Classically, migraine head-
aches were described as a central nervous system event, but recent publications have stressed 
the role of peripheral nerves [4, 5]. As the evidence for a peripheral explanation of migraine 
development continues to increase, so does the evidence for surgical decompression as an 
effective treatment [6–11].

There are four commonly accepted and experimentally substantiated theories that incorpo-
rate both central and peripheral nervous system activity. These include: periaqueductal gray 
matter dysfunction, interictal cortical derangement, cortical spreading depression, and trigeminal 
nerve irritation. The combined effect of these neural derangements is a cycle of nerve irritation, 
inflammation, and sensory hypersensitivity in the peripheral nerve [12–14]. In migraine head-
aches, these derangements occur in the areas of trigeminal innervation. A recent microscopic 
and proteomic analysis indicated that there are indeed biostructural differences in myelin 
between some peripheral nerves excised from migraine patients and peripheral nerves 
excised from patients without migraines [15].

One theory that explains the cycle of trigeminal irritation and hypersensitization is the ana-
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 morbidity and adverse sequelae were unacceptable to further this practice. The first attempt 
to treat MH was conducted by Walter Dandy in 1931, who removed the inferior cervical and 
first thoracic sympathetic ganglions [20]. In 1946, Gardner resected the greater superficial 
petrosal nerve in 26 patients [21]. Despite having some reduction in symptoms, he reported 
complications such as nasal dryness, decreased tear production, and corneal ulceration. A 
few decades later, temporal neurovascular bundle resection and greater occipital nerve resec-
tion were reported by Murillo [22] and Murphy [23]. While innovative, these surgeries were 
radical and led to numerous side effects like numbness and muscle weakness. Despite the 
unwanted effects from surgery, these studies showed potential and provided the ground-
work for modern surgical treatment of migraine headaches.

With better understanding of migraine pathophysiology and advancements in technology 
and surgical techniques within the last two decades, surgical methods of treating migraine 
headaches have been demonstrated to indeed be significantly useful [4]. As the pioneer of 
modern surgical decompression for migraine headaches, Guyuron observed that among his 
patients who underwent cosmetic forehead rejuvenation, a number of those with preopera-
tive migraine headaches received complete elimination or significant reduction in headache 
symptoms [16]. In this forehead rejuvenation surgery, the glabellar muscle group (corrugator, 
depressor supercilii, and procerus) is resected. As anatomical studies show that the supraor-
bital and supratrochlear nerves are intimately associated with this muscle group. Therefore, 
if nerve irritation from this relationship contributes significantly to the pathophysiology of 
migraine headaches, resection of the muscle group at this site theoretically should resolve 
symptoms [24]. This led to a retrospective report, and eventually a prospective double-
blinded sham-controlled study, as a protocol for surgical migraine treatment was developed 
[16, 24]. A five-year retrospective follow-up study confirmed that 88% of these patients, who 
underwent this prospective trial, experienced a positive response to the surgery. Specifically, 
29% reported complete elimination of all migraine symptoms [9]. In time, the recognition of 
additional extracranial trigger sites and several retrospective studies demonstrated signifi-
cant efficacy in reducing migraine symptoms [6, 8–11, 16, 24, 25]. The combination of numer-
ous studies shows that on average success from decompression surgery, meaning at least 50% 
reduction in symptoms, nears 90% [4]. As many as 63% of patients report complete elimina-
tion of migraine symptoms [9, 26–28]. As mentioned earlier, there are structural differences in 
the myelin sheath of some of the nerves excised from migraine patients versus those without 
migraines [15]. This biostructural difference suggests a peripheral mechanism in migraine 
pathology and thus further supports the rationale for surgical removal or decompression of 
these nerves. Finally, the sham controlled study conducted by Guyuron provides evidence 
against the placebo effect explanation [9, 25].

3.2. Migraine trigger site decompression surgery: arguments for and against

Following the first successful report by Guyuron in 2002, migraine trigger site deactivation sur-
gery has been received with some controversy in neurology. Our understanding of migraine 
headache’s complex pathophysiology and how interactions between central and peripheral 
mechanisms influence the development of migraine headaches is an ongoing investigation. 
The unclear mechanism of action in the context of current migraine pathophysiology models, 
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and the potential for serious irreversible adverse events, causes uncertainty and hesitation 
among certain headache care providers. It is possible that procedures involving nerve avul-
sions or possible damage to nerves may result in numbness, paresthesias, dysesthesias, and 
exacerbated pain postoperatively [29, 30]. However, studies have shown few nonserious com-
plications, often limited locally to the surgical site, and no complications requiring a return 
to the operating room [4]. Criticisms against surgical treatments also point to possible weak-
nesses and design flaws in early key studies that show significant efficacy from surgical deac-
tivation [31]. Due to the nature of long-term surgical trials, it is very difficult to design studies 
that can both satisfy the biggest skeptics and also remain ethical in what patients are required 
to undergo through the course of the trial. Even so, evidence supporting the migraine decom-
pression surgery is accumulating at a rapid pace. In addition to over 30 anatomical studies 
to date, there are 17 clinical studies, including a sham control prospective trial, showing the 
positive effect of decompression surgery and its long-term efficacy [4]. Nevertheless, migraine 
pathophysiology is complex and dynamic. It is unclear the role of surgical decompression in 
chronic migraine patients with triggers that may be predominantly central. In each study, 
certified neurologists were intimately involved throughout every step of each trial [32]. 
Therefore, it is critical that every patient being evaluated for migraine surgical decompres-
sion is also concurrently evaluated by a neurologist to ensure the best understanding of the 
unique mechanistic picture of their headaches. The cooperation between neurologists and 
plastic surgeons in each step of treatment for migraine patients is essential: from diagnosis to 
medication management to postoperative management.

3.3. Long-term results

A recent systematic review compiled the clinical results of all studies on migraine decompres-
sion across multiple institutions [4]. In all but one study in this review, follow-up of surgical 
decompression patients exceeded 1 year, with every study demonstrating sustained long-term 
benefits from surgery. In his review, Janis reported the average success rate of, meaning at least 
50% reduction in migraine symptoms, about 90%. A five-year outcomes report on the Guyuron 
randomized-placebo-controlled study demonstrated both sustained benefits from surgery and a 
lack of serious long-term adverse complications [9]. While the placebo effect for migraine surgery 
is possible, it is unlikely that it is so significant 5 years after intervention. This five-year study, 
and the other studies reviewed by Janis, provides evidence for the sustained, long-term benefits 
of migraine decompression surgery, with minimal risk for serious complications [4, 9, 25, 28, 33].

3.4. Preoperative considerations

Before taking a migraine patient to undergo surgical intervention, there are several consid-
erations that the headache care provider should use to identify the ideal candidate. It is of 
upmost importance for the patient to see a neurologist to confirm the diagnosis. A headache 
questionnaire and patient headache log can be very useful in identifying the migraine patient. 
Equally as important, the neurologist can help manage the numerous migraine medications 
that patients often take. It is important to control the use of narcotics to prevent medication 
overuse headache or even a reduced response to surgery. Narcotic users showed significantly 
less improvement in frequency, duration, and severity of migraines in a 2014 study [26]. On 
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physical exam and history, there should be evidence of nerve irritation as evidenced by ten-
derness in the specific topographic compression sites. Additionally, there should be no other 
medical or neurological conditions that may likely explain another cause for their headache 
symptoms. Assess for any unacceptable surgical risk. Pregnant and nursing women are typi-
cally not considered for surgical intervention.

The headache care provider is led to suspect various trigger sites for the cause of the patient’s 
pain by considering the constellation of symptoms. This is outlined in Table 1. The patient can 
usually give an idea of where the pain originates and where it spreads to. On palpation, ten-
der areas often correspond with anatomically studied nerve compression sites. For intranasal 
sources of pain, the nose can be examined in office by a direct or indirect endoscopic approach 
to identify septal deviations or masses such as turbinate hypertrophy and concha bullosa. 
These findings can be confirmed by X-ray computed tomography. Typically, after confirma-
tion of migraine by a neurologist, patients undergo BOTOX injections in each of the identified 
sites to temporarily relieve symptoms. Targeted chemodenervation by this toxin is also used 
to confirm the sites suspected to benefit from surgical excision [17, 34]. An alternative method 
is chemical nerve block. Local anesthesia is often used by surgeons to identify which sites will 
respond to decompression. Although chemodenervation is a useful prognostic indicator for 
surgical success, the constellation of symptoms based on physical exam and history is just as 
effective at predicting which sites will benefit [35].

4. Trigger sites

There are six major trigger sites identified by careful anatomical studies and experience with 
migraine surgery. Site I refers to the frontal area migraines, where the glabellar muscles, 
 fascial bands, supraorbital and supratrochlear vessels, and at times supraorbital foraminal 

Site I—Frontal headache Site II—Temporal headache

Frontal pain
Stress
Robust muscles for frowning
Eyebrow/eyelid ptosis
Tenderness
Corrugator contraction triggered by intense and bright 
lights (sunglasses often needed)

Temporal pain
Morning peak
Stress
Clenching/grinding
Trigger point tenderness
TMJ pain

Site III—Rhinogenic headache Site IV—Occipital headache

Retroorbital pain
Early morning peak
Change in weather related
Allergy related
Hormone related
Rhinorrhea
Cyclic

Occipital pain
No specific time when pain is worst
Stress
Related to heavy exercise
Muscle tightness
Trigger point tenderness
Radiation of pain to retroorbital area or area above the 
posterior superior part of the ear

Table 1. Constellation of symptoms for each common trigger site [36].
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anatomy (foramen versus notch) compress the supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves (Figure 1). 
Site II refers to headaches originating in the temple areas of the zygomaticotemporal branch 
of the trigeminal nerve (ZTBTN) (Figure 2). The zygomaticotemporal branch of the trigemi-
nal nerve is irritated by the temporalis muscle and accompanying fascial elements. Site III 
refers to an intranasal origin. Septal deviation with boney spurs, turbinate pathology, or bul-
losa anomalies causes contact with the septum. This paranasal and retrobulbar type pain 
is caused by irritation of terminal branches of the trigeminal nerve via the sphenopalatine, 
anterior ethmoidal, and posterior ethmoidal nerves (Figure 3). Site IV refers to headaches 
originating around the greater occipital nerve in the occipital area of the neck. In this area, 
the  semispinalis capitis muscle, accompanying fascia, trapezius fascia, and occipital vessels 
can irritate and compress the greater occipital nerve. Site V refers to auriculotemporal nerve 
irritation in the temple above the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) by fascial bands, and higher 
in the temple by the temporal artery. Site VI refers to pain originating lower in the neck 
from the lesser occipital nerve (LON) as it is compressed by fascial and vascular elements. 
Each of these sites is well understood, and multiple locations of potential compression have 
been elucidated. In addition to the six common sites, neurologists and plastic surgeons often 

Figure 1. Site I trigger site. The supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves are found here along with the glabellar muscles, 
fascial bands, supraorbital and supratrochlear vessels, and possible supraorbital foramen.
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encounter migraines originating from other less common sites, such as the third occipital 
nerve and distal tail ends of the greater and lesser occipital nerves.

4.1. Frontal triggers

Site I decompression can be approached endoscopically through multiple hairline incisions 
or directly through transpalpebral incision. Decompression at this site involves release of 
the corrugator myofascial unit by partial resection of the corrugator supercilii muscle (CSM) 
group. Alternatively, the entire glabellar muscle group can be excised, including the corru-
gator supercilii, depressor supercilii, and procerus muscles. Compressing fascial bands are 
lysed. Foraminotomy and vascular lysis are performed if necessary.

4.1.1. Transpalpebral approach

After initiation of anesthesia, the upper tarsal crease is marked on each eyelid. An incision of 
1-inch length is made and extended through the orbicularis muscle. As the dissection plane is 
extended, several muscles come into view. Careful exposure of the depressor supercilii and 

Figure 2. Site II trigger site. The zygomaticotemporal branch of the trigeminal nerve travels through the temporal muscle 
before piercing the deep temporal fascia 17 mm lateral and 0.6 mm superior to the lateral canthus.
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corrugator supercilii muscles allow for thorough removal. The supraorbital nerve is encoun-
tered laterally and the supratrochlear nerve more medially. A branch of the supratrochlear 
artery is removed, as well as the procerus muscle. To fill the empty space, autologous fat is 
grafted and sutured in place.

Complications from this procedure include forehead and frontoparietal paresthesia. Although 
this is common, it will almost always resolve in time if the nerves are preserved in place. Even 
in cases of traction avulsion of the Supratrochlear nerve (STN), with the Supraorbital nerve  
(SON) preserved, incidents of painful neuroma are extremely rare.

4.1.2. Endoscopic approach

Five total incisions are made: one midline and two on either side of the temple. This approach 
allows for multiple procedures to be combined: frontal decompression and temporal ZTBTN 
avulsion. Therefore, this endoscopic approach is often preferred and in fact has a higher success 

Figure 3. Site III trigger site, intranasal trigger site. The sphenopalatine, anterior ethmoidal, and/or posterior ethmoidal 
nerves can become irritated by structures such as a deviated septum with contact points, boney spurs with contact points 
to hypertrophied turbinates, or concha bullosa that lead to paranasal and retrobulbar pain.
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rate, which is likely due to increased visualization and the ability to address accessory nerves. 
Similar to the transpalpebral approach, dissection is extended to expose the SON, STN, and sur-
rounding musculature. The corrugator should be adequately removed and fat grafted into the area.

Complications of this approach include alopecia at port sites, which is very rare. Paresthesia 
of the temporal and scalp region can occur, but most resolve over time. In this area, the tempo-
ral branch of the facial nerve can theoretically be injured, resulting in paralysis of the frontalis. 
However, there have been no reports of this potential complication among the endoscopic 
surgeons. Therefore, it is important that only a well-trained and seasoned endoscopic plastic 
surgeon attempt this operation.

4.2. Temporal triggers

Decompression at the temporal site can be part of the endoscopic approach. The dissection is 
extended in the plane of the periosteum and carried to the lateral part of the supraorbital rim, 
lateral orbital rim, and over the deep layer of temporal fascia to the zygomatic arch, and malar 
arch. The ZTBTN emerges from the temporalis muscle approximately 17 mm lateral and 6 
mm superior to the lateral canthus. It is found superficial to the deep temporal fascia [37]. The 
ZTBTN can be avulsed or decompressed, each with similar rates of surgical success [33]. As 
mentioned, there are no reports of neuroma with traction avulsion.

Rarely, complications from this procedure include temporary paresthesia and anesthesia. 
Alopecia can occur at port sites and sites of local anesthetic injection. Facial nerve injury, as 
mentioned above, is a theoretical complication.

The auriculotemporal nerve (AT) is addressed by decompression with a small 1 cm incision in the 
high temple over the compression site of the temporal artery, with or without traction avulsion 
of the nerve in the periauricular area and ligation of the temporal artery (Amirlak’s approach) 
[38]. Similarly, low rates of temporary paresthesia and minor anesthesia have been reported, 
without reports of facial nerve injury. However, this incision in the periauricular area possesses 
a higher likelihood of inadvertent injury to the temporal branch of the facial nerve. Therefore, a 
nerve stimulator is used during surgery confirm the identities of encountered nerves.

4.3. Occipital triggers

In the preoperative waiting room, markings are made at the midline, at the hairline, and at 
points of maximum tenderness. After initiation of anesthesia, the patient’s hair is shaved to 
expose the surgical area. A midline incision is made. At this point, efforts should be made to 
keep the incision within hair-bearing areas to prevent visible scarring. As the dissection is 
extended, fibers of the trapezius and semispinalis capitus muscles are differentiated. In most 
cases, the third occipital nerve is encountered during dissection. Although this nerve is usu-
ally avulsed when encountered, evidence has shown that there is no difference in surgical suc-
cess whether or not the nerve is taken [39]. The semispinalis is further exposed by retraction. 
The trunk of the greater occipital nerve (GON) is located roughly 3 cm below the occipital 
protuberance and 1.5 cm lateral from the midline. After the nerve and surrounding musculature 
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are identified and exposed, a full thickness section of the semispinalis is resected medial to 
the path of the GON. This excision is complete when the nerve is completely released, and no 
muscle tissue remains medial to the nerve. Superiorly, a portion of the trapezius fascia and 
muscle are removed, along with any fascial bands encountered on the nerve. The trapezium 
tunnel is opened and decompressed. An endoscopic modification of the Guyuron technique 
was described by the senior author (BA), which further elucidates the dynamic compres-
sion of the occipital vessels on the nerve (manuscript in preparation). Most of these vessels 
are lysed with no complications. Finally, a subcutaneous fat flap is passed underneath the 
nerve and sutured in place to protect the nerve from further compression. Figure 4 shows the 
greater occipital nerve after partial decompression (opening of the  trapezius fascia proximally 
and removal of the medial portion of the semispinalis muscle to expose the body of the nerve 
show that the right GON is more flat and compressed than the left).

The lesser occipital nerve (LON) is addressed similarly, but it possesses a more complicated 
and ill-defined anatomy. However, several approaches, including traction neurectomy, the 
decompression and crush technique, and the cut and burying in the muscle technique, have 
been described with no clear benefit of one over the other.

Temporary paresthesia and anesthesia have been reported, which improve over time.

Figure 4. Intraoperative view of the greater occipital nerve (GON). The trapezius fascia has been opened proximally, and 
a minimal amount of the medial portion of the semispinalis muscle has been removed to expose the body of the nerve. 
In this patient, the right greater occipital nerve (GON) looks flatter and more compressed than the left.
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4.4. Rhinogenic triggers

In patients with weather-related migraines, and incomplete results from Botox injections, 
septonasal triggers should be considered. This pain is often described as behind the eye 
and can be unmasked after other primary sites are relieved either with surgery, BOTOX, 
or nerve blocks. A CT scan and nasal endoscopy are required to confirm diagnoses and 
will show any contact points and any complicated nasal pathology. Intranasal injection 
or spray of lidocaine may be used to further enhance the diagnostic power. At the time 
of surgery, local lidocaine and epinephrine are injected into the nose. Aroutine open or 
endoscopic septoplasty is used to address any contact points. In the cases of concha bul-
losa or significant enlargement of turbinates, full or partial resection of the turbinates is 
required. In cases of superior turbinate contact, outfracture or shaving is done and should 
only be performed by an expert plastic surgeon or ear-nose-throat surgeon experienced in 
this area.

Complications of this procedure include temporary or long-term nasal dryness. Synechiae 
and sinus infections are rare. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks or more serious complications 
have not been reported in plastic surgery literature.

Routine activity within 1 week, and heavy activity within 3 weeks, is routine for all migraine 
surgery patients. Paresthesia and itching should improve with frequent massage and use of 
special brushes.

5. Conclusions

Select migraine headache patients, occipital neuralgia patients, and NDPH (New Daily 
Persistent Headache) patients can be successfully treated by surgical intervention. However, 
they should also be simultaneously seen by a neurologist, who can manage medications 
and rule out other diagnoses apart from migraine headache. Typically, these patients also 
have failed multiple classes of traditional conservative treatments. Careful documentation, 
such as patient migraine diaries, should be kept to track changes. Upon confirmation of 
migraine headache, various trigger sites can be identified by a constellation of symptoms 
and chemical denervation. Patients with severe anxiety and depression, medication overuse, 
and narcotic use respond poorly to surgery. Therefore, maximizing medical treatment by 
neurology following surgery is essential. Surgical decompression for treatment of migraine 
pain has proven significantly useful by multiple studies, both controlled prospective and 
retrospective [7].

Currently, surgical intervention becomes a viable option after complete exhaustion of other 
treatment methods. Rates of complication are low and potential benefits are life-changing. 
This small group of patients who do not respond to the available preventative and abortive 
treatments are often left with a very low quality of life. As a result, surgery is often the last 
resort for an effective treatment and potential permanent relief from their symptoms. In the 
future, further multicenter randomized prospective trials can elucidate which patients maybe 
better candidates and improve the response rate.
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Abstract

Chronic migraines are a common debilitating headache disorder. Recently, there has 
been increasing interest in the use of onabotulinumtoxinA as a preventative treatment, 
as studies have shown significant benefits. In line with current accepted theories on the 
pathophysiology of migraines, the toxin works by both direct and indirect means to pre-
vent peripheral and central nerve sensitization. While efficacy has been established, the 
technique for extracranial delivery of onabotulinumtoxinA continues to see changes in 
an effort to seek better outcomes. The PREEMPT injection protocol is the original injec-
tion paradigm design targeting broad muscle groups. The ART injection paradigm 
offers the ability to deliver onabotulinumtoxinA closer to culprit nerves, thus increasing 
its effect and also decreasing adverse effects. OnabotulinumtoxinA is an effective and 
 well-tolerated option for selective patients seeking relief from migraine headaches.

Keywords: BTX, onabotulinum toxin, migraine, ART, PREEMPT, trigger site theory

1. Introduction

Chronic migraines are the most common type of headache in patients that seek treatment, 
according to the data compiled from several specialty headache centers in the United States 
[1–3]. It is a debilitating disorder that not only has the ability to severely reduce the quality of 
life, but also causes a heavy economic burden. However, among the high number of patients 
that suffer from chronic migraines, only a third receive prophylactic treatments [4].

Over the last couple of decades, there has been an increasing interest in the use of onabotu-
linumtoxinA (BTX-A) as a preventative treatment for migraine headaches. Over time, a number 
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of well-designed large-scale studies demonstrated that this neurotoxin to be effective in reduc-
ing several measures of migraine symptomology [5–11]. The first major landmark study, called 
the PREEMPT (Phase III Research Evaluating Migraine Prophylaxis Therapy) trials, indicated 
that BTX-A is indeed effective and safe in treating migraine headaches. These studies showed a 
statistically significant reduction in the primary endpoint of headache day frequency in chronic 
migraine patients. They also demonstrated significant reductions in several other measures of 
migraine symptomology such as cumulative hours of headaches, headache days, and days of 
moderate/severe headaches [9]. Further studies indicated efficacy in reducing disease burden 
based on patient quality of life questionnaires [10, 11]. However, studies evaluating the effect 
of BTX-A on episodic migraines so far have not shown significant benefits [12–15]. This led 
to BTX-A being approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of 
chronic migraine headaches. The injection paradigm used in the PREEMPT trails was designed 
based on the initial injection sites reported in earlier phase II trials [16, 17]. While the PREEMPT 
injection protocol is proven to be effective, research is ongoing with several other BTX-A injec-
tion techniques that have been developed. One in particular is the targeted approach, which 
was first done to pre-screen surgical decompression and later developed into a more formal 
technique used solely for preventative treatment purposes.

Currently, BTX-A is used to provide safe and effective long-term treatment for chronic 
migraine headaches. To appreciate the differences and advantages in BTX-A injection tech-
niques between the two specialties, it is important to understand the different targets of injec-
tion, the trigger point and nerve compression hypothesis, mechanism of action of BTX-A in 
the treatment of migraines, and the anatomy of various muscles and nerves has only recently 
been elucidated by studies done between Cleveland and Dallas [6, 7, 18–20]. In this chapter, 
we discuss the PREEMPT injection paradigm and the Anatomical Regional Targeted (ART) 
BTX-A paradigm.

2. Mechanism of onabotulinumtoxinA

OnabotulinumtoxinA, one of the seven serotypes secreted by the Clostridium botulinum bacte-
ria, is currently approved for use in several conditions including strabismus, blepharospasm, 
cervical dystonia, and glabellar lines. Only serotypes A and B are used in the medical context. 
The toxin works by blocking various activities at neuron junctions that depend on intracel-
lular vesicle trafficking to the membrane, such as neurotransmitter release [21, 22]. Normally, 
stored acetylcholine is transmitted via intracellular vesicles that fuse at the surface outer mem-
brane. OnabotulinumtoxinA cleaves the SNAP-25 protein at the surface membrane, inhibiting 
the SNARE complex system of vesicular fusion and thus preventing subsequent neurotrans-
mitter release into the nerve junction [23]. In the context of pure cosmetic treatments, this 
mechanism inhibits contractions of superficial musculature on the face, eliminating the fold-
ing of skin. In the context of migraine treatment, the toxin likely works by inhibiting both 
motor and sensory neurons. Similar to cosmetic treatment, motor neuron inhibition is ben-
eficial to the migraine patient. If nerve irritation is caused by impingement from an overac-
tive muscle, the myorelaxant effect would reduce this irritation. On the other hand, another 
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mechanism of migraine headaches genesis is hypersensitivity of sensory neurons, specifically 
nociceptor neurons. BTX-A acts as a direct analgesic by blocking these hyperexcitable nocicep-
tors. Studies have shown that BTX-A blocks the release of a number of nociceptive mediators, 
preventing the hypersensitization of peripheral nociceptors [24]. By blocking peripheral pain 
signaling to the central nervous system, BTX-A thus indirectly blocks central sensitization. 
Additionally, BTX-A has direct effects on nerves. In animal studies, BTX-A has been shown 
to both prevent and reverse sensitization of nociceptors [25]. If given prophylactically, BTX-A 
reduces the increase in spontaneous firing rate caused by later sensitization. It also reduces 
the spontaneous firing rate of already sensitized nociceptors [25]. Due to inhibition of the 
SNARE complex, the activity of chemoreceptors (TRPA1 and TRPV1) required for nocicep-
tion is also reduced [26]. Importantly, recent evidence suggests that depositing BTX-A closer 
to nerves increases its effect, versus being distributed within a muscle group [26]. Therefore, 
the toxin's benefit in the prophylactic treatment of chronic migraines is likely due to several 
interacting effects including the inhibition of overactive motor neurons and the prevention/
reversal of nociceptor sensitization [27].

3. Diagnosis of chronic migraines and candidacy for onabotulinumtoxinA

Prior to being treated for migraine headaches by BTX-A injection, it is critical for the patient to 
be seen by a board-certified neurologist, preferably one who specializes in headache medicine. 
If the neurologist does not offer BTX-A injection, collaboration with other specialties such as 
plastic surgery, ENT, or pain management for the injections can be done. A multidisciplinary 
team approach with plastic surgery, neurology, psychiatry, sleep medicine, and pain manage-
ment working in conjunction with each other is an effective and preferred approach. The neu-
rologist should evaluate and confirm the diagnosis of chronic migraine headache, ruling out 
other likely causes of recurring headaches that may not respond to BTX-A injection. Results 
from the PREEMPT part 1 and part 2 trials established BTX-A as safe and effective for chronic 
migraine patients. However, BTX-A should be avoided in patients who have previous hyper-
sensitivity reactions to the toxin. Other contraindications include pre-existing neuromuscular 
disorders (myasthenia gravis and Lambert-Eaton syndrome), peripheral motor neuropathies, 
and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis that can increase the risk of significant side effects. It is 
unclear how effective BTX-A is in treating other commonly seen headache types, such as 
cluster, tension, and episodic headaches, as results have been mixed [15–17, 28–30]. Lastly, 
the majority of insurance carriers in the United States require documentation of migraine and 
headaches days, and previous failure of several classes of migraine medications.

4. Trigger sites and peripheral nerve irritation hypothesis

Because of its complex and multifactorial etiology, the exact pathophysiology of migraine 
headaches has yet to be completely elucidated. There are several commonly accepted theories 
based on central and peripheral mechanisms. In the context of onabotulinumtoxinA injection 
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for migraine headaches, local inflammation sensitizes sensory neurons and upregulates the 
recruitment of sensory nociceptors [31–38]. As alluded to earlier, migraine pathophysiology 
involves irritation of peripheral nerves. Specifically, it involves several branches of the trigem-
inal nerve. Subsequent repeated irritation of the nerve causes an augmented perception of 
pain. The trigger point hypothesis attempts to explain this cycle of inflammation and trigemi-
nal neuronal hypersensitivity. It takes into account that patients are often able to describe the 
origin of their migraine pain in a specific area, and that each site of origin leads to a different 
constellation of symptoms. Among other mechanisms, irritation of extracranial nerves in the 
periphery can be caused by overactivity of surrounding musculature, tight fascial bands, and 
intimate neurovascular relationships. Therefore, irritation of peripheral nerves by adjacent 
muscular contraction or other contact points can cause release of inflammatory factors, trig-
gering the onset of migraine headaches. In this context, onabotulinumtoxinA can be targeted 
to these potential trigger sites in an attempt to prevent or inhibit the inflammatory cycle lead-
ing to peripheral and central sensitization. This theory and its implication in the success or 
failure of migraine surgery should not influence the fact that anatomical knowledge of the 
nerve locations can improve BTX-A injection techniques. Even if some neurologists do not 
hold the peripheral nerve compression theory correct, evidence now shows that BTX-A is 
most effective when deposited closer to nerves, acting by means of either direct reduction 
of chemoreceptors on the nociceptor membrane surface, or indirect decrease in activity by 
reducing mechanosensitivity [25, 26].

Trigger sites are identified by regions where the pain originates, rather than other final loca-
tions where the pain may travel. To assess which sites are active, a Migraine Diary should 
be completed by patients each day for at least 4 weeks. Since patients often do not pay espe-
cially close attention to the exact location where pain begins, this log is very useful in keeping 
track of trigger origin sites. In addition to the migraine diary, a thorough history should be 
obtained to differentiate between sites where pain begins and sites where pain may radiate 
to. Because trigger sites are where the pain originates, injection of targeted BTX-A should 
be focused in these sites and not where the pain ends. However, a more liberal approach to 
targeted injection is to inject all the regions. Currently, there are six major trigger sites rel-
evant to available treatment methods, which can be categorized into several “regions”: frontal 
(Site I), temporal (Site II), rhinogenic (Site III), occipital (Sites IV and VI), and auriculotempo-
ral (Site V). Site I refers to headaches beginning in the lateral and central forehead areas, with 
central and cephalad radiation. Patients often describe the pain beginning above the eye and 
moving from outside to inside. At times, palpation with a single finger at the area of the supra-
orbital and supratrochlear nerve will reveal tender areas where the supraorbital nerve (SON) 
and supratrochlear nerve (STN) are involved. In some cases, hypertrophy of the corrugator 
supercilii muscle may be visible on physical exam. Site II, or the temporal trigger site, is asso-
ciated with headaches originating in the temple. Often times, pain radiates toward the lateral 
temporal and posterior auricular areas. The temporalis muscle may be larger than normal, or 
tighter than usual. However, it is important to differentiate temporomandibular joint (TMJ) 
pathology, as it is not a trigger site for migraine headaches. In this region, the zygomaticotem-
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for migraine headaches, local inflammation sensitizes sensory neurons and upregulates the 
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atmospheric pressure changes, usually beginning in the early hours of the morning. Patients 
may complain of rhinitis, hyposmia, anosmia, halitosis, and dental pain. Because of this, they 
can also complain of breathing problems. In addition, this pain is generally described as start-
ing behind the eye and radiating outward. Oxymetazoline nasal spray is used to temporarily 
abort headaches originating from this site. Of note, septal triggers should be considered if 
pain persists despite BTX-A injection in other trigger sites. To confirm an active trigger site 
in the septal area, imaging via computed tomography scan is required. Intranasal pathology 
such as septal deviation contacting turbinates, concha bullosae, and other masses can be iden-
tified and surgically treated. It is important to rule out septonasal origin, as BTX-A generally 
does not improve pain originating from site III. Site IV occipital trigger site refers to head-
aches originating in the back of the neck and radiating anteriorly. This area usually correlates 
with the anatomical course of the greater occipital nerve (GON). Palpation in this area usu-
ally reveals a point of maximal tenderness that corresponds to the location where the nerve 
pierces the semispinalis capitis muscle. Some injection techniques target the semispinalis and 
splenius capitis, as well as the occipitalis muscle, but generally BTX-A is deposited as close to 
the nerve as possible. Patients may also complain of retroauricular pain associated with this 
site. Of note, it is possible that an intimate neurovascular relationship between the greater 
occipital nerve and occipital artery at this trigger site plays a major role in migraine devel-
opment [6, 18, 20, 39]. The close relationship of the greater occipital nerve with the occipital 
artery can cause pain to fluctuate with weather, as arterial vascular tone changes. In general, 
pain in the occipital region mostly involves the GON, while the third occipital nerve (TON) 
may be involved to a lesser degree. Site V refers to pain in the area corresponding to the 
auriculotemporal nerve (AT). Pain in this area is caused by TMJ facial bands inferiorly and the 
temporal artery more superiorly, causing irritation to the AT nerve [40]. Finally, Site VI refers 
to the area around the lesser occipital nerve.

While these areas are the major sites relevant to currently available treatment modalities, 
a number of other sites have been reported to cause significant pain. The trapezius muscle 
group, TMJ muscle group, sternocleidomastoid muscle, and masseter are few examples. 
While patient description should aid in the selection and specific location of injection sites, 
actual injection is based on the anatomy of the culprit nerves and surrounding tissue.

5. Techniques for injection

5.1. PREEMPT injection paradigm [24]

The injection protocol used in the phase III PREEMPT trials were based on, and developed 
upon, earlier phase II studies that demonstrated safety and efficacy in the use of onabotuli-
num toxin for chronic migraine patients. Using this PREEMPT injection paradigm, the phase 
III part 1 and part 2 studies confirmed significant reduction in the frequency of headache days 
and low rates of adverse events [9, 41]. At 24 weeks, pooled data from both trials reported a 
significant difference in the reduction of headache days compared to placebo. Specifically, 
those who underwent 24 weeks of BTX-A injection had a 7.4 day reduction, while placebo 
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had a 4.7 reduction in headache days [10]. Thus, the PREEMPT injection protocol is a proven 
prophylactic treatment for chronic migraine patients.

As the first formal injection protocol described, the PREEMPT technique is a combination of a 
“fixed site” and “follow the pain” approaches. This was based on a number of earlier studies 
employing different approaches. From these studies, this combination approach was deter-
mined as the most optimal protocol to be used in the PREEMPT trials [24]. A total of 155 units 
are injected into 31 fixed sites, targeting a number of muscle groups. In addition to these fixed 
site and fixed dose (FSFD) sites, an additional eight sites and 40 units can be injected accord-
ing to physician discernment in a “follow the pain” approach. Therefore, the PREEMPT injec-
tion paradigm uses a minimum of 155 units and a maximum of 195 units, which corresponds 
well with the determined optimal dosage range between 150 and 200 units [24]. Figure 1 
shows the PREEMPT injection protocol in each area. A standard 30-gauge 0.5-inch syringe is 
used, and an injection interval of 12 weeks is followed.

5.1.1. Frontal

In the frontal region, a total of 35 units are injected in a shallow manner into four muscle 
groups. First, the corrugator muscle is injected bilaterally 1.5 cm above the medial superior 
edge of the orbital ridge, with 10 units into each side. In the midline, the procerus is injected 
with 5 units in a location midway between the two corrugator injections. Finally, injection of 
the frontalis is divided into four sites, with 20 units total. On one side, the medial injection is 
1.5 cm above the corrugator injection, and the lateral injection is 1.5 cm away from the medial 
injection in the same horizontal plane. This is repeated on the opposite side of the forehead.

5.1.2. Temporal

In the temporal region, the temporalis muscle is the main muscle group targeted. Injection in 
this area consists of four sites on each side of the head. A total of 20 units are injected into each 
side. The first injection is behind the anterior border of the temporalis muscle. The second injec-
tion is 0.5 cm above and 1.5 cm posterior to the first injection. The third and fourth injection is 
0.5 cm posterior and inferior to the second injection, respectively. This is repeated on the oppo-
site side. As mentioned earlier, additional units can be injected on both or just one side, and 
is based on palpation for significant tenderness and pain that requires additional treatment.

Figure 1. PREEMPT injection protocol. Locations of fixed site, fixed dose injections: (1a) procerus, (1b) corrugators, (1c) 
frontalis, (2) temporalis, (3) occipitalis, (4) cervical paraspinal, and (5) trapezius muscle. Follow-the-pain injection areas 
are indicated in red color.
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5.1.3. Occipital

The occipitalis muscle group is injected with 15 units in three sites on each side, totaling 30 
units. The first injection is 1 cm lateral to and above the occipital protuberance. The second 
injection is given 1 cm lateral and 1 cm above the first injection. Finally, the third injection is 
1 cm medial and 1 cm above the first injection. Similar to the temple area injection, physicians 
can follow the pain by palpating for significant areas of tenderness, and inject additional units.

5.1.4. Cervical spine and paraspinal muscle groups

In the area of the back of the neck, the PREEMPT protocol targets the semispinalis and sple-
nius muscle groups. Injection consists of two sites on each side with 20 units total. On each 
side, the first injection is 3–5 cm inferior and just lateral to the occipital protuberance. Another 
injection is made 1 cm superior and lateral to the first.

5.1.5. Trapezius

The trapezius muscle is injected superiorly into three sites on each side, with 30 units total. 
The fixed dose is 5 units into each of the six total sites. One injection is made into the lateral 
portion of the muscle, another to the middle aspect, and one medially and superior within the 
medial portion of the muscle. With results from palpation for tenderness and pain, the physi-
cian can inject additional sites within the muscle group.

5.2. ART injection technique: Anatomical, Regional, and Targeted [42]

While the PREEMPT trials and its associated injection paradigm have paved the way for the 
development of BTX-A injection in migraine headaches, several other injection techniques 
have been developed, including the Anatomical, Regional, and Targeted (ART) injection 
 paradigm. In contrast to the “fixed site” and “follow the pain” approach of the PREEMPT 
protocol, the ART technique offers a dynamic injection paradigm based on anatomical studies 
and surgical experiences in the decompression of nerves [42].

The ART injection paradigm can be described as Anatomical, Regional, and Targeted [42]. 
In this approach, injection is not necessarily targeted to a broad muscle group. Rather, this 
injection paradigm is designed based more on the direct effects of onabotulinum toxin on 
peripheral nerves, which have been previously described [25, 26, 43, 44]. As a result, injec-
tions rely heavily on accurate understanding of nerve anatomy and delivery of the toxin as 
close to the nerve as possible. The term “Anatomical” refers to injections based on the accurate 
location and depth of a nerve, and its surrounding musculature. “Regional” refers to focused 
injections at regions where pain originates (frontal, temporal, or occipital). “Targeted” refers 
to injections based on the topography of tender areas, which may not always correspond with 
known anatomical compression points. Therefore, the ART injection approach has the poten-
tial to be more individualized to each patient's unique picture of migraine pain.

While the PREEMPT injection paradigm dictates the exact dosage delivered to each site, the 
ART injection protocol is less strict on how much is injected. Previous studies have showed 
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the optimal dosage range per injection cycle is between 150 and 200 units [24]. The standard 
ART dosage consists of 155 units delivered across several sites: 45 units into the frontal site, 
25 units into the temples, 50 units to the GON, 10 units to the LON, 15 units split into the tails 
of the GON and LON, 5 units in the area of the AT nerve, and finally 5 units in the area of the 
tail of the AT nerve. This standard is the injection pattern given to patients who report pain in 
all trigger sites. However, upon physician discretion, more units can be delivered to certain 
areas, or none in certain trigger sites, according to what the patient reports.

5.2.1. Site I: Frontal

In Site I, injection of BTX-A is based on irritation of the supraorbital and supratrochlear 
nerves (SON and STN). In this site, the injection is more anatomical than targeted. If BTX-A 
is injected in areas of maximal tenderness here closer to the orbital rim, the risk for lid ptosis 
and diplopia is high. Therefore, injection is more fixed in this area. The corrugator supercilii 
 muscle (CSM) is thought to compress the SON and STN, but any of the other glabellar muscles 
has the potential to as well (procerus, depressor supercilii). In addition, fibrous bands in the 
supraorbital foramen, or a boney foramen, could also be sources for proximal compression 
and pain. Before injecting into this area, the topographical anatomy of the corrugator muscle 
can be clearly visualized by asking the patient to frown. Of note, studies in plastic surgery lit-
erature have further outlined the anatomy of the corrugator, which is not followed  accurately 
in the PREEMPT/Allergan injection protocol (Figure 2). The CSM begins 3 mm lateral to the 
midline and extends 43 mm laterally. Superiorly, it extends 33 mm from the pupil. An ice 
pack is used to cool the area before injection, as it is important to reduce anxiety and pain in 
the migraine patient. Digital occlusion of the supraorbital and supratrochlear vessels with the 
non-dominant thumb reduces the risk of “microhematomas”. A short 0.5 inch 30-gauge nee-
dle with 0.1 cc graduation is used to inject 12.5 units into each side with a five-point standard 
injection (Figure 3). Based on correct anatomy, injection should be deeper medially and more 
superficial laterally. Single injections can be done on each side using a longer needle inserted 
superficially on the lateral side and extended deeply toward the medial side. Injection should 
be done as the needle is advancing, as it provides for the best control. If bleeding is present, 
gauze can be used, but it is critical not to press with excess pressure as the toxin can diffuse 
into unwanted areas in the upper lid.

Injection into the frontalis muscle should be only in the upper half of the forehead (Figure 3). 
Injecting lower on the forehead leads to a higher rate of lid ptosis. A total of 15–20 units is 
injected. This injection not only targets the distal portions of the SON and STN, but relaxation 
of the frontalis muscle reduces cephalic pull that can cause tension in the proximal nerve areas.

5.2.2. Site II: Temporal

Injection into the temporal area is again more anatomical than targeted. The zygomaticotem-
poral branch of the trigeminal nerve (ZTBTN) emerges approximately 17 mm posterolateral 
and 6.5 mm cephalad to the lateral canthus. This point of exit from the temporalis muscle is 
seen consistently in cadaver studies [45]. A long 30-gauge needle should pierce the temporalis 
muscle 1 cm posterolateral to this point to deposit 12.5 units on each side (Figure 4). The injec-
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tion should be fanned deeply in a 1.5 cm radius. Additionally, a single deep injection at the 
point of nerve exit over the deep temporal fascia should also be performed.

Figure 3. ART frontal trigger site injection. Image demonstrating injection sites over the corrugator muscle. The patient 
frowns to assist in finding the correct locations. The SON and STN nerves are targeted here, as well as the frontalis 
muscle.

Figure 2. The location of the corrugator muscle.
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The auriculotemporal nerve (AT) is another potential source of nerve irritation in the temporal 
area. This nerve is referred to as Site V. Injection at this site is more targeted than anatomical. 
BTX-A delivery should be guided by the patient's descriptions of tender areas, which may not 
always correspond with areas of anatomical compression. Injections should be in two sites: 
one near the proximal AT area where fibrous bands can compress the nerve, and one near the 
distal AT where it crosses the superficial temporal artery [42] (Figure 4).

5.2.3. Site III: Nasoseptal

BTX-A cannot be delivered to this area. A computed tomography scan should be done to 
elucidate areas of turbinate contact or other masses. Currently, the only treatment for this site 
is surgical correction.

5.2.4. Site IV: Occipital

Injection in Site IV is based on irritation of the occipital nerves: greater occipital nerve (GON), 
lesser occipital nerve (LON), and the third occipital nerve (TON). Although the LON can 
be referred to as Site VI, its treatment is considered together with other occipital sites. The 
GON is most commonly the primary site of pain. This injection is both targeted and anatomi-
cal. The nerve consistently pierces the semispinalis capitis muscle at a point 1.5 cm lateral to 
the midline and 3 cm below to the occipital protuberance (Figure 5). However, the area of 
maximal tenderness is often 0.5–1 cm lateral to this point. Therefore, BTX-A injection should 

Figure 4. ART temporal trigger site injections. Figure demonstrating the relationship between the auriculotemporal 
nerve (AT), zygomaticotemporal nerve (ZTBTN), and the superficial temporal artery. It is important to note that the 
ZTBTN is on a different fascial plane, and does not normally contact the AT nerve or temporal artery. Injection sites 
include: (1) 1.5 cm posterolateral emergence of ZTBTN from deep temporal fascia. (2) fascial band compression at 
proximal AT. (3) Distal AT area corresponding to crossing with the superficial temporal artery.
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be targeted to this area. When injecting this nerve, it is critical to inject deeply enough to 
pierce the trapezius fascia, where the nerve resides. A sturdier 27-gauge long needle is used 
to ensure penetration of the thick fascia, with 25 units injected into each side. The LON is 
injected similarly in a targeted and anatomical approach, using 10 units total for both sides 
(Figure 5). The point of maximal tenderness often corresponds anatomically within 0.5 cm of 
the emergence of the LON behind the sternocleidomastoid muscle [46]. The LON emerges 6.4 
cm lateral to the posterior midline drawn through cervical spine, and 7.5 cm caudal from a 
horizontal line drawn between the most superolateral aspects of the external auditory canals 
[47]. Additionally, patients sometimes describe pain in the areas corresponding to the distal 
tails of the GON and LON. In these areas, terminal branches of the occipital artery intertwine 
with the occipital nerves.

Figure 5. ART occipital trigger site injection sites and landmarks. Occipital protuberance (triangle), GON (black oval), 
tail of GON (black square), LON (gray oval), tail of LON (gray square), 3rd occipital nerve (white circle).
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6. Conclusion

OnabotulinumtoxinA injection is an effective strategy to treat chronic migraine. At 56 weeks, 
the percentage of patients in the PREEMPT trials that received at least 50% reduction in head-
ache days was 68%, significantly better than the reduction seen in patients who received 
 placebo [48]. In addition to being effective, BTX-A has also been shown to cause very minimal 
adverse effects. Some commonly seen complications include neck pain/weakness, eyelid ptosis, 
and injection site pain. There have been no reported deaths among migraine BTX-A studies, 
and only 1.4–3.8% of patients discontinued treatment due to adverse effects [9, 10, 16, 17, 24].

BTX-A injection is an effective and well-tolerated treatment option for chronic migraine 
patients who have previously failed a number of traditional medications. It is most effec-
tive in patients who suffer from a higher frequency of headache days, such as those seen in 
chronic migraines. Additionally, it is well known that chronic migraine patients often suffer 
from medication overuse. In a subanalysis of PREEMPT trial results, BTX-A demonstrated 
significant effectiveness in reducing frequency of headache days even in patients who are 
designated with medication overuse [49]. Sometimes, patients may not respond from the 
first injection interval. It has been shown even among patients that fail to respond initially, 
a meaningful proportion of patients responded in the second and third treatment cycles [50]. 
ART injection on the other hand is a newer, expanded, and more refined version of the tar-
geted injection based on recent neurology data and theories suggesting that BTX-A is more 
effective if deposited closer to nerves. Although available studies are less robust, preliminary 
clinical results show less complications than PREEMPT.

While onabotulinumtoxinA injection has been shown to be both safe and effective among a 
broad group of patients, demonstrating versatile and robust efficacy, research is ongoing to 
develop the best and most efficient ways to deliver this treatment. Knowledge of potential 
culprit nerves and the accurate understanding of surrounding tissue anatomy are essential to 
maximize efficacy and efficiency in chronic migraine pain management.
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broad group of patients, demonstrating versatile and robust efficacy, research is ongoing to 
develop the best and most efficient ways to deliver this treatment. Knowledge of potential 
culprit nerves and the accurate understanding of surrounding tissue anatomy are essential to 
maximize efficacy and efficiency in chronic migraine pain management.
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Abstract

Acupuncture has been used to treat various diseases, and there are many reports from
various countries around the world as a therapy for headaches. Acupuncture has been
used to relieve tension‐type headaches and prevent migraine attacks. In patients with
migraine without  aura,  the  number of  headache attacks  and analgesic  use  among
patients who received acupuncture was significantly decreased compared to those who
were treated with flunarizine. However, few articles have classified headaches in detail
and examined the effectiveness of acupuncture. Thus, there is no clear evidence of the
types of headache for which acupuncture is effective or whether acupuncture should
be performed in the attack phase or intermittent phase. Functional MRI (fMRI) is a form
of  objective  imaging  study.  Recently,  a  study  was  performed  to  investigate  brain
dysfunction in patients with migraine and chronic tension‐type headache. In the study
of the pain‐induced activation of fMRI, migraine patients demonstrated specific brain
activation in the interictal period compared to controls. We hypothesize that acupunc‐
ture affects not only peripheral circulation, but also central nervous function. However,
few scientific studies have investigated the effects of acupuncture for headache by
assessing cerebral function.

Keywords: headache, acupuncture, acupoint, tension‐type headache, migraine

1. Introduction

Headache is prevalent worldwide and was reported as the sixth most frequent global cause of
years lived with disability in 2013 [1]. When limited to migraine, its frequency is 19th place, and
when limited to women, its frequency is 12th place [2]. The prevalence rate of tension‐type
headache is also high, and it was reported to be 38% in worldwide [3]. However, the diagnosis
of tension‐type headache depends on the diagnostic criteria and method. As such, the actual
prevalence of patients with headache may be much higher than believed.

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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2. Basic concept of traditional Oriental medicine

Traditional Oriental medicine is based on “Yin” and “Yang” and the “Five Elements Theory”
[4, 5]. “Yin” and “Yang” are mutually opposed, representing related aspects of objects and
ideas, such as male and female, right and left, and morning and evening. The Five Elements
Theory describes five elements: wood, fire, earth, metal, and water, with everything in the
world belonging to one of these five elements. For example, the liver, heart, spleen, lungs, and
kidneys fall under the elements of wood, fire, earth, metal, and water, respectively. Of note,
the liver and heart in Oriental medicine are not the same as the liver and heart as understood
in Western medicine; the liver controls the systemic blood flow and Qi. Qi is a transmutable
energy in traditional Chinese medicine that is presumed to flow through 12 meridians in the
body [6]. Functional damage to the liver subsequently induces headache and vertigo. The heart
controls mental activity, such as memory and intelligence, as well as the tongue; therefore,
heart dysfunction can cause taste and language dysfunction. The spleen controls the digestion
and absorption of food from the stomach, so spleen dysfunction induces stomachache and
diarrhea. The lungs control breathing, and the skin is a barrier against external chemicals and
infection. Therefore, lung dysfunction results in catching a cold and respiratory dysfunction.
The kidneys control vitality and are related to the ears, so kidney dysfunction can cause a
number of diseases, chills, and hearing loss.

Figure 1. “Creation cycle” and “destruction cycle” (this figure is originally created by authors).
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Additionally, the Five Elements Theory includes two relationships: the “creation cycle” and
“destruction cycle” (Figure 1). The creation cycle is the “mother–child relationship,” which
repeats in circulation, and the destruction cycle occurs when one of the five elements wins
against or limits another element [4]. Oriental medicine applies this theory for medical
treatment and diagnosis. By maintaining balanced creation and destruction cycles, we can
maintain good health. If those relationships become unbalanced, acupuncture and Chinese
medicine are used to restore the balance.

3. The use of acupoints as a therapy for headache

Acupuncture has been used to treat various diseases, and there are many reports, from various
countries around the world, on the use of acupuncture as a therapy for headaches. Acupunc‐
ture has been used to relieve tension‐type headaches and prevent migraine attacks.

Finger cun (F‐cun)

1 F‐cun Thumb measurement: The width of the interphalangeal joint of the thumb is taken as 1 F‐cun

The distance between the ends of the two radial creases of the interphalangeal joints of the middle finger is

taken as 1 F‐cun when the thumb and the middle finger are flexed to form a circle

3 F‐cun Finger width measurement: when the index, middle, ring, and little fingers of the subject are extended and

closed together, the width of the four fingers on the dorsal crease of the proximal interphalangeal joint of the

middle finger is taken as 3 F‐cun

Table 1. The finger‐cun measurement methods (this table is originally created by authors based on Ref. [7]).

Figure 2. F‐cun (this figure is originally created by authors).

Acupoints are determined using one of three typical methods [7]. The first is proportional bone
(skeletal) cun (B‐cun); this method divides the height of the human body into 75 equal units.
Using joints on the surface of the body as the primary landmarks, the length and width of
every body part are measured by such proportions [7]. Specifically, we divide the height of the
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human body into 75 equal units and then estimate the length and width of certain parts of the
body based on such units. One unit is equal to 1 cun. B‐cun is the most accurate method, as it
measures each person's physical length, but it is complex. As such, other measurements are
often used for convenience [7, 8] (Table 1). The second method is finger cun (F‐cun), which
uses a person's finger width to determine the acupuncture points (Figure 2). One B‐cun and 1
F‐cun are almost the same length. F‐cun is determined using two methods. The first is thumb
measurement using the width of the interphalangeal joints. Another is middle‐finger cun
(Figure 3). Middle‐finger cun is the distance between the ends of the two radial creases of the
interphalangeal joints of the middle finger is taken as 1 F‐cun when the thumb and the middle
finger are flexed to form a circle [7]. The last method is finger breadth, which uses the width
of the distal phalanx of the middle finger to determine the acupuncture points (Figure 4). This
method should not be confused with the middle finger cun. This method is rarely used. Given
that all of these methods result in some degree of variation in acupuncture point determination.

Figure 3. Middle‐finger cun (this figure is originally created by authors).
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Figure 4. Finger breadth (this figure is originally created by authors).

Figure 5. The acupoints used for the treatment of headache (this figure is originally created by authors based on Ref [9,
10]).
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English

name

Chinese name Locations

Head region

BL2 Cuanzhu On the head, in the depression at the medial end of the eyebrow

GV20 Baihui When the ears are folded, GV20 is located at the midpoint of the connecting line between

the auricular apices

ST8 Touwei On the head, 0.5 B‐cun directly superior to the anterior hairline at the corner of the

forehead, 4.5 B‐cun lateral to the anterior median line

GB5 Xuanlu On the head, at the midpoint of the curved line from ST8 to GB7 (on the head, at the

junction of the vertical line of the posterior border of the temple hairline and the

horizontal line of the apex of auricle)

GB12 Wangu In the anterior region of the neck, in the depression posteroinferior to the mastoid process

Neck and back regions

BL10 Tianzhu In the posterior region of the neck, at the same level as the superior border of the spinous

process of the second cervical vertebra (C2), in the depression lateral to the trapezius

muscle

GB20 Fengchi In the anterior region of the neck, inferior to the occipital bone, in the depression between

the origins of sternocleidomastoid and the trapezius muscles

BL43 Gaohuang In the upper back region, at the same level as the inferior border of the spinous process of

the fourth vertebra (T4), 3 B‐cun lateral to the posterior median line

GB21 Jianjing In the posterior region of the neck, at the midpoint of the line connecting the spinous

process of the seventh cervical vertebra (C7) with the lateral end of the acromion

BL12 Fengmen In the upper back region, at the same level as the inferior border of the spinous process of

the second thoracic vertebra (T2), 1.5 B‐cun lateral to the posterior median line

Upper limbs

LI4 Hegu On the dorsum of the hand, radial to the midpoint of the second metacarpal bone

PC6 Neiguan On the anterior aspect of the forearm, between the tendons of the Palmaris, longus and

the flexor carpi radialis, 2 B‐cun proximal to the wrist crease

TE5 Waiguan On the posterior aspect of the forearm, midpoint of the interosseous space between the

radius and the ulna, 2 B‐cun proximal to the dorsal wrist crease

PC7 Daling On the anterior aspect of the wrist, between the tendons of Palmaris longus and the flexor

carpi radialis, on the palmar wrist crease

LU7 Lieque On the radial aspect of the forearm, between the tendons of the abductor pollicis longus

and the extensor pollicis brevis muscles, in the groove for the abductor pollicis longus

tendon, 1.5 B‐cun superior to the palmar wrist

Lower limbs

SP6 Sanyinjiao On the tibial aspect of the leg, posterior to the medial border of the tibia, 3 B‐cun superior

to the prominence of the medial malleulus
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English

name

Chinese name Locations

Head region

BL2 Cuanzhu On the head, in the depression at the medial end of the eyebrow

GV20 Baihui When the ears are folded, GV20 is located at the midpoint of the connecting line between

the auricular apices

ST8 Touwei On the head, 0.5 B‐cun directly superior to the anterior hairline at the corner of the

forehead, 4.5 B‐cun lateral to the anterior median line

GB5 Xuanlu On the head, at the midpoint of the curved line from ST8 to GB7 (on the head, at the

junction of the vertical line of the posterior border of the temple hairline and the

horizontal line of the apex of auricle)

GB12 Wangu In the anterior region of the neck, in the depression posteroinferior to the mastoid process

Neck and back regions

BL10 Tianzhu In the posterior region of the neck, at the same level as the superior border of the spinous

process of the second cervical vertebra (C2), in the depression lateral to the trapezius

muscle

GB20 Fengchi In the anterior region of the neck, inferior to the occipital bone, in the depression between

the origins of sternocleidomastoid and the trapezius muscles

BL43 Gaohuang In the upper back region, at the same level as the inferior border of the spinous process of

the fourth vertebra (T4), 3 B‐cun lateral to the posterior median line

GB21 Jianjing In the posterior region of the neck, at the midpoint of the line connecting the spinous

process of the seventh cervical vertebra (C7) with the lateral end of the acromion

BL12 Fengmen In the upper back region, at the same level as the inferior border of the spinous process of

the second thoracic vertebra (T2), 1.5 B‐cun lateral to the posterior median line

Upper limbs

LI4 Hegu On the dorsum of the hand, radial to the midpoint of the second metacarpal bone

PC6 Neiguan On the anterior aspect of the forearm, between the tendons of the Palmaris, longus and

the flexor carpi radialis, 2 B‐cun proximal to the wrist crease

TE5 Waiguan On the posterior aspect of the forearm, midpoint of the interosseous space between the

radius and the ulna, 2 B‐cun proximal to the dorsal wrist crease

PC7 Daling On the anterior aspect of the wrist, between the tendons of Palmaris longus and the flexor

carpi radialis, on the palmar wrist crease

LU7 Lieque On the radial aspect of the forearm, between the tendons of the abductor pollicis longus

and the extensor pollicis brevis muscles, in the groove for the abductor pollicis longus

tendon, 1.5 B‐cun superior to the palmar wrist

Lower limbs

SP6 Sanyinjiao On the tibial aspect of the leg, posterior to the medial border of the tibia, 3 B‐cun superior

to the prominence of the medial malleulus
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English

name

Chinese name Locations

LR3 Taichong On the dorsum of the foot, between the first and second metatarsal bones, in the

depression distal to the junction of the bases of the two bones, over the distals pedis

artery

ST44 Neiting On the dorsum of the foot, between the second and third toes, posterior to the web

margin, at the border between the red and white flesh

GB34 Yanglingquan On the fibular aspect of the leg, in the depression anterior and distal to the head of the

fibula

Table 2. Acupuncture point locations (this table is originally created by authors based on Ref. [7]).

The acupoints used for the treatment of headaches are located on the upper trapezius muscle,
the splenius muscle, the semispinal muscle, the levator scapulae muscle, and the rhomboids
muscle. These include the bladder meridian, BL10; the gallbladder meridian, GB20, GB12,
GB21, and BL43 and acupoints in the trigeminal regions, GB4, GB5, and GB6; the stomach
meridian, ST8, ST6, and ST and the peripheral limbs; the large intestine meridian, LI4; the liver
meridian, LR3; and the triple energizer meridian, TE5, GB34, and others (Figure 5, Table 2) [7,
9, 10]. The acupoints in the neck and back regions are suitable for electro‐acupuncture (EA).

4. Reports of acupuncture as a therapy for headaches

In patients with migraine without aura, the number of headache attacks and analgesic use
among patients who received acupuncture were significantly decreased in comparison with
those who were treated with flunarizine [11].

Kikuchi et al. reported the effects of acupuncture on headache. They examined the numbers
of medication days and headache days using a headache diary and found that the number of
days in patients who experienced migraines, chronic tension‐type headache, medication
overuse headache, and chronic migraines decreased by 75, 50, 30, and 20%, respectively [12].

Thus, the effects of acupuncture differed according to the diagnosis. Yamaguchi et al. evaluated
the effects of acupuncture in patients with tension‐type headache using plethysmography,
electromyography, and thermography [13]. Acupuncture was found to be effective for treating
headaches because it normalized the excess tension of the neck and upper shoulder muscles
rather than the head muscles [13]. However, few articles have classified headaches in detail
and examined the effectiveness of acupuncture. Thus, there is no clear evidence of the types
of headache for which acupuncture is effective or whether acupuncture should be performed
in the attack phase or intermittent phase. Acupuncture therapy is classified as a Grade B
treatment in the Japanese clinical practice guideline for chronic headache, which was published
by the Japanese Society of Neurology and Headache in 2013 [14].

A Cochrane review reported that there was no significant difference in the clinical effects of
true acupuncture and sham acupuncture, but that the number of headache days was decreased
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by the intervention [15]. Acupuncture was reported to be more effective and to be associated
with fewer side effects than preventive medications [9].

A large clinical study of acupuncture for headache was conducted in the European Union. The
number of headache days at 3 months after acupuncture significantly decreased from 8.4 to
4.7 days in the acupuncture group, while it decreased from 8.1 to 7.5 days in controls. In the
economic study, acupuncture improved the quality of life and was highly cost‐effective [16].
The placebo effect of acupuncture, however, is reported to be nearly 40% [17]. The accurate
effect should be verified by a double‐blind controlled trial, but it is difficult to establish control
groups in acupuncture studies.

Acupuncture studies are associated with another problem with regard to the reproducibility
of the treatment. In most reports, acupuncture was performed by an experienced acupunctu‐
rist; however, many parts depend on the technique of operator.

The accurate effect should be verified by a double‐blind controlled trial, but it is difficult to
establish control groups in acupuncture studies. So, some studies have used objective assess‐
ments. Chassot et al. reported a crossover trial regarding the effect of electro‐acupuncture (EA)
on chronic tension‐type headache, including an assessment using a biological sample [17]. The
visual analog scale score decreased more than 50% following EA in nine patients, but it also
decreased in the sham period for five patients. The serum brain‐derived neurotrophic factor
was inversely correlated with pain intensity and degree of depression.

Kinfe et al. recently reported that presurgical acupuncture predict the effect of surgical occipital
nerve stimulation (ONS) [18]. Twelve patients with chronic refractory headache syndrome
eligible for ONS were treated using EA (100 Hz, 30 min) before ONS. For EA, four needles were
inserted subcutaneously at the level of C1, defined as 3 cm below the occipital protuberance,
1.5 cm bilateral from the midline (two needles), and 3.5 cm bilateral from the midline (two
needles), to ensure that it reached the occipital afferent distribution area [18]. The results
showed that surgically implanted ONS was effective in some patients who had previously
been non‐responsive to acupuncture. Acupuncture may be a useful new tool for presurgical
assessment.

5. Imaging studies of acupuncture for the treatment of headaches

Some recent reports have assessed the objective effects as well as the subjective effects of
acupuncture in the treatment of headaches. Quirico et al. reported that acupuncture altered
the cerebral blood flow [19]. The mean cerebral blood flow was changed by the acupoints.

Functional MRI (fMRI) is a form of objective imaging study. Recently, a study was performed
to investigate brain dysfunction in patients with migraine and chronic tension‐type headache
[20]. In the study of the pain‐induced activation of fMRI, migraine patients demonstrated
specific brain activation in the interictal period in comparison with controls. The regions that
were activated included the temporal pole, the parahippocampal gyrus, anterior cingulate
cortex, lentiform nuclei, fusiform gyrus, subthalamic nucleus, hippocampus, middle cingulate
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by the intervention [15]. Acupuncture was reported to be more effective and to be associated
with fewer side effects than preventive medications [9].

A large clinical study of acupuncture for headache was conducted in the European Union. The
number of headache days at 3 months after acupuncture significantly decreased from 8.4 to
4.7 days in the acupuncture group, while it decreased from 8.1 to 7.5 days in controls. In the
economic study, acupuncture improved the quality of life and was highly cost‐effective [16].
The placebo effect of acupuncture, however, is reported to be nearly 40% [17]. The accurate
effect should be verified by a double‐blind controlled trial, but it is difficult to establish control
groups in acupuncture studies.

Acupuncture studies are associated with another problem with regard to the reproducibility
of the treatment. In most reports, acupuncture was performed by an experienced acupunctu‐
rist; however, many parts depend on the technique of operator.

The accurate effect should be verified by a double‐blind controlled trial, but it is difficult to
establish control groups in acupuncture studies. So, some studies have used objective assess‐
ments. Chassot et al. reported a crossover trial regarding the effect of electro‐acupuncture (EA)
on chronic tension‐type headache, including an assessment using a biological sample [17]. The
visual analog scale score decreased more than 50% following EA in nine patients, but it also
decreased in the sham period for five patients. The serum brain‐derived neurotrophic factor
was inversely correlated with pain intensity and degree of depression.

Kinfe et al. recently reported that presurgical acupuncture predict the effect of surgical occipital
nerve stimulation (ONS) [18]. Twelve patients with chronic refractory headache syndrome
eligible for ONS were treated using EA (100 Hz, 30 min) before ONS. For EA, four needles were
inserted subcutaneously at the level of C1, defined as 3 cm below the occipital protuberance,
1.5 cm bilateral from the midline (two needles), and 3.5 cm bilateral from the midline (two
needles), to ensure that it reached the occipital afferent distribution area [18]. The results
showed that surgically implanted ONS was effective in some patients who had previously
been non‐responsive to acupuncture. Acupuncture may be a useful new tool for presurgical
assessment.

5. Imaging studies of acupuncture for the treatment of headaches

Some recent reports have assessed the objective effects as well as the subjective effects of
acupuncture in the treatment of headaches. Quirico et al. reported that acupuncture altered
the cerebral blood flow [19]. The mean cerebral blood flow was changed by the acupoints.

Functional MRI (fMRI) is a form of objective imaging study. Recently, a study was performed
to investigate brain dysfunction in patients with migraine and chronic tension‐type headache
[20]. In the study of the pain‐induced activation of fMRI, migraine patients demonstrated
specific brain activation in the interictal period in comparison with controls. The regions that
were activated included the temporal pole, the parahippocampal gyrus, anterior cingulate
cortex, lentiform nuclei, fusiform gyrus, subthalamic nucleus, hippocampus, middle cingulate
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cortex, somatosensory cortex, and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Decreased activation was
observed at the secondary somatosensory cortex, precentral gyrus, superior temporal gyrus,
and the brainstem. The findings differed in the interictal, ictal, and preictal phases. Many fMRI
studies have suggested the imbalance of the facilitation and inhibition of the pain signal
conduction effect hypersensitivity in migraine.

In Japan, Yamaguchi et al. reported a change in the cerebral blood flow in migraine patients
before and after acupuncture using arterial spin‐labeled MRI [21]. Before acupuncture, the
cerebral blood flow in migraine patients was high in the occipital and right temporal lobes and
low at the left temporal and parietal lobes in comparison with controls. After acupuncture, a
specific increase was observed in the cerebral blood flow of the thalamus, hypothalamus, pars
opercularis, and insula of migraine patients.

Li et al. treated patients with migraine without aura with standard acupuncture five times per
week during a 4‐week period and examined the pain score and resting‐state fMRI [22]. Patients
with migraine without aura were found to have decreased functional connectivity in the left
precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, left supramarginal gyrus, and the lower left parietal lobe.
Furthermore, they found that the decreases in these functions were improved by the acupunc‐
ture therapy.

We hypothesize that acupuncture affects not only peripheral circulation, but also central
nervous function. However, few scientific studies have investigated the effects of acupuncture
for headache by assessing cerebral function. In the future, an objective clinical study assessing
the effect of acupuncture on headache should be conducted.
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